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31u taken of our loue, aub of the inspiration
uihich they bane been to us
this boluute of
(Taps
ts affectionately oebiratco to
(Our ^uiectlmirts
the girls hte lohco, still lobe, anb
albums brill lobe
OF ALL EARTH'S MAIDENS FAIR AND YOUNG AND GAY
OUR SWEETHEARTS ARE THE FAIREST THAT WE KNOW.
ARE FAIRER THAN THE FAIREST FLOWERS THAT GROW
WITHIN THE FRAGRANT DEW-DRENCHED FIELDS OF MAY.
THE SOFT. SUN-KISSED SNOW. ON WHICH DOTH PLAY
THE CLOUD-ESCAPING RAYS. AND WHICH DOTH BLOW
IS NOT MORE PURE THAN THEY IN WHOM THE GLOW
OF INNOCENT YOUTH MAKES SWEET OUR THOUGHTS TODAY.
HOW FAIR, HOW SWEET. HOW PURE! HOW SWEET AND TRUE!
HOW WORTHY OF A MAN'S PURSUIT AND CARE—
OUR SWEETHEARTS AND OUR LOVERS. TOO!
WITH WHOM WE WOULD OUR DEAREST TREASURES SHARE!
AND LIFE'S UNKNOWN PATHWAYS TRAVEL THROUGH.
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A.R after year we've worked together
From early morn 'till late at night.
Through all sorts of foul and sunny weather.
E'en though 'twas hard, we find delighl
In calling back those days of old
When we were guileless Freshmen still;
How we pined to live it through, and stroll
Into the place that Sophomores fill.
And so it was that Sophomore found us
With work to do, but time for play.
We labored on with Freshmen round us,
Who kindly helped us on our way.
But in Junior we sobered down
And found our work, our time and place.
And now in Senior we havi found
A vastly different course to face.
So out into the world we go,
With all its struggle, toil, and pain;
Far from the friends and scenes we know.
Far out into life's teeming main.
Where we must new conditions meet,
And learn to solve the problems of the day;
Catch from the shortlived hours so fleel
The good things we would have with us stay.
But still endearing memory calls
And bids us linger yet a while:
Look o'er these scenes again, where falls
An unwonted sweetness, and smile.
Here many a pleasant hour we've passed,
And learned many a lesson well ;
Formed many a friendship that will last —
How dear those days, let memory tell
'
'Tis the old familiar scene
Made sweeter at the parting hour.
But in memory 'twill e'er be green
Xor ever lose o'er us its power.
Come, classmates, gather 'round and sing
A song before we bid adieu.
To Clemson we our offerings bring,
And pledge ourselves to e'er be true.




^ SKI'TKMKKR. mi i. about tliree hundred and fifty strong, we arrived
T^fo Jffi , the campus from almost everywhere. We were about as green and as sea
on
red
you could well imagine, and the largest Class, by a good majority, that
>&){ has ever entered Clemson. During our freshman year, we, as all other
MJfrj) Freshmen, were looked upon as a crowd of greenhorns. Some of us joined
Literary Societies: one or two of our crowd made the Varsity eleven : and
several of us made the Varsity nine. Indeed, we might well he called the hard-luck Class; for,
just at the time of our entrance, there was practically no law against hazing, and we, of course,
were the victims. When we came hack as Sophomores, expecting to get revenge on the
next Class, we found that a new Commandant had taken charge of the Military Depart-
ment, and that instead of finding a bunch of scared "rats," we found only an aggregation
of "recruits," whom we had to honor, and treat as if they were real folks.
When we came back a- Sophomores, we found that, for various reasons, our Class
had been reduced to two hundred strong. We, as all other Sophomores, felt that we owned
the College, and as all other "wise fools" felt that we should he given special attention in
every phase of college life: indeed, the Athletic teams were beginning to take special
notice of some of our men.
Then came Junior. By tl>i~ time we were beginning to see that the only way we
would ever accomplish anything would he by hard work: so we ,n"t busy. Men of our
ranks did a majority of The Chronicle work, and were making the Literary Societies go,
and indeed the men above us were beginning to take notice of the fact that we had some
teal men in our Class.
Now we have reached privileges of wearing a cap cord, and having Senior privileges,
we have come to the decision that we are not so wise as we had imagined Seniors to be.
Instead, we find that we are just getting our minds in shape to receive a real education.
We are now. we are proud to say, tin- largest Class that has ever been able to reach
Senior—one hundred and six strong. This is one fact of which we shall always boast, for
surely this is something of which to be proud. We have a number of men of whom we
have a right to he proud. A number of them have made good in athletics: and we have
some of the best Editors in the history of the College. We have made great improvements
in The Tiger, The Chronicle, The Agricultural Journal: and are getting out one of the
best numbers of Taps that was ever dreamed of. We have the honor of having in our
Class the "longest" and the "shortest" man that lias ever graduated from Clemson. We
also claim that we have the best Orator that Clemson has had in a number of years.
But the time is soon to come when we must part—perhaps never to see each other
again. It will he a sad parting, for some of the best of friends will he separated for life.
Although we do not realize it, our College days—though they have their trials and diffi-
culties—are the happiest days of our lives. Let us hope that none of us will ever do
anything that will not bestow honor upon our Class and upon our College. And now, as
the light of the day of June the eighth fades into darkness, the Class of 11)15 goes out to
meet the toils and difficulties of the world.
Historian
Fourteen
gv.z-f* \ fort*** ^^-r-^x V?^. 23^-











\CI<i )N( >MY. "Rat" 'n ; Scrub Football
ii : Class Football 'i-'. '13. ''4: Varsity Foot-
ball '14: Coach Soph Football Team '15:
Block "C" Club; Soph. Junior, and Senior
Dancing Clubs; Secretarj and Treasurer Soph
Dancing Club; Manager Senior Hop '14: Cal-
houn Literary Society: Agricultural Society;
Business Manager Agricultural Journal;
Treasurer Southern College Press Associa-
te m : 1 louse of Mirth : "Jew Shop."
Corporal: Sergeant; Senior Private.
"Doc," as he i- called by all, except one,
who calls him "DOCKIE DEAR," ha- die great
weakness—ladies. Hi- winning way- and line
of "hull" make him popular among the "fair
-11 s"; while hi- leadership and character have
won him a front place among his fellow stu
dents. "Doc" i- some business man, being pro-
prietor of the "Jew Shop." He hasn't decided
whether he will get rich in Argentina, or go
hack to that town with the fitting motto,
"Union Suits."
HORTICULTURE. Junior Dancing Cli
'14: Senior Dancing Club, ' 1 5 : Agricultui
Society: Calhoun Literary Society.
Corporal; Sergeant; Senior Private.
"Bill" came to us in 1911, from Uni<
S. C, but soon migrated to Virginia. "Bn
spends most of his time at the store. He
determined to he Governor of Virginia; but
he doesn't g< I this, he says he will take Pre
dent of the United State-. "Bill" has gal
ereel around him many friends since comi
to Clemson. If he should fail to becot
President, we know he will revolutionize t
apple industry in Virginia. We wish h
much success.
"Three drinks, and the world is mine" There is no place lite Hemic , Sweet Hon
3E CE/^ONABl-E JANE./ ] HOW PfllE you! 't<*V£|
?l QMLY WANTED TO I
kT5 5 V<£ r~ {BEENUWWivq OSS.TH.sJ
-js^ 1 1 can ^eortcr mys&lfJ
^9 'Mk. ^
fJLM
2 VOhT SEE *mY 5rtE3>orrr
vVbit£ to Me, i"i e,oinCi
TO KEEP O* WC'TIN^




AGRONOMY. Literary Editor of The
Throniclc; Taps Staff, '15; Censor, Recording
secretary, Literary Critic. Vice-President,
President of the Palmetto Literary Society;
treasurer of the Agricultural Societj . Win-
ier of Chronicle Essa} Medal. '14: President
)aniel's Sunday School Class; Y. M. C. A.;
Presiding Officer at Annual Celebration of
Palmetto Literary Society.
Private; Sergeant; Lieutenant.
» "H. D." came here along with the rest of
is. but since then he has forged ahead of us,
1 leader in whatever required work and faith-
ail application. "D." is a serious-minded, pre-
:ocious chap, speaking only when he has
something to say. "Barker's" chief delight is
-hoot all his professors for "Block-Hun-
lreds" ; his pa-time is quoting poetry. He
nu-t he in love. It is whispered that his
favorite fruit is the Georgia "Belle" Peach.
His chief aim while here seems to be "Do It,




to ,1 man, but out of













FRANCIS S VNDERS B VRNES
ROCK II II. I., S. C.
ELECTRICAL COURSE. P Ju
nior Electrical Science Club. '14; Editor-in-
Chief Tiger, funior Class Football Team. '14;
Iniin.r Dancing Club, '14; Senior Dancing
Club. '15; Class Historian, '13; A. I. E. E., '1?.
Corporal; Sergeant; Senior Private.
This, ladies and gentlemen, is the engineer
of our Class. "Frank" he is called; but we
think a very appropriate name for him would
be "Slide Rule." Hi- cartoon will -bow what
he can do with this instrument. I le has
\,r\ bad habit, that of making hundreds OH
all exam-. It is often -aid thai when "FRANK
'
enters an c\.mi. room the Prof, trembles, be-
cause someone is going to gel
"•'••
I
much cannot be said of bis ability, and we
expect great things of him after graduation.
'A man's a man for a' that"
~ "" " rroci.





VETERINARY SCIENCE. V. M. C. A .
'12. '13; Agricultural Society; Calhoun Soci-
ety: President Laurens County Club: Secre-
tary and Treasurer Veterinary Science Club
:
Scrub Football. '14: Varsity Football, '15;
Scrub Baseball, "14: Basket-ball Team. '15;








ENGINEERING. Palmetto Literary Soci-
ety; Junior Science Club: Clean-Sleeve Club:
Matinee Club; A. I. E. E. : Secretary and
Treasurer York County Club. '14; President
York County Club. '15; Plain Blunt Men's
Club; Special English Student: Efficiency
Club: Duke of the House of York. '13.
Sergeant : Captain and Commissary.
"Gene." as he is commonly known, hails
from Laurens, S. C. Besides being long. lean.
and lanky, be is quite an athlete and ladies'
man. He has won fame as a stump speaker
for Cole Blease, among showers of chalk and
erasers. His time is spent between studying
and training his pompadour in the way it
should go. Vet. "C.f.xe" is a diligent student.
and we predict for him future success in his
chosen profession of medicine.
Private: Private: Private: Senior Private
Picked Company. '12, '13.
"Prep" is the product of Clover. S. C. Hi-
name is not derived from having prepish ways
but from a preparatory school he attended
before entering here. He is an independent
lad. noted for being an extremely pleasant
carefree fellow. If there is any fun stirring
anywhere, "Prep" may be counted on as one
of' the ringleaders. And if he isn't temptec
into a matrimonial career Clover will shortly
be illuminated.
'If / were a lightning-bug, I would make it
my life's zvork the best of all lightning
bugs to be"
'Few lips would be moved to song if the:
eould find a sufficiency of kissing"
• YOG WP<-"-P scoecE EXPECT ONE
OF Mr ACjE TO SPEAK, ih T?oBt.iG












"Ol'RSE. Vice-President. Critic. Recording
Secretary, Sergeant-at-Arms Calhoun Literarj
Society; Debater Annual Celebration. '13, '15;
unior Electrical Science Club: A. I. E. E.
;
T. M. C. A.; Delegate State Sunday-School
Convention, '12; President Greenwood County
Club.
Corporal; Sergeant: Color- Sergeant : Sec-
md Lieutenant; Battalion Adjutant and Com-
jnissary.
"Ray," or "BenniE," is a native of Green-
wood. He came to Clemson to do things, and
Since his arrival here he has taken an active
iart in Literary Society work and other 0>1
eye activities. He is a fellow who does not
tear work, being the possessor of a large quan-
tity of stick-to-itiveness. His quiet, unassum-
ing manner and genial disposition have won
for him many friends, who expect great things




C \RL GANSON BENNETT
LANCASTER,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. Presi
dent Lancaster Count} Club; A. I. E. E.; -
dent Press Assi iciatii m.
Sergeant; First and Second Lieutenants.
In the- fall of nil 1. "< tter know
"Crista" or "Oni Leg," arrived at College,
and casting his lol with his Fellow Freshmen
he has been true to them ever since. He does
not believe in proi rastination, and when a ta-k
1- before him he will not stop till he has
ished it. "Cristas" sterling qualities have
won for him many friends, and he is sure to
succeed in life.
"Start right; aim right; and keep peel 'ng
away"




I WELL IF VOL) lW5l-5r OM
moY(fM<? -tfEYEIU-E.-pCKETV
ILL "SELL YOU THUS- TOR.
r A 0IME,B0TON0ER5TflNP,
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'O- ME OP P>
GEORGE EUSEIHIS BERLEY
POM \KIA, S. C.
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL.
Junior Electrical Science Club; A. I. E. I''.. '14,
'15: Calhoun Literary Society: Senior Dan-
cing Club; Newberry County Club; Rifle Club
'13; Y. M. C. A.
Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain.
It lias been hinted that "George" smuggled
himself into barracks in his big brother's coat
pocket, even if he did come from Pomaria.
"George" is a combination of Napoleon and
Steinmetz. lie leads his marine company
through storm and sunshine, and knows how
to wire—home for money. "George" won liis
fame as a soldier by mobilizing some famous
Senior Privates. He has convinced us that
be i> there when it comes t" arguing—by keep-
ing us awake till the early hours. His many






Sophomore and Junior Dancing Clubs;
Literary Staff Taps '15: Director Dance Or-
chestra; Publication Committee A. I. E. E.
Corporal ; Sergeant ; First L
Musician.
jutenant ; Chief
"IkEy" blew in to us from the Spartan City,
in the fall of '11. He has stuck with us faith-
fully since then, and has gained the reputa-
tion of being the "best" in the line of every-
thing he started at. Besides being the best
musician, he is one of the best in that "lec-
tricity stuff, and also one of the best-liked fel-
lows in the whole school. We predict for him
the best of success in bis chosen line of work
—Electricity; <ir in whatever lie may decide
to follow.
'/;/ divers forms and shapes, God made him,
let him pass for a man"
"Ashes to Ashes, Dust to Dust:
If a Cornet don't Kill You, a Victrola Must.
-AWl-irAgl-<jEHHJ5-BOeN.Tl>-eLMSMW5£EH-
"DOT IT TAKE 1} A JEW-0UCK
TO "PE A (vjt^ie/AN,




senior Class; Corresponding Secretary, Cen-
or, Chaplain, President Calhoun Literary
Jociety; Assistant Business Manager Taps
5; Orator Society Annual Celebration '15;
Secretary and Treasurer Matinee Club; Class
football '14; Usher Lyceum Course '15;
T. M. C. A.: Class Co-operative Committee
14, '15; Marshal Society Annual Celebration
14; Lightning-Bug Association.
Corporal; First Sergeant: Captain anil Ad-
utant.
"Walt" arrived upon the scene in Septem
ier, 1911, and being very much fascinated by
1 look through a transit lie immediately
mined the "Hobo" crew. "W'ai.t's" straight-
forwardness and line carriage have achieved
for him a notable military career. He is espe-
ially fond of the girls ami poetry. His popu-
larity and many friends confirm the fact thai
ie is an all-around good fellow. With all bis
frankness, good nature, and jovial spirit, we
see nothing less than a bright future in store
for him.
"To know him is to like him:
Have I not said enough
-HEY ' C7 IT THAT i?oD
I






WILLI \M ERNEST BLAKE
SPART \\i;' 1
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
Chairman A. 1. E. E. : Vice President I
lisle Class; Junior Science Club; Inter-Society
Declamation Contest; Tennis Team '15; I.
erary Critic, President Columbi I rary
Society; Clean-Sleeve Club; Vice-President
Tiger Tennis Club; Annual Society Celebra
tion; Manager Spartanburg Citj Club; Y. M.
C. A.
Senior Private.
Leaving the Methodists, at Wofford,
WEST" blew into our tnid-t in the Junior year
to take Ihe Electrical Course, and since has
been a faithful member of this Haw Though
burdened with make-up work, he found time
for the Literary Societies, in which be has
taken a prominent part. He also pilots I
A. I. E. E. "Ernf,st" is no rt; yet we
know him to be a greal admirer of the fair
sex . h is a Mire bet that, with his deep,
firm set determination, he will make' good.
To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield'
TE.LL.eie5, }>0C tiff INflET













jrr. Beaufort in the fall
miraculo" - :«led
Since
s made many lifelong
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E REYNOLDS BRI< -
COLUMBIA. 5. C
HORTICULTURE. Editor-in-CliK




ent Columbia Literar; 5 Sea
gi ultural S Manager
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Senior Private: Picked Company.
r "Brigadiex," is one of tl
most military men among our rar. -
Colonel failed to di- ^hxekaj
ggesl er heard. an<i
accused of having swallowed a dictionary,
is due to his hard work that The T
such a success- \Ye cannot tell what will 1
in saying that he wi
soon find his "helpmate," and then become oi
of the world's ereaiesr hortirultu- - -







Football '12; Varsity Football '13. 'U- '}5l
Assistant Manager Baseball '14: Soph Dancing
Club 13: Junior Dancing Club '14: President
Dancing Club '1^: Commencement
rshal '14: Block "C" Club 14. "15; A. I.
IE. E. '15.




"Bris," or "Big Henry." as he is known
to all. entered College with the intention of
making good, and has succeeded in everything
to which lie has turned his- hand. At home
and at College he has always been a leader.
He is a man of experience, having tried every-
thing from stoking on a gasoline tug to lead-
ing German figures in a ballroom. That he
will reach the top in his profession is the
belief of all who know him.
"His life is gentle, and the elements
nixed in him that Xature might stand uf








Corresponding S ry, President Colum-
bian Literary S Declaimer Annual Cel-
ebration '13, '14: Chief Marshal '15
\. I. E. E. : V. M. binet '14, '15;
Secretary and Treasurer Cadet Band: V
President Pickens County Club s Or-
chestra: Clemson Minstrel Comedy Company:
Sophomore and Junior Dancing Clubs: Junior
Electrical Science Club.
Serg 5 nior Private Band.
And this is he
—
""Frank." better known as
""Tin"—a veritable bunch of energy: a man
of many moods and turns. ""Tin" has touched
upon almost everything. His specialties
electricity, steam, movies, music, poetry, art.
etc. He is also a hypnotist and magician. He
has by his genial disposition won his way into
the hearts of all the fellows. Though '"Tin"
leads a busy life, he always finds time for his
friends, and his "lady fair." We predicl






DAVID DERRICK BUYCK, JR.
ST. MATTHEWS, S. C.
President Calhoun County Club; Secretary
and Treasurer Calhoun County Club; A. I.
E. E. ; lunior Electrical Science Club; V. M.
C. A.: President Riggs Bible Class.
Corporal; Sergeant; Senior Private; Picked
Company '13. '14.
"DavE," "Due." or "Shorty," as his friends
call him, hails from the city of St. .Matthews.
From a scared "Rat" to a "Senior Private,"
"Dave's" ambitions have been to make good;
and he has succeeded. "Dave" takes great
pride in his work, and has been most success-
ful. He has won many friends, who are true
to him. If "Dave" can do as well in life as
he dues in shooting ducks and data, he is






Member Greenwood County Club; Treasurer
Greenwood County Club; A. I. E. E. ; Effi-
ciency Club.
First Lieutenant.
"G. X.," as he is commonly called, received
a "Dip" from Furman in [913. Being un-
usually bright, he entered the Junior Class.
and he expects to get another "dip" in June,
with the Class of 1915. "O. D.," as he is
sometimes called, arose from the ranks to .
first lieutenancy by inventing new command-
in military tactics. Hi- sole aim in life is to
stick to a thing until he gets it. With thi-
aim in life, we predict a brilliant future for
him.
'Shoot 'ducks' electrically"
'/ was not bom for courts or great affairs;




TEXTILE INDUSTRY. Junior Textiles;
•ice-President Orangeburg County Club;
jce-President Senior Textile Science Club
ean-Sleeve Club.
Private : Private ; Private ; Senior Private.
'"Bikmik" is a worthy product of Orange-
jrg, where he has been greatly missed since
! departure in the pursuit of knowledge.
jkmim.ham" thought he was a military ge-
nius, but the "Col." didn't share his views, and
nsequently he is a high ranking member of
ie Clean-Sleeve Club. '"Jim'' is known to be
ry truthful and industrious, and we sin-
rely believe that he will be able to figure out
me "route" whereby alcohol may be obtained
a by-product from the manufacture of
tton goiu.L.
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FOUNTAIN 1\\. S. C.
AGRICULTURE AND CHEMISTRY.
Reporting Critic. Prosecuting Critic, Treas-
urer, President Palmetto Literan
President Agricultural Society; Y. M. C. A.:
Senior Co-operative Committee; Chief of I. it
erary Staff of Tiger; Marshal Society Cele-
bration '14: Debater Society Celebration '15;
Treasurer of Professor Daniel's Sunday
School Class : Taps Staff '15; Chemistry Club:
Bible-Class Leader; Chairman Inter-Collegi
ate Debating Council: Senior King Committee
G irpi ir.-i
tenant.
Sergeant : Captain : First Lieu
"Kid" is one oi Greenville's representatives,
and well may she claim him for a fair repre
sentative. Because of his reserved, unassum-
ing ways, be was known only to a few inti-
mate friends at first. But his pleasant man-
ners, his high ideals of life, his absolute hon-
esty and integrity, coupled with an abundance
of native ability, gradually singled him out
from the common class of boys. In the
two years, many honors have been his, and to
each he has been conscientiously faithful.
"Character is the diamond which scratches
every other stone"
ME-2-C ifOL yHE^VEMS.'i






THOMAS MADDEN C \THCART.
WINNSBORO, S. C.
[R.
HORTICULTURE. Literarj Staff Taps
'15: Agricultural Society; Bible Class; Mono-
gram Club; Scrub Football '13, '14: Class
Football '11, 'i_\ 13: Fairfield County Club;
Senior Horticultural Club; Ladies' Men's
Club.
Corporal; Battalion Sergeant-Ma j or; Lieu-
tenant-Adjutant; Picked Company '14. '15.
"Kitty," or "Squire," came to us from his-
toric Winnsboro, in the fall of '11. Since en-
terinu Clemson, he lias accumulated a vast
amount of knowledge, attained high military
standing, and caused the "mailman" no end
of trouble. He has the "rep" of receiving
more mail than any other cadet in College.
"KITTY" is a typical ladies' man, a fine athlete.
and an all-'round good fellow. We wish him
all success in the horticultural world.
'Throw away your pipe, your Inippy pipe,
And Bat tluit royal weed"
WILBUR WEST CAUGHMAN
I.T.XIXCToX. S. C.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY. Rifle Club - i
'12: Y. M. C. A. 11. i-': Censor Palmett
Literary Society; Ladies' .Men's Club.
Sergeant; First Lieutenant: Captain
Picked Company '14. '15; Corporal Picke
Company '14; Lieutenant Picked Company '1
Among the noted men who claim Lexingto
as their "brier-patch," W. W. stands pr
eminent. His good-natured smile, and hi
general appearance, have won for him man
friends among the ladies and his classmate
and even to the Colonel, lie spends much 1
his -pare time in the foothills of the Bin
Ridge (Walhalla). He expect- to go hack t
the sandhills of Lexington, and -how tl
farmer- around his home how to grow tw
"big hogs" where one "little pig" grew befor
"Of fertile mind, of massive heart,




Junior, and Senior Dancing Clubs; Vice-
President Senior Dancing Club; Agricultural
Society; V. M. C. A.; Cotillion Club; Senior
Private Club.
Private ; Sergeant ; Senior
mental Color Guard.
Private; Regi-
. Honor, loyalty, frankness, fearlessness, and
ong legs characterize "Dick." These traits
lave made him a true friend to his friends.
He tries everything once; and even tried the
Colonel's Crowd." in Junior, but didn't like
t—so he resigned. His marked ability is
shown by the admirable record he has made
or himself. His one great failing is "Girl."
But In- wonderful "line" has made his failing




CHAI'I \. S. C.
AGRONOMY. Sergeant at Vrms, Literary
Critic. Orator. Annual Celebration '15, Colum-
bian Literary Society; Class Football 'i->.
Sergeanl : First Lieutenant.
This great big brown eyed Chapinonian 1
his lot with the '14 Class; but. on account
-1
sickness, he was unable to finish fresh that
year, and came back the next year full ol
determination to be a great Agronomist. His
intelligent look has carried him through Col
lege, and it will win him a meat place in life.
{ iwing to In- silver tongued oratory, this 1 el
might decide to be a great politician, after gi\
ing Agronomy a thorough trial.
To thine otvn self be true.
And it must follow, as the night the day.
Thou canst nut then he false to any man'
QEfl, HOVy' £^5Y IT 15 TOR
A C)Oop LOOKINO, -fEJ-L-OW UIKtT
A ME TO TOOL THE G,IRL-*>. IT
•//<• giveth his beloved sleep, to carry this
mighty Rat"
,_3 -*.






AGRONOMY. Agricultural Society; V. M.
C. A. ; Colleton County Club : Treasurer Caro-
lina Literary Society '15.
Corpi iral
tenant.
Serpreant; Senior Private; Lieu-
"Frank," or "Sarg." as lie is better known,
is a pessimist, true and tried. He swears that
there is no girl living that be cares for; but
we who room with him know better than he
does. He thought that be was getting an
easy course when he took Agriculture, but was
surprised to learn differently when the exams
came. We predict a happy life for "Sarg/'
knowing that there is no member of our Class




\r.RONOMY I. Palmetto Literary Sot
ety; Y. M. C. A.; Dr. Riggs' Bible Class '1
'15; Senior Club; Senior Private Club; Age
Crockeryware.
Corporal; Battalion Sergeant-Major; S
nior Private; Picked Company '12, Section
On a dark and stormv night, "VlRGiL,"
"Admiral/' left the woods around Horatio f
Clemson. Here he startled the world by
military career like unto a meteor—startlii
in its brilliancy, but dying at its brightest m
ment. Bright and cheery, like the rest of t
gamecock lads, he has the fault of build!
air castles. The chiefest castle was built
or about Remberts. But ! However, )
are assured that Sumter County will ever
proud to say : "This is my son."
'Behold! Th is is a man
'Once a meteor; but now a star that will Hi
mine the eternal panes of history"




„ TEXTILE ENGINEERING. Scrub Base-
all '12, '13; Manager Baseball Team '15 : Ad-
ertising "Manager Tiger '15; President An-
jerson County Club '15; President Monogram
tlub '15; -Matinee Club: Ladies' Men's Club
5; Senior Textile Science Club; Y. M. C. A.
|2, 13-
Corporal: First Sergeant; Major; Sergeant
jficked Company '14; Lieutenant Picked Com-
|!any '15; Assistant Section Marcher; Section
1 archer.
"Percy," or "P. C." first discovered the light
f day in the Electric City. Being ambitious,
e strayed away, but later was caught at
hemsoii. where he was sentenced to serve
mr years behind the bars. He has skipped
'irough College to the "Jingle of the Silvery
jells." His chief ambition in life is to be
ommandant of Frazier's Military Academy.
;Ve predict that "Percy" will spend the rest
f his life in breaking ladies' hearts, and doff-
1g spinning frames.
j9
PETER JUL! VN CUKKCY
MANNING, s. c.
HORTICULTURE. Presidenl Clarendon
County Club; Clean-Sleeve Club; Y. M. C. V
'12; Horticultural Club; Member Bloody "11";
Senior Private Club.
Private; Private: Private: Senior Pn.
Well! lure comes quite a little chap: and
we would saj thai Clarendon Count) should
look to "His Highness." "Peter," or "P. J."
surprised us with his appearance here in
and has continued to surprise us ever since
with his noble intellect. We invariably find
bis floor carpeted with old scraps of paper,
as he never polices bis room, for fear of fall-
ing into the habit. On visiting him, we are
always welcomed with Ins favorite song, "I
Love the Ladies."
jf will grapple them to my heart with hooks
of steel"






—— —- -* —* N -J-
RALPH BARKSDALE CURETOX
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
CIVIL ENGINEERING. Senior Dan
Club: President Sophomore Class '13; Civil
Engineering Club; Varsity Baseball '12. '13,
14, '15; Vice-President Block "C" Club;
Commencement .Marshal '14: Senior Private
Club.
Corporal ; Sergeant ; Senior Private.
•"Ralph" is the genuine article, a chip off
the courteous Southern type of a gentleman.
He has made many friends among the cadets.
Everywhere he goes, his winning way in-
creases his ever-widening circle of friends.
For this type of man. success is assured. He
will be a successful civil engineer
—"Nothing
can keep a good man down." The girl who




T( )I1X THOMAS DARBY
AGRONOMY. -Rat" '10; Soph. Tunio
and Senior Dancing Clubs; Clean-Sleeve Clul
Tew Shop": German Chili: Senior Privat'
Club.
Private : Private : Private : Private ; Privat.
Senior Private: Assistant Section Marcher.
"Johnny," "Derby," possesses three qual
ties of note—a quick, bright mind: a jolly ar
lovable disposition ; and laziness.
His possessions have won for him mai
things—among them, the esteem of his pr
fessors : a fine record: a host of true friend
and a private's misfortune, namely : Extr;
His favorite pastime is expounding the u
of "Musical Bonbons." His ability, earne
application, and admirable character are su
to make a future full of success for him.
'A oift of true worth he possesses, a royalty
of gracious sice—the true word and the









- i. '.i ORG! . S. I'.
HORTICULTURE. Y. M C. A.
Corp< Sergeant ; First Sergeant : Cap-
tain.
"( H )i;i.i," is a product of the swamps of
Georgetown. He has won great fame around
barracks by telling of his wonderful experi-
ences while bunting ducks and fishing in the
swamps around Georgetown. Although be is
a quiet, modest chap, he is liked by all who
know him. Mis greatest ambition is to man-
age a large truck farm. We predict that be
will settle down to a quiet life, and make two
blades of grass grow where only one grew
befi ire.
"j'is better to have loved and lost





VETERINARY SCIENCE. Serg ant-at
Arms, Reporting Critic. Secretary, Literary
Critic, .Marshal '14. Chief Marshal '15, Vice
['resident Palmetto Literarj Society; Y. M.
C. A. Cabinet 'i3-'i4, Treasurer '14 '15: Pres
ident Dr. Riggs' Bible Class; Bible-<
Leader; Agricultural Society; Veterinarj Sci
ence Club.
Corporal; Sergeant; Lieutenant.
Some thought that the College was robbing
the cradle when "Hugh" entered, bul his un-
failing attendance upon carl\ "men's r
ings," and his later decision to become .
doctor," have convinced us all that he is indeed
a "man among men." "Hugh" has prospered
as the efficient financier of our Y. M. C. A.,
and if he does not take bis "I). V. M." will
doubtless enlighten his native town with
"lohndee's" bright light.






Executive Committee A. I. E. E. : Junior Elec-
trical Science Club; Rifle Team '13.
Corporal; Sergeant; Lieutenant.
"Duvy," a quiet, serious lad with striking
personalities, became imbued with a thirst for
electrical knowledge, and came to Clemson in
1011 to quench it. He drank deep of the
Pierian spring, as i- evidenced by hi- ability
-hoot." He is a deep thinker, a sound
ner. and a regular storehouse of informs
tion. He has many close friend-, who admire
his fine qualities. We predict that in the
future we shall hear of "DuvyV great work
as a consulting engineer of the General Elec-
tric Company.
"A little learning is a dangerous thing:




Y. M. C. A.; A. I. E. E : Columbian Literarj
Society; Barracks Electrician: Efficiency
Club; Senior Private Club; Clean-Sleeve Club
Senior Private.
"Montrose," or "Rastus," hails from Co
lumbia. He entered College in 1911, and ha
remained loyal for four long year-. Agneul
ture was hi- first choice, but in his Sophomo*
year he -aw hi- mistake, and tell in line wit!
'the Electricals. He may not be a Steinmel
but "Crip"' 1- going to be proud of him
"Montrose's" record i- one to be proud of
and we predict for him a bright future in th
electrical world.
7 see, and strive /» reach the height
That lies forever in the light"
j5HOcrr-ftT&|
-*-' L-IQrr-T







AGRONOMY I. Agricultural Society;
allioun County Club; Y. M. C. A.
{Sergeant; Second Lieutenant: First Lieu-
nant ; Picked Company '14.
"Dave," left the city of Cameron in 1911,
join the ranks of the Clemsonites, and
lice that time has been a faithful member of
e •'Hutch-Lovers." It is reported that lie
also something of a ladies' man. and his
lequent trips to the hotel serve in no way to
mtradict tins assumption. However, in spite
. this, he stands well in his classes and is sure
I end up O. K.
TEXTILE. Calhoun Literary
Y. M. C. A.; Junior and Senior Textile Club;
Vice-President Newberry Counrj Club; Mem
ber Clean-Sleeve Club.
Private: Private: Private; Senior I'm
Picked Company.
"Miss'' Polk came from the great 1 ity of
"Po-o-mary." He is specializing on the "dy<
ing" phase of the textile industry, and can
give valuable information about this and all
stages beyond. He lias always made g 1 al
everything, making numerous friends a t Col-
lege and among the fair sex. Nothing bul
success can be predicted for "Miss'' Folk, for
his motto is: "Never work in single harness,
hut rather in double."
frothing in his College course became him
like the leaving it"
^T W+WT Would YOU po
IF A TWO EYED ?K5 WOOL
"Grasp every opportunity as it approaches us'
JTHE RE. Will ^LW/*Y5 BE.
afoO^M tOSY CORNER IN MY
in \aac hea-Rt fop these
]f->LLl?lve.R ZMCqO WOMEN-





WHITE STONE, - '
AGRONOMY. Spartanburg County Club;
Y. M. C. A.: Clean-Sleeve Club: James II.
Carlisle Bible Class; Company Methodist
Leader: Agricultural Society; Agronomy








lumbian Literary Society; Debater'- Me<
'15; President Colleton County Club; Il>>r
cultural Club: Senior Private Club.
Corporal : Sergeant : Senior Private.
Senior Private.
"Carrie," as he is known among bis friend-.
is verj proud of his old home, White Stone,
S. C. lie lias a large number of distinguish-
ing characteristics, the chief of which is his
ability to write fluent love-letters. The in-
terest that "Carrie" takes in English will
eventually insure him complete success. He is
taking the Agronomy course, and it is just
ible that be will teach in the newly erected
agricultural high scl 1 at White Stone, S. C.
'What is so fair as a radiant maiden.
Or so rare as lure divii
JJE5.ET, PO You THINK.THIS/
GEfArt 4>|TGrt£B wtoui-D t^i
APPKO~i>£.\ATE- To fEjIVE TO
i°t DEAT., DE*v£ QlZ.<- ? J pIDYOU 4><ftY <
(Vae. it P )
"Ned" was one of the first "Rats" to enl
barracks in 1911. Before coming to Clem-.
be resolved to make g 1. This resoluti
presumably bad a good effect, for he now 1
a quite enviable record. At present hi
ning experiments to see if be can grow app
on cucumber vines. "Ned" is modest, bar
-ome. and wise; bis ability to grasp idea-
wonderful. These qualities will undoubtei
make bis future brilliant.
'Let what i.ill be, be"
/9£0_ PIP I EKEe THINK OT^




Class Football '12; Varsity Football '13, '14,
'15; Basket-ball '14, '15; Captain Basket-ball
'l
Team 'is; Sophomore, Junior, and Senior




S'MuTT" wandered up this way from the
Capital City in '11. Since then he lias studied
some, played football some more, and made a
host of friends by his frank good nature. He
never tells anyone why he came to Clemson,
but we can make a shrewd guess that it was
on account of a love affair. At present,
Mutt" is undecided whether to cast his lot
with the engineers, coach a football team, or
teach a dancing school.





JOHN ELLIOTT GLOVER, JR.
ORANGEBURG, S. C.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. Presi
dent Junior Dancing Club '14; Soph Dancing
Club '13; Senior Dancing Club '15; Basket-
ball '13, '14, '15; Assistant Manager '14. .Man-
ager '15, ('dee Club '14 and '15; Manager
Commencement Hop '14; Associate Editor
Tiger '15 : A. I. E. E. '15.
Regimental Quartermaster-Sergeant; Ma
jor; Acting Section Marcher; Assistant Sec-
tion Marcher; Quartermaster Picked Com-
pany '14; Drill Medal '14.
"I'i d" joined our ranks in Soph, and soon
became known for his military aspirations
and accomplishments. Mis mandolin and voice
soon landed him among the songsters, and a
mention of a Glee Club date with Winthrop
sets his heart a-flutter. As a graceful dancer.
he scarcely has an equal. We wish him the
greatest success in his chosen profession of
"\\ ire Stringer."
'/ have no zvords,
M v tongue is in my szvord"
ANOTHER. Of- M~f 5uP4>OCT£C5 H^ye.
3EEN MtiB.PER.Ep 33V THOSE. J>AM








Football 'n: Captain Class Team '12; Fool
ball Squad " 1 3-" 14 : Sophomore Dancing Club;
Junior Dancing Club: Senior Dancing Club.
Corporal : First Sergeant : Captain.
"Ham." as he is known among the boys, is
not to be found wanting in energy in anything
he undertakes, and will make his way in the
world. He has a Statewide reputation as a
heart-smasher. All of his dates are "figured
out till June": then he will open a garage in
Seneca. Atlanta, or some other small town,
and make a success.
./.
m
GE< IRGE LAWRENCE HARRIS
WESTMINSTER, S. C.
AGRONOMY. Agricultural Society; V.
C. A; Member Oconee County Club.
Corporal: Sergeant: First Sergeant; Ca
tain.
"GawGE" comes from a cave in Ocon
County. He delights in telling of the "moi
shine" around this particular cave. His f
low-students all admire him. because of 1
kind disposition. "Gawge" dote- on readi
love stories, and says that the height of 1
ambition is to make one of these love stor
real. "On to the Philippines" often str;
into his mind, but he consoles himself by s;
ing, "A boss, a dog, and a pretty little wi
is home, sweet home to me."








May we look forward with pleasure,
backward without regret"
iTE550E,
I WArN/T To KMOW WHAT
j
/ AM. THE. EOrS $AY I'M <t
miut^nt, Jut the C)ICl5 ground!





HORTICULTURE. Reporting Critic. Cen-
sor Palmetto Literary Society; "Prep" Class
Historian 'io-'n ; Student Press Association
'i3-'i4; Secretary and Treasurer Fairfield
County Club 'I2-'I3; Vice-President Richland
County Club 'i-L-'i5; Senior "Preps" of the
Class of 'io-'n; Y. M. C. A. Finance Com-






"PETER," or "G. P.," descended from the far-
famed did brier-patch of Fairfield. No-one
knows why he came to Clemson. or at what
date he entered. However, it is commonly
thought that he was a "Prep" Rat when
"King" was a Sophomore. "G. P." has ever
been a worthy pursuant after all sciences,
especially Military Science. He will make his
future home in one of his many beautiful air
castles near Blythewood, where it is rumored
a "Fair One" awaits him.
./.
V
DAVID R \MS\Y HOPKINS
FOUNTAIN INN, S. C.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY. Y. M. C. A :
Bible Class 'n-'i2, 'i2-'i3; Professor Daniel's
Sunday-School Class; Corresponding Secre
tary, Treasurer, Literary Critic Calhoun Lit-
erary Society; President Agricultural Society;




1 5 ; Senior "Bulls."
Corporal: Sergeant; Lieutenant.
This is a fair representative of Fountain
Inn. "Hop" came to Clemson with the fixed
purpose of making a scientific farmer of him-
self, but has changed his mind, and is now a
member of the Senior "Bulls." He contem
plates going to the Philippines, and teaching
the natives stockraising. "Hop" is the truest
of friends, is loved and respected by all. and
is a man who will stand by what is right. We
feel sure of his future success.
"He dra-m'eth out the thread of his verbosity
finer than the staple of his argument"









SOILS. Palmetto Literary Society; Agri-
cultural Society: Dr. Riggs' Bible Class '15:
Clean-Sleeve Club; Senior Private Club.
Private: Private; Senior Private.
"T. C," "TscnARNER," or "Professor/' hails
from the city of Greenville. When tins lad en-
tered College, neither his size nor manner
caused anyone to fear him. "T. C." soon
became known as a quiet, jolly, happy-go-
lucky kind of fellow, who was ever ready to
help othei I difficulties. Although tal-
ented as an artist, this ambitious youth has
decided upon scratching soils for the United
Si es. We predict tor him such success as
will repay Greenville for having spared him
four years.
'And still the wonder went around and grew,
How one small head could carry all he—
didn't know"
I
WOCM-P S& AN ELECTRICIAN IF
I WA5NT 5UCM A NAfuRAU
born AT?nsr f
TEXTILE. Class Poet '13. '15; Secretary
and Treasurer Class '14: Senior Cooperative
Committee '15: Literary Staff '13, "14. Editor-
in-Chief Chronicle '15: Chief Literary Staff
Taps '15; Prosecuting Critic '13. Secretarj
•|j. President '15. Literary Critic '15 Palmetto
Literary Society; Orator Vnnual Celebration
'14. '15; P. L. S. Delegate to S. C. C. P. A
'14. '15; First Vice-President S. C. C. I'. A
'15; Executive Committeeman S. C. C. I'. A
•15: Chronicle Poem Medal '14: Matinee Club:
President Pickens County Club; Y. M. C. A
u. '14.
First Sergeant: Captain.
This is he, and may Liberty he proud of her
son. "Joe" i- a man of achievement as well
f word-. Calmly, with poetry as his con
t companion, he -ail- lite'- sea. With :.
loving disposition, and a kind heart, he ha-
made a larue circle of friends. Popular he i-
popular he will always he. Honest, upright.
and sincere in all hi- dealings, he is ordained
for a -uccess in life. Either the literary or the
textile world -hall hear from him some day.
"A lover of the meadows and the woods
.hid mountains: and of all that we behold
From the green earth: of all the mighty u
Of eye and ear"
\-
CI. AUDI'". BARTOW ILER
GREEN \ II.I.I-. S C.
ELECTRICAL. D. D. C. '12; Varsity
Baseball '12, '13, '14. '15; Manager Class Foot-
hall Team '13; Manager Glass Football 14:
Assistant Manager Varsity Football Team
'14: Vice-President Class '14: President Class
'14; Chief Commencement Marshal '14: Vice-
President Greenville City Club '14; President
Greenville City Club '15; Secretary and Treas-
urer lunior Electrical Science Club '14: A. I.
K. E. '14. '15; Athletic Editor Tiger '15:
President Block "C" Club '15; Secretary and
Treasurer Class '15; Senior Dancing Club '15.
Sergeant : Senior Private.
"Pip" is a product of the great school of
diplomats. Since his first entrance into
College, his shining accomplishment has been
his ability to get what he wants by his per-
suasive manner and his jovial good nature.
\s ;i baseball player, "Pip" has made a most
] creditable showing. He is one of the most
popular men in our Class, as is shown by the
many honors bestowed upon him; and he will





THi >MAS EUGENE JEFFORDS
DARLINGTON, S. C.
ARCHITECTUAL ENGINEERING. \ i. i
President "T" Square Club "13 ' 14 : President
Darlington Count} Club 'i4-'i5; Prosecuting
Critic Columbian Literary Society; Marshal
Annual Celebration; Assistant Business Man-
ager Taps '15.
Sergeant ; First Lieutenant.
"ShEANY," as he is besl known, hails r
the "Pearl of the Pee Dee." This lad has,
through his jolly and congenial disposition,
made a host of friends. This quality, coupled
with his earnest application, will be sure to
spell success in life. Mis highesl ambition is
to be the architect of Darlington's future sky
scraper, which is to have the top story hinged,
in order to allow the moon to move on in it-
journey undisturbed.






'Come, let us go while ive are in our prune:






Columbian Literary Society ' 1 4-" 1 5 : Reporter
Tiger 'u'13: Y. M. C. A. 'u'13: Horticul-
tural Club; Senior Privates Club.
Sergeant: First Sergeant; Senior Private.
"JocK-O" is a fair representative of Flor-
ence, lie has made himself famous growing
cotton as a trucking crop in the Pee Dee sec-
tion of Florence. "Jock-O" is a hard-working
boy, and one who will succeed in life. He
expects to return to Florence, and revolution-
ize the trucking industry of that county.
"Jock-O" has high military aspirations—so
high that he has been able to attain but one
of them. His military achievements rise and
fall.
'He thinks too little, but talks too much"
'who q/ive Yoo




VETERIXARY SCIENCE. Class Foot
ball ' 1 3 ' 1 4 : Captain Cla^ Team '14: Serai
Football '14: Varsity Football '15; Block "C
Club; Vice-President Veterinary Science Club
Orangeburg County Club.
Sergeant: Lieutenant.
A tall, broad-shouldered athlete, with :
plea-ant manner and attractive personality
"jENx" has distinguished himself not only oi
the athletic field, but in the classroom as well
He claims he does not care for the ladies, Ini
he spends many precious hours writing length'
epistles to Lander College. He has alway
been fond of livestock, and is taking the vet
erinary course ; so we expect to hear fron
"Pedro" when he gets his "D. V. M." at Ohi>
State University.
'He stands on the heights of his life, with <
glimpse <>/ a height that is higher"
[iVOf DIP YOU >ENP WORD
I
tor me To $ Ring, this




Agricultural Society: Department Editor
Clemson Agricultural Journal; Censor Cal-
houn Literary Society; Class Football 13-14
;
President Union County Club ; Secretary and
Treasurer Agronomy Club; Head Waiter.
Private; Sergeant; Lieutenant.
"Old Lady," "Rastus," or "Johnnie," is a
Union County product, and one of whom she
should be proud. Since coming to College, in
the fall of '11, he has made himself famous
as a "feeder of men." "Rastus," like many
of us, has learned to take a deep interest in
the affairs at Winthrop. He must hear at least
twice a week how the dear College is pro-
gressing. However, he is a hard worker, and
we bespeak for him great success.
"The noblest mind the best contentment has'
/:
yM
JOHN I) \KC \\ J< >NES
SUMTER, S. C.
TEXTILE ENGINEERING.
Sergeant : Captain and Quartermaster.
"J. D." or "BONES," is a typical gamecock
lad. By spirit and determination, along with
other aims, he has shown his tine -elf. In
hi- work and making of friend- lie has been
most successful; and, but for hi- favorite call
ing, it can be -aid of him: "Well Done." \
follow ei" of Swine'- lie i- : and a worshiper
of his below d Math, he has been. "Boi
greatest ambition is to tread the Seme. 1 road
until the roadside path will forever remain
marked with hi- footsteps. In this we pre
did success.
"His pensive cheek upon his hand reclined.
Anxious thoughts revolving in his mind"
«r\-
RALPH GUY KENNEDY
OB WCKIHKG. S. C.
CIVIL ENGINEERING. Class Football;
Corresponding Secretary, Treasurer, Presi
dent, Presiding Officer Annual Celebration
Columbian Literary Society; Orangeburg
County Club: Chief Junior Civils; Senior Co-
operative Committee: Assistant Managei
Matinee Club: Advertising Manager Taps '15.
Corporal; Sergeant: Captain: Assistant
Secti6n Marcher : Orderly.
Here's the guy that put the "bo" in "Hobo."
"Guy" first halted at Clemson in 1910. He
made many "HITS" in his career, as the un-
fortunate "Rats" well remember. This feature
.if "Guy's" amusement was cut short by the
"Col." His great aspirations could not be
dampened, so he came hack with redoubled
determination. "Guv" is best known by, and
admired for, his constancy and jovial disposi-
tion. I lis great studiousness and ability will
win for him a Chief Engineer's position in the
Army.










Hampton County Club 'is; Class Football '13-





" 1 5 ; Senior Preps; Company Melhodist
Leader; "I" Company's Society Man; Senior
Private Club.
Private: Private: Corporal Picked Com
pany; Sergeant; Senior Private.
"Pot," as he is universally known, hails
from Brighton. S. C. His name is a deriva-
tive of the word kettle. "Put" has mam
accomplishments, the chief of which is his
ability to present a ring to a young lady in
the most acceptable way. He is essentially a
flirt ; for he has broken many girls' hearts
He is taking the Civil Engineering course, bin
indications point to his becoming a successful
M inister.
Many a fresh young lily has jaded before m\
enamored gaze"
KiTTiiS Yoj ape






WAVERI/VT MILLS, S. C.
TEXTILE ENGINEERING. Scrub Base-
hall '14; President Junior Textile Club; Presi-
dent Georgetown Cmmty Club; Monogram
Club; Senior Textile Science Club.
Corporal; Eirst Sergeant; Captain.
Here is another product of the swamps of
Georgetown. "Lucy," "Gene," or "Stud," is
well known for bis fish and duck stories.
"GENE" is also known as an expert ladies'
nian( ?), although he had to get another fello v
to find him a sponsor. "Gene" has numerous
friends here, and is liked by all who know him.
We know he will make a factory town out of
"Waccamaw Neck" if he doesn't desert his
profession for hunting and fishing. We all
wish him a long, happy life.
'Bat, drink, and be merry, for tomorrow you
may die"






TIMM0NS\ 11.11.. S. C.
VETERINARY SCIENCE. Palmetto Lil
erary Society: Agricultural Society; Veterin-
ary Editor Agricultural Journal; Literary
Staff Taps 'u'i?: Vice-President Florence
Countv Club: President Veterinary Science
Club; Student Press ^ssoi iation 't.v'u:
Senior Privates Club.
Private: Private; Private; Senior Private.
Timmonsville should be proud of her Clem
son boy, for he has an ambition that will some
day make him a famous veterinarian. He is
very popular with bis classmates, and is liked
1,\ all who know him. Although "Log" is
studying the aches and pain- of all
animals, bis specialt} is "chickens." He 1- also
Studying the merits of Militarism and Woman
Suffrage with great zeal. Fortunate will be the
suffragette who lands him.





CHEMISTRY. Junior Dancing Club;
President "City of Since--" Club; Vice-
President Clean-Sleeve Club; Spartanburg
County Club; Senior Dancing Club; Presi-
dent Senior Chemistry Club; Ladies' Men's
Club; Senior Privates Club.
Section Marcher (three years); Regimental
and Battalion Color Guard; Senior Private;
Sergeant Picked Company.
"Cutie," one of the youngest members of
our Class. "Hoboed" to Clemson in the Fall
of ion. His military aspirations were not
very high, a- he was contented with a Color
Guard. lie has a great reputation with
"Dicky" ami his other professors. Despite
bis tender years, bis record will compare
favorably with the best. His heart is where
his treasure is—in Charleston, whence come
such frequent letters. We predict for






AGRONOMY. Literarv Critic, Janitor':
Committee, Marshal Annual Celebration
Columbian Literary Society: Literary Edjtoi
Chronicle '14: Literary Editor Tiger '15
Glee Club '13, '15; Vice President Swamp Fo:
Club ; Clean-Sleeve Club ; Agronomy Club.
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private
Picked Company 'l.v'i4-
"LEG-it" came to Clemson in the Fall o
191 1, from what be calls the "Garden Spot o
the World"—Centenary. His striking per
sonality, good nature, and good looks hay
won for him many friends. Being of a lit
erary turn, he has done much for the advance
ment of College publications. But this 1
not his only accomplishment. He pride- him
self on his mastery of English, and when h
becomes a dignified professor of that sub
ject, he will have reached the height of hi
ambition.
'Ifappv am I, from care I am free—
Why aren't they all contented like me?"
who ^ail> cHEMi-srer i
Y/A-Sn't- THE- iSt5T
ICOUTJSE UP TtE*?E ?
[——^— m
With honest pride, 1 scorn each selfish end-
My dearest meed, a friend's esteem an
praise"




SUM TER, S. C.
ARCHITK CTURAL ENGINEERING
:
Track 'i_\ '13. '14. '15, Assistant Manager '14,
/aptain 15: Soph Dancing Club '13; Vice-
resident Junior Dancing Club '14; Senior
)ancing Club '15; Glee Club '13. '14, '15,
)uartet '15, Manager 'is: Cartoonist Tiger
IS; Art Staff Taps '14: Chief Artist Taps
IS (resigned); Commencement Marshal '14:
'.lock "C" Club '13, '14, '15; Class Poet '14;
vYinner of Southern Intercollegiate Architec-
ural Competition.
1 Corporal: Sergeant-Major : Senior
.ate: Lieutenant and Commissary.
Pri-
"IkEy" began developing his voice in Sum
er, and was (as his neighbors will vouch)
krery precocious along this line. '"Boot" soon
lutgrew his native "brier-patch," and came to
Clemson in search of a "Block C." Having so
little trouble with his feet on the cinder-path,
lie tried the ballroom, and soon proved that
he was born graceful, and hadn't recovered.
"Consulting Architect," we are sure, will be
ine of his minor achievements.











li VRUNGTON, S. C.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. Member
of Clean Sleeve Club; Senior Privates Club.
first Assistant Section Marcher; Extra
"Pace Setter" ; Regimental B.A.; Pi
Company '12; Senior Private.
No, "George" is not a dreamer, but a prac-
tical engineer. As a draftsman and de-
signer, "George" is to be em ml; but do nol
conclude that he spends all of bis time study-
ing. "George" 1- attracted by the fair sex,
and is accused of monopolizing Seneca society.
Be this true or not, we know that many a girl
has been unable to resist his pleasant smiles
and ever ready humor. It "GEORGE" decides
to make his home in Seneca, the General
Kleetrical Company will lose .1 valuable man.
"And when ,1 lady's in the rose.




VETERINARY; Class Football '12, '13;
Scrub Football '12. 13: Varsity '14. '15: Cap-
tain-Elect Football Team. 1915 : "Block C"
Club : President Abbeville County Club
:
V terinary Science Club.
Private : Sergeant : Senior Private : Lieu-
tenant.
"Rummy," as be is known to 11-. is one of
the liveliest men in bis Class. He bails from
tbe city of Abbeville, though he was born and
raised in "Sticks." A big. simple, kindly soul:
giant in stature: a little slow, but everlastingly
there. His football career speaks for itself.
He will hold down Clemson's captaincy in








TEXTILE. Senior Textile Club.
Corporal : Senior Private.
"John." or "Cipher." bails from the metro
olis of Greer, and is noted for his poetic ar
musical talent(?). Soon after entering O
lege, be fell in love, and since then most 1
In- time has been -pent in writing to a men
her of the fair -ex. In bis Sophomore yea
he entered the grocery business, but was so(
discovered by the detectives and declared
bankrupt. "John's" greatest ambition
at the head of some cotton mill: and we wi:
him the best of sue •
'Sonic are born great, sonic achieve great-
ness, and sonic have greatness thrust
ufoii them"
X^ coach y*Y5 1 MUST
_COKlE TV1GIO NEXT r£A~&-,£
£,0655 iu- f-WWc To X*J IT.
vs '
* —
'Here's to those who love us well;
















Cowpens Club : Columbian Literary So-
ciety; V. M. C. A. Cabinet; Clean-Sleeve
Club.
Senior Private.
This carefree, good-natured Senior is the
product of Cowpens. He is noted for bis
fearless, open speeches and frank nature. His
favorite pastime is eating peanuts while walk-
ing extras. He is a great favorite among the
"fair sex," and his unvarying excuse for an
absence is. "I was out calling last night." He
dots not let studying interfere with his Col-
lege course. Honest, apt, distinguished in
bearing, he keeps pace with the fastest strides.
We predict a great future for him.
Eat, drink, and be merry, for tomorrow you
nuiv he married"
Ir*i ^ROM Gow?£N-)












Society ; Vice President
Club: " President Sec. I
Track Squad '13, '14. '15:
Corporal; Sergeant; Senior Private.
"Mac" is one of Oconee County's besl
products. He is interested in a literary course
and, by special permission from bis favorite
professor, has obtained special training in
English. In taking this course he hoped to
attain the degree of "B. S." with which he
could bluff a certain little maiden at Win-
throp; but before he could get his degree the
maiden had sought refuge in matrimony.
"Mac" is sincere, frank, and ever ready to
help anyone who is in need of help.
'Speak well of everyone, if you speak of them
at all—no one of us is so very g
two! JyWlE-l' . YOUCE r






Dancing Club; Columbian Literary Society;
President Hampton County Club '15; Junior
Dancing Club: Marshal Annual Celebration
Columbian Literary Society "15: Senior Danc-
ing Club: Animal Husbandry Club: Clean-
Sleeve Club: Agricultural Society : Class
Football 'l.v'i4. "C" Team '14: The Col-
lege Lad : Senior Privates Club.
Private: Private: Private: Senior Private.
"The College Lad*' hails from Brunson,
S. C. He is a very cheerfully disposed crea-
tion, who take- life as it comes. He has cer-
tain principles which he strictly adhere- to
and which he will tight for if necessary. John
is strictly a "'ladies' man." He receives no
] 5s than a dozen letters a week, and his post-
age bill alone for one year amounts to $59.00.
He will probably be the future leader of Ani-





BONEA path, s. c.
Y. M. C. A.: Anderson
Private: Private: Senior Private.
AGRONOMY
County Club.
"Boyce" left home for the first time in
September of 1911, and came to Clemson.
When he arrived, many of the boys were
puzzled to know if he was "Mutt" from Pan-
ama or "Ichabod Crane." They soon found
that he was neither of the above notable
characters, but was "Mutt" from Honea Path
instead.
Mutt's" genial disposition has gained for
him many friends, and we may well expect a
great future for this "long-fellow."
'He who fights and runs away will lire to





I WAX SYLVESTER M< i( >RE
ANDERSON, S. C.
AGRICULTURE AND CHEMISTRY.
M. C. A. '12, '13; Literary Critic, Debatej
nnual Celebration Columbian Literary So-
etv : Secretary Agricultural Society ; Liter-
'Staff Taps '15; Tiger Staff; Secretary
id Treasurer Senior Privates Club ; Chemis-
y Club: Clean-Sleeve Club: Gate City Club;
Iain Blunt Men's Club.
Private: Private; Senior Private.
"Jekky" is a product of Florence. With his
ady wit, his love of fun, and his willingness
help others even before he helps himself.
: has become a general favorite. He amuses
mself by making one hundred on "Dicky."
writing jokes on his friends in the columns
The Tiger. He can capture an innocent
n or offer up a fervent prayer with equal
l
ace. He's too busy to study, yet his record
ill compare favorably with the best.
\\I\I \L HUSBANDRY. Y. M. C. A.
Cabinet 'i4-'i5 ; Secretary, President Calhoun
Literary Society; Vice-Presideni Agricultural
Society"; Director Glee Club " 1 ; "13: Man
Hand and Orchestra. Tiger Staff; President
Animal I [usbandry Club.
Corporal: Sergeant; Second Lieutenant and
Principal Musician.
Javan "Slidin Sylvester" Moore blew
fuses of the Electric City, Anderson, and
landed at Clemson, with his trombone in one
hand and an old boy's suitcase in the other, t"
study about animals. Although "Wank" is
considered a good fellow, be has been sliding
In, way through school on bis trombone.
He joined bands with the Glee Club, and
finally led them on a tour. "Javan's"
nature and pleasant disposition have won him
many friends; and we all wish him much sue
cess.
use of language is his.
lacked by a ready re// and a kindly heart,
hat seeks to amuse, not to wound."
We thank: thef riNp
^tfN ?f/?MlTTED To
rxiVT WiTrtiN Tt1f- TML.E
,-OsNs^
'Keep nine. How sour szveet music is.
When lime is broke, and no proportion kept!
jpi fv
JAMES BEASLEV MONROE




AGRICULTURE. Y. M. C. A. 'n -'u:
President of Swamp Fox Club; Columbian
Literary Society 'i2-'i3: Agricultural Society;
Senior Privates Club.
Sergeant; Senior Private; Picked Company.
"Jim" comes from the famous swamp of
Marion County. He honored Clemson with
his presence in 1911. He is a real artist with
the ladies. Unless he gets three letters a day.
he declares that all the girls have "kicked"
hint "Jim has made many friends here by
his quiet, honest, easy disposition. His only
failing i-- his love for study! ?). We feel sure
of "Jim's" success, as he is likely to revolu-
tionize the agriculture of the world.
AGRICULTURE; SOILS. Sophomo
Dancing Club; Junior Dancing Club; Depar
ment Editor Agricultural Journal: Yice-Pre
ident Darlington County Club; Senior Pi
vates Club.
Private; Sergeant; Senior Private.
"Henry," or "Pie," i> a cute, good-natun
fellow, whose great winning ways have w
for him the best regards of hi- classmates.
theorist, and an expounder of fire-coaL ai
frogs is he. Combining his military aspir
tions, soil theories, etc., be bids fair to astom
the world. Small in stature, large in ideas ai
heart, he has the world at his feet—that
his part of it—the soil. That "Pie" will su
ceed we feel sure.
Modesty is the graceful, calm virtue of
maturity; bashfulness, the charm of viva-
i ious youth" 'Woman mates man ambitions"
You MU5T ?R.IN<5 1
T£J^1 Y£AE5 L/ATE.:J2..
WEJJ- ?»«.— Wfcu. 51R _ k'm"T
TH n t)IDE TO SEE DK flULD«>W
SELF PESTKOriNt! ^Roe,^ _
ECOMtMY-t|ENT5- EtONEHt
/"ajBg SHOW






Critic, Literary Critic. Chairman Invitation
Committee. Marshal at Annual Celebration
Palmetto Literary Society; Y. M. C. A. Cab-
inet ; Rible-Class Leader ; President Profes-
sor Crum's Bible Class; Student Press Asso-
ciation " 13 '14 ; Vice-President Abbeville
County Club; Senior "Hulls;" Agricultural
Society.
First Sergeant ; Captain.
In the fall of [911, this youth migrated to
1 Clemson from .St. George; but now he hails
1 from liistnric old Abbeville. "Joe" was never
ambitious for military honors, but he has some
of the highest thrust upon him. He is a loyal
member of the "Bull" section. While in Col-
li lege, he has shown much pluck and ability, and




AGRONOMY. Calhoun Literary Society;
Agricultural Society; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet 1?;
Orangeburg County Club; Member Sec. 2A.
Private; Private; Lieutenant.
In 1910, "Prep" left home to see the world.
He was lured off the train by the word
"Cherry's." After wandering for several hours,
he found Clemson. He then decided to be a
soldier boy. He was taken sick, ami went
home. However, he was not dismayed, but
was back in September. He is an authority
on soils, and will probably show those Orange-
burg "mossbacks" how to convert a sandy des-
ert into a fertile plain.
To be good, rather than to be conspicuous'






I.et the doors be shut upon him, that he may
play the fool nowhere but in 's own home
WHAT Will. ?E TttE GOsr




5"|- r-r Wipe . ^ N " 7 § Tr
[HIQ++ AT ^3.72,f A co-RP P
FRED OSBORNE
PARI VNBURG, S. C.
AGRICULTURE AND CHEMISTRY
Y. M. C. A. '12, '13. '14. '15; Rlfle ream ' 12,
'13, '14; Secretary and Treasurer Rifle Club
'14: Class Football '14: Gymnasium Team '13;
Corresponding Secretary, Marshal Annual
Celebration '14, President Calhoun Literary
Society : Agricultural Society ; Senior Dan-
cing Club; Matinee Club; Secretary and
Treasurer '14. President '15 Spartanburg
County Club; Chemistry Club; City of Suc-
cess Club ; Ladies' Men's Club.
Corporal; First Sergeant; Major; First
Sergeant Picked Company '14; Captain Picked
Company '15: Second Assistant Section
Marcher; Section Marcher.
"Fritz" hails from "The City of Success."
He is a "Fair Representative of His Home
Town," for he has been very successful during
his four years of College life, and numbers
his friends by the score. He stand- in with
the ladies, with the Colonel, and with "Dicky."
Call on him when a man is needed to carry
a wounded "Rat" to the hospital. "Fritz"
will probably drop Chemistry, and in a few
years will be heard from as a rising Major in
the United States Army.
".





"Roll ff-iAT 4=oB Yoo
1
JOSIAI1 THOMAS OSBOCRATOGLOVO
M II lTARYVILI.l?., MO.
MILITARY SCIENCE. Freshman Dan-
cing Club; Secretary and Treasurer Sopho-
more Dancing Club; Vice-President Junior
Dancing Club; President Senior Dancing
Club: Glee Club '13.
Corporal ; First Sergeant; Regimental Quar-
termaster Serjeant : Major; Assistant Sec-
tion Marcher; Section Marcher: First Ser-
jeant Picked Company '14: Captain Picked
Company '15; Church Marcher.
This young man is known by his friends as
"FriTZ-PUD-GraTC." He has achieved many
military teats, which have been duly rewarded
The war game is his favorite pastime. Among
his curio collection are numerous ringlets oi
stiff hair, which he prizes highly. He can In
seen walking on the campus, as if he owned
the entire College, wdien he is not studying
Military Science. We predict for him a greal
military career.




AGRICULTURE AND ANIMAL INDUS-
TRY. Class Historian '15; Class Tiger Re-
porter '13; Business Manager Tiger '15: Lit-
erary Staff Taps '15; Literary Staff Agricul-
tural Journal; Secretary Lee County Club;
Chief .Marshal Annual Celebration '14, Re-
cording Secretary, Literary Critic. President
Calhoun Literary Society; Agricultural Soci-
ety; Vice-President Y. M. C. A.; Vice-Presi-
dent '14. President "15 Carlisle Sunday-School
Class; Chairman Bible-Class Leaders; Student
Press Association: Senior "Bulls."
Corporal; Color-Sergeant: Lieutenant.
"EiTorh" is a man of whom Bishopville
should feel justly proud. Not only does he
excel as a model student, but he is an all-
'round College leader in all that is for the
best. "Efford" made a financial success of
The Tiger; and as a man of strict business
principles we predict for him great success in
life, whether it lie in raising more and better
pork and cattle, or in the administration of
justice at the White House.
s:
V
JOE ALLEN PATTERS* IN, JR.
AI.I.KMiALE, S. C.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL.
Sophomore Dancing Club; Junior Dancing
Club; Barnwell County Club: Vice-President
Barnwell County Club '14; Junior Electrical
Science Club; Executive Committee A. 1.
E. E. ; Clemson Minstrels.
Corporal ; Senior Private.
"Pat" must be given credit for being a fit
subject for the bygone kingdom of the
"Preps"; but he has gotten this far on that
perpetual motion machine known as his
tongue. He used this instrument constantly
in attempted wit at the expense of "Crip,"
"Sam," and others. We feel sure that "Pat"
will be able to outclass any woman, and that
any man will give him a job just to escapi
"Pat's" line.
'Some live to cat; I lire to swear"
".
/ laddie jolly, gay. and hale.
From world-renowned Allendale
J III IYJ/4KE (oO OH











Freshman Class 'ii-'ij; Vice-President Soph-
omore Class '12-13; Member Bowery Bunch
'1 3-" 14 : Senior Privates Club.
Corporal; Private: Senior Private.
"Miss Peep," from the wilderness of Wide
awake, came to Clemson in '10. He himself
-ays that the inhabitants of that place are
wild, and it is astonishing how "Peep" has
improved himself since coming out of the mire.
Much to the dismay of his friends, he still
sticks to "the good old ways" of his ancestors.
"Miss Pefp" has made himself noted as a
peddler of McCrackin's old stock of pinder
candy. "Peep" often tells us of his lassie, who






ANIMAL HUSBANDRY. Calhoun Liter-
ary Society: Agricultural Society.
Corporal : Sergeant.
This fellow made hi- appearance at Clem-
son in the fall of 191 1. with the object of
enlightening the world along Agricultural
lines. He, being a good student and a hard
worker, has succeeded admirably. He also
has taken much interest in Literary Society
work, which after graduation will help him.
when he returns home, to be a farm demon-
strator and a judge of cattle. We feel sure
that with all hi- energy and endurance he will
make a success of whatever he undertakes.
'Laugh, and the world laughs with you; weep,
and you weep alone" " Tis worth that makes the man"






Critic, Sergeant-at-Arms, .Marshal Annual
Celebration Palmetto Literary Society; Presi-
dent Clean-Sleeve Club; Y. M. C. A.: Bible
Class; Fairfield County Club; Senior Textile
Science Club; Senior Privates Club.
Private; Private; Senior Private.
"Wiu.lAM &.ENN," better known as
"Guttz," hails from "Jojo's" brier-patch.
"Gurrz" is an innocent-looking lad; but those
that know him say that he deceives his looks.
"Guttz has made many friends since enter-
ing Clemson, in 1911. His greatest ambition
is to invent a machine to pick the knots out of
threads. If successful, he expects to take
unto himself a helpmate. We predict a great
success in the textile world for "Guttz."








Varsity Football '12. '13. '14; Class Baseball
'12: Commencement Marshal '14; Junior Co-
operative Committee '14: Calhoun Literary
Society : Soph. Junior, and Senior Dancing
Clubs: Chronicle Staff '15; Taps Staff '15;
Coach Junior Class Champions '15; Block V'
Club; Junior Electrical Science Club; A. 1.
E. E.; V. M. C. A.; Senior Private- Club.
Sergeant; Senior Private: Picked Com-
pany '14.
Behold Mini! This second Ford Sterling,
this original wit. and whatever you will
!
"Rand" is the joke artist of the Class. Xo
man dare dispute his right. However, he has
several diversions ; among them, electricity,
football. 4-5 p. m. classes in Military Science,
and others. Beneath his fun is a lovable na
ture. and a real purpose in lite. It "Cat'
doesn't lead the Keystone Comedy Company,
he will some day become famous as the
designer of magnetos for lightning bugs.
'Xot that I love military honors less, but my





LIBERTY HIU,. S. C.
AGRONOMY. Assistant Manager Base
ball Team '14: Assistant Business Manager
Chronicle '14: Scrub Football '13: Class Foot-
ball 'II, 'i-\ '13: Business Manager Taps '15;
Member Sec. 2A : Quartet; Matinee Club:
Palmetto Literary Society; Y. M. C. V:
Chairman Ring Committee: Junior-Senior
Banquet Committee: Ladies' Men's Club;
Monogram Club: Scrub Baseball '15.
Corporal: First Sergeant: Captain: Lieu-
tenant Picked Company '15.
Liberty Hill lias one "'watermelon" of whom
she is justly proud. He takes tilings as they
come, and usually makes the most of them.
His ability as manager shows signs of an
entrepreneur: and he should be congratulated
on the financial success of this book. "Dick*'
is popular here with both sexes, and if he
doesn't win him a home in Greenville he will
probably go back to the "hills" and show the
farmers how to raise "more watermelons and
better watermet >ns."
"To know, to esteem, to love—and then to port.
Makes up life's tale to many a feeling hearf
IT /5 JETT&E To -HHVE U>V£P -ANDl-OlT






Y. M. C. A.; Agricultural Society; Vi<
President Georgetown County Club: Norfi
Crew: Horticultural Club: Clean-Sleeve Clul
Class Football.
Senior Private : Picked Company.
"Porpoise," or "Joe," or "Iced Ti\a." tl
hero of the Apple Valley expedition, is a co:
spicuous "Palm Beacher," and has already b
gun a career as writer and authority on ho
ticultural subjects. If a man is from Georg
town, he is "Joe's" friend forever. Eventual]
"Joe" will turn the Waccamaw marshes inj
beautiful gardens. Is "Boss" in the Norfi
crew. He is immune to bacillus colonel-cu
mini. Has been in more tinns without bee
ing bankrupt than any other man ever he.i
of. "Joe" can finance his affairs, whetl
the war is on or not.
"Onrushing torrents strive in vain
This hero's glory to restrain"
WILLIAM ARCHIE ROWKLL
CENTENARY, S. C.
AGRONOMY. Calhoun Literary Society;
Y. M. C. A. '14, '15; Sunday School; Agron-
omy Club; Vice-President Marion County
Club; Agricultural Society and Agricultural
Journal; Senior Privates Club.
Private: Sergeant; Senior Private.
"Major/' as he is known among his friends,
hails from the vicinity of Marion, S. C.
"Major" has made many friends among the
hoys, as well as among the Faculty. His
cheery, good disposition wins him favor
wherever he goes. However, his greatest con-
quest has been made among the girls, and
some of the girls' greatest conquests have been
made against "Major." We predict great suc-
cess for him in his research work, which will
probably lie in the Philippines.
"Oh. why .should the spirit of mortal be
proud?"
A DlgExiM COME T-EUE- MY
J>EA"B.E5T flMJiriON ^EAL|Z.EP.
IT 1-5 TOO <$OOJ> TO 3E TRUE-.










AGRONOMY. Palmetto Literary Society;
Agricultural Society.
Private ; Sergeanl :
Company.
Senior Private; Picked
"Sari," hails from Chester County. He
admits that he "is a fair representative of his
home town," that being the noted "Richhurg."
He is very popular among his College mate-,
and from all indications he is also popular at
"Winthrop." "Sarg" is taking the Agronomy
course, and intends to return to his "native
brier-patch" and demonstrate to his fellow
farmers how to raise two umbrellas per acre
wdiere only one had formerly been raised.
'The whisper of a beautiful woman can be
heard farther than the loudest eall of duty"
HAEE Y OLD SGOU r I
didn't (jETo* roue"






Agricultural Journal; Vice-President Agricul-
tural Society; Recording Secretary. Literary
Critic Calhoun Literary Society; Declaimer
'14: Circulating Manager Chronicle; Y. M.
C. A.; President Xewberry County Club;
Agronomy Club; Ring Committee.
Private: Regimental Sergeant-Major ; First
Lieutenant and Battalion Adjutant.
"Sweetheart" comes from Silver-Street, in
the land of Cole Rlease, though he is not
patriotic enough to support him. He stands
high in tin- estimation of his professors, and
when he leaves they shall "sigh for the touch
of a vanished hand, and the sound of a voice
that is still." By his energetic superintendence.
he has brought the Agricultural Journal into
prominence among college publications. He
has that ideal disposition that makes friends
anywhere.
'We must laugh before we arc happy, for fear
we may die befort- we laugh at alt"
LOO*. -T~£-Y CAut- Hi»*i
i
SWEETHEART AT CLEflSO^
rPiEEEL < 5 {-^;f^F^f~77Z7?^ A REASON I
^NQElg HEEc]"" ""\,— roe «i.Li>«i «m WBT(
^-1
'





THXTILE ENGINEERING. President Se-
nior Textile Science Club; Ladies' Men's
Club: Senior Dancing Club.
Corporal: Sergeant: Battalion Sergeant
Major; Lieutenant-Adjutant: Picked Com-
pany '14.
"Tin." or "STANNOUS," claims Camden as
his place of abode. "Si \\\ic" i- -mall in size
only, as has been shown by his enviable rec-
ord since entering Clemson. "Carl" has
always excelled in every branch—from aca-
demic duties to love. Although not inclined b
a military life, hi- natural ability has secured
for him high offices. He is widely known a^
the author of "Spooning," and evidently has
good experience in this line. A successful
career awaits him in the textile world.
'Little, but loud'
.WHY DO THEY CALL
M£- Tin f I DIPh'tJ &




VETERIN'ARV SCIENCE. Palmetto Lit-
erary Society; Y. M. C. A.; Agricultural So-
ciety: Newberry County Club; Quack Horse
Doctor.
Sergeant ; Lieutenant and Battalion Quarter-
master and Commissary: Picked Company '14.
"Mouse" hails from that particular corner
of Newberry County known as "Frog Level."
"Mouse" is a most fortunate specimen of
humanity, in that he has acquired by environ-
ment quite a musical tone of voice, which is
in full harmony with the croaking of those
songsters who wire his faithful entertainers
during many happy days which he spent at
"Frog Level." Being a prospective doctor,
"heart-soothing" will he his specialty. "Near-






AGRONOMY. Clean-S-eeve Club; Presi-
dent Orangeburg Club.
Private: Private; Private; Senior Private;
Picked Company.
"BexniE." "Simons." came to us from the
swamps of Orangeburg County, viz.: Rowes-
ville. He is little in stature, but big in heart.
The little characteristic has won him mam
friends. "Bennie" is somewhat shy of ladies
in public, but Tuesday always brings him a
letter with Cupid's stamp on it. His chief
occupation is going to the store, and smoking
cigarettes. His sincerity and ability arc sure
to win him a place in this world.
While ascending the liill of Prosperity, may
I never meet a friend"
'He would cut off his nose to spite his face'








AGRONOMY. Calhoun Literary Society:
Y. M. C. A.: Agricultural Society. Clean-
Sleeve Club.
Senior Private.
"Simp" is one of those rare degenerates
from Richburg. He ha- fallen into the line of
evolution by the acquisition of a host of friends
since he entered Clemson. "Simp" i- never
troubled by the incongruities of this life, but
rather takes things easy. He has often thought
of going to the Philippines, but has finally
decided that he cannot walk quite so far as
easily as he walked seven miles to tell that fair
lady "good bye."
TEXTILE ENGINEERING. Class Foot
lull "13 14: Vice-President Anderson Count)
Club; President Smith Club; Manager Starr
Club: junior Textile Club; Senior Textile
Club; Clean-Sleeve Club: President Cold-Foot
Club.
Private: Private: Private; Senior Private;
Captain Senior Privates.
The personification of good nature and good
looks—rejoicing in the euphonious cognomen
of "JoE Major," from the twinkling city ol
Starr. "JoE," with his splendid repartee and
unfailing good humor, has won for himself
an enviable place in the hearts of hi- class
mates. He is the luckiest man in the Senior
Class : therefore, we feel safe in predicting
that Hartvvell, Ga.. will soon capitulate, and a
cotton mill president will subscribe himself as
"Joe Major Smith."
Never trouble trouble until trouble troubles
you"
"If the world's wealth lay at my feet,
I ivould invest it in Reveille Tickets'
1 vVONPEE Wwr I
THEY A^B- LOotciNC? 1




I YAKE CITY, S. C.
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL EN-
GINEERING. Sergeant-at-Arms, Censor.
iReporting Critic, Marshal Animal Celebration
i I, Vice-President, President Palmetto Liter-
dry Society; Orator Annual Celebration 'is:
V." M. C. A.: Bible Class; Rifle Club '12. '13;
Smith Club; President Florence County Club;
Clarendon County Club; Business Manager
'hroniclc; Publication Committee A. T. E. E.
;
Senior Class Co-operative Committee; Dele-
gate S. C. C. P. V; Chief Bowery Bunch '13;
Efficiency Club ; Prep. Class '11; Plain Blunt





Picked Company '12, '13.
;
Yes, girls, this is "Mary." Did he derive
that name from those rosy cheeks, and that
;irlish smile? We do not know, lie brought
hat name from "Pudden Swamp." Don't be
nistaken in a name. "Mary" is a man of
ibility. He can finance anything from The
.'hroniclc to the S. C. C. P. A.' As for the
;irls. they can't resist him. "Mary" not only
ittraets the girls, hut is one of the most popu-
lai men in College.
"His only boohs ivcrc women's looks;
And folly's all they taught him"






AGRONOMY. Students' Press Association
'11; Smith Club: Chronicle Staff; Agricul-
tural Society; Calhoun Literary Society; Mati-
nee Club; Anderson County Club; Manager
Anderson County Club; Agricultural Straight;
Y. M. C. A.; Literary Staff Agricultural Jour-
nal; Sole Possessor of the Mighty Pen.
Corporal; First Sergeant
ant; D. D. C.
Second Lieuten-
"PaT," as he is known by everyone, bails
from the "city" of Pendleton, lie has a heart
that is big and true, and a sunny smile that
will never wear off. Talk about handling the
Shovel; he is right there with the -; Is along
any line. "Pat" has already won a home in
Pendleton, but says he expects to go to the
Philippines after graduation, and that he will
buy a ticket for two.
'For the works oj men arc as the ploys of





ST. MATTHEWS, S. C.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY. Palmetto Liter-
ary Society : Rifle Club : Student Press Asso-
ciation ; Secretary Clean-Sleeve Club ; Calhoun
County Club: Senior Privates Club.
Private : Private; Private; Senior Private;
Picked Company 'n-'i2.
"Preacher" bails from the metropolis of
Calhoun County. Ever since he came to Clem-
son, in the fall of 191 1, he has been one of
the steadiest men in the Class. Although not
an extra fast man. be gets there just the same.
"Prince Albert" is a great believer in scien-
tific farming; and some day be is going to own
a line farm, with a-plenty of fine animals on






Vice-President Calhoun Literary Societj
Treasurer A. I. E. E. ; Debater at Annual Celt
bration of Society '15: Secretary and Vici
President Dr. Riggs' Bible Class; V. M. C. A
Class Football '14; lunior Electrical Seieiu
Club; Art Staff Taps' '15.
Sergeant; Lieutenant; Picked Company '1
'14.
"Doc." as be is well known, landed at Cleii
son in the fall of 191 1, with the determinate
of enlightening the world along electric
lines. In this he has succeeded, as is ev
denced by bis record of the past four year
"Doc's" original ideas and inventive abili
have won for him the admiration and appri
ciation of bis friends. While "Doc" may 111
invent perpetual motion, we predict that 1
will surprise the engineers of the Gener
Electric Company with his direct current gel
erator without a commutator.
".
\ woman is only o woman,
Rut a good cigar's A Smoke"
"If I were a cobbler, 1 would wake it my li





Y. M. C. A. 'u, '13, '14, '15; (nter-Society De-
claimer ; Chaplain, Vice-President Calhoun
Literary Society; Secretary and Treasurer of
Sunda) School; Secretary and Treasurer Car-
lisle Bible Class; Agricultural Society; Senior
Dancing Club; Vice-President Spartanburg
County Club; Chemistry Club; Rifle Team '12,
'13, '14; Ladies' Men's Club; Matinee Club;
Tennis Club.
Corporal; Sergeant; Captain; Picked Com-
pany '14, '15; Sergeant Picked Company '14.
Behold our midget Captain, who migrated
from Enoree. Not only does "Strib" rule "A"
Company, but "The" ladies. The only way to
secure friends is to be one, is a policy which
"Strib" has kept, and which has secured him
scores of friends. After amassing a huge for-
tune in the manufacture of producer gas, by
an economic method of his own discovery,
we expect to see him expending his multi-
millions and life energy as a charitable doctor





AGRONOMY. Y. M. C. A.: Calhoun Lit-
erary Society; Agricultural Society; Senior
Dancing Club; Clean Sleeve Club; Lightning




"SarGE" hails from Laurens. His two char-
acteristics are his ability to handle the
"shovel," and to laugh longer and louder than
anybody else. "Sarge" possesses an abund-
ance of good nature, and takes things as they
come, especially fruit-cake. He is some
"Ladies' Man," spending a great deal of time
writing: and dancing like a lightning bug.
"Sarge" has plenty of ability, and can shoot
well and hard when he feels like it. We pre
diet that Laurens will lie proud of this lad's
success in the future.
"// at first you don't succeed,
Grab, grab, again"
"How jar that little lightning bun throwi
beams!"
THE Bie,C|E^f SHOW




CIVIL ENGINEERING. President Se-
nior Class; Editor-in-Chief Taps 15; Dis
tinguished Student '13; Secretary. President
Columbian Literary Society; Winner Declaim-
ed Medal '13, Orator's and Declaimer's
Medal '15, State Oratorical Contest '15, Inter-
Societ3 Oratorical Contest; Exchange Editor
Chronicle '14. '15; Vice-President Southern
College Press Association; Executive Com-
mittee S. C. C. P. A.; Historian Athletic As
sociation; Manager and Toastmaster Junior-
Senior Banquet; Historian Junior Class;
Manager Matinee Club; President Cosmopoli-
tan Chili: Athletic Council: State Prohibition
Oratorical Contest; President Prohibition As-
sociation; Clemson-Davidson Debate.
We have, embodied in this tall Westerner,
the rare combination of genius and hard work.
He is one of the few who have allowed study
to interfere with his College course. His
effective "shooting," as well as his good-
natured smile and congenial manner, have
won for him the respect and admiration of
Faculty and students. "Swine" excels every-
one in the boxing ring or speaking upon the
rostrum. He is at home in a box-car, or
gracing the head of a banquet table. "SwiNE,"
is a born leader of men.
"Beneath the rose, ivho knows











AGR( >N< >MY. Varsity Baseball '12. '13. '14
'15; All-State Baseball '15; Block "C" Club
Recording Secretary. Reporting Critic. Vice
President Columbia Lirerarj Society; Marshal
Annual Celebration; Vice-President, Secretary
and Treasurer Greenwood County Club; Sec
retary Agricultural Society; Member Sec 2A:
Quartet : Ladies' Men's Club.
Private: Corporal: Senior Private: Picked
Companj '14.
The "Son" of Greenw 1 is the "Sun" of
our Class. He is noted for the fact that he is
always in a good humor. He is most espe
cially so when he has just made a home-run.
We all expect great things from "Little
Tiger." Some day he will he playing center-
field for the "Giants" in the summer, and
singing bass • ? I in vaudeville in the winter.
'His lite was so gentle—that Xoture mighi
stand up am! soy to oil the world, 'This
is o .I/./;;'
"









II ARTS\ 1 1. I.E., S. C.
NATHAN GERARD THOMAS
COPE, s. c.
, AGRONOMY. Agricultural Society: Edi-
or Entomological Division Agricultural Jpur-
tal; Reporting Critic, Censor, Vice-President
Palmetto Literary Society; Glee Club '13, '14.
15: President Chesterfield County Club;
Member Section Quartet; Agronomy Club.
Sergeant ; Lieutenant.
"Lena" drifted over to Clemson from
[artsville, in the fall of '11. The following
summer, he won great fame and his nickname
iy capturing a wild elephant in the jungles of
Arlington County. This dangerous exploit
' vas set forth in the pages of the "Darlington
'tingle Enlightener." His ready smile and
riendly ways have won for him a host of
riends. If he continues to work as diligently
n the future as during his College life, his
;uccess is certain.
AGRONOMY. Palmetto Literary Society
'11, '12; Scrub Football '13, '14; Class Foot-
ball '14; Agricultural Society 'i4-'i5; Presi-
dent Hayne Literary Society '15.
Sergeant; Lieutenant; Captain.
"Tommy" decided early in life that the
height of his ambition was to be a fanner.
Therefore, he journeyed to Clemson in 101 1,
and has stuck with the Class through thick
and thin ever since. He specialized in
"Hutch"; and, if reports are true, lie ought
to know something about cotton. He is noted
for his fearless, straightforward nature. He
is that type of man who makes good. With
the perseverance to win, he will undoubtedly
make life a success.
Greater lure hath no man than this.




"Of all the wonders that I yet hare heard, it
seems to me most strange that men should
fear"









Mm \r\ i i.i.i':. s. c.
AGRICULTURE AND CHEMISTRY.
Y. M. C. A.; Cor. Sec'y, Vice-Pres. Calhoun
literary Society; Pres. Agricultural Society;
Sec'y and Treas.. Vice-Pres. Lauren- County
Club; Athletic Editor Tiger; Asst. Ed.-in-
Chief, Editor Chemistry Dept. Agricultural
Journal; Literary Staff Taps '15; Class Foot-
ball '13; Scrub Baseball '12, '13; Tenuis Team
'14, '15; Basket-ball "14, '15; Baseball '14. ''5:
Manager Tennis Team '15; Orator Prelim-
inary State Oratorical Contest: Orator Annual
Celebration Calhoun Literary Society; Presi-
dent Tennis Club; Chemistrv Club; Secretary
and Treasurer Monogram Club; Plain Blunt
VTeri's Club; Senior Privates Club.
Corporal; Sergeant; Senior Private.
"Al," as lie is generally known, hails from
Mountville, S. C. His accomplishments are
many, and especially is he overloaded with
achievements on the athletic field; yet he is the
same old hoy. with a cheery good word for all
his frieinL. He is very fond of chocolate cake
and frequent letters; and a certain sweet little
girl always sees that he gets them. Instead of
following Chemistry, "Ai." will probably go
home and marry the "sweet little girl."
"( )ne gentle form and fair,
Beneath whose smile to bask,
And Irani love's sweetness there"
MAY [ KTI5S ALL T*E t^lRLS
1 please, ani> please









.1 AMES GORDON TODD
SKNKCX. s. C.
CIVIL ENGINEERING. Senior Private
Club.
Private: Private; Private; Senior Private
Behold "Sandy," a product of our neighbor
ing town, Seneca. "Sandy" came to Clemso
to make an engineer of himself, but sin<
then, having become connected with the E.\
change, he has about given up that notioi
lie likes the lunch counter, one otitis partial
lar sandwiches being "I lam." "Sandy" is
quiet, agreeable fellow, who possesses the goo
opinion of everybody. "Sandy" is sure to 1
heard from in the future by his classmate
and the world.
'What will J do? I'll dam the Amazon an
reinforce the North Pole"
JOHN HOLMES TRESCOT
PENDLETON, S. C.
ELECTRICAL. Secretary and Treasurer
Anderson County Club '14; Secretary and
freasurer Junior Dancing Club '14; Junior
lass Co-operative Committee '14: Junior
electrical Science Club '14: Class Football
ream '14: Secretary and Treasurer Senior




First Sergeant; Captain; Senior
List, gentle reader, here is the will power of
liis noble aggregation. "Johnnie" bit a little
treak of bard luck in his Senior year, and
lad lo lie a "jailbird" for a few months. There
3 not the slightest doubt that "Johnnie" is
'lit in search of knowledge, but he goes about
f so quietly that we ignorant mortals never
erive any benefit from his search. He is
are to succeed in this cold world, and we feel
ure that some of that knowledge will leak
ut of his lofty bean.
Vol that I /uiv military honors less, but that
I lore my friends mure"
y&
m
y,Nt) JUST TH I N e OPTOE 5ENiOETEjv'»TtS Too
AUGUSTUS MASSENBURG TROTTER
CAMDEN, S. C.
AGRONOMY. Agricultural Societ} : Y. M.
C. A. Cabinet "1^*15 : Calhoun Literary Soci-
ety; Sophomore, Junior, and Senior Dancing
Clubs; Clean-Sleeve Club; Student Press Asso
ciation ; Class Football; Agronomist Club.
Senior Private.
This young scion of old Camden came to
Ciemson with the double purpose of getting an
education and making money. The number
of big words he loves to o'erwhelm us with
gives proof that our Prof's efforts have not
been wasted ; and his prosperous appearance
indicates ample success in the financial line
too. "M vssEneurg" present- the ideal combi-
nation of being an earnest Y. M. C. A. worker.
and a Society man. which is too seldom found;
and more honor be to him for such line
qualities.







AGRONOMY. Sergeant-at ^rms Calhoun
Literary Society: Agricultural Society. Sun-




It is real hard to say jusl where this "good-
looking, black-haired" lad came from, but he
claims Darlington as his "brier patch." Since
he entered College, he has made quite a repu-
tation among the students and Faculty, and
it was hard tor him to decide on his course;
but after consulting the Colonel and Profes-
sor Daniel he decided to specialize on English
and .\lilitar\ Science. He expects to cast his
bit with the native Filipinos, and make himself
famous teaching the natives of the island the
art of Agriculture.
'A man's worth is never shown by his military
aspirations"
^.SP 15 Too KloCtl TO -P^y foR 7





ST. MATTHEW S, S. C.
CIVIL ENGINEERING. Vice-Presidei
Calhoun County Club; Class Football roj j
Lvceum Course I'sher.




This lusty lad hails from the town of S
Matthews. Having decided to view the worl
through a transit, he came to Clemson to ii
form himself in the "Hobo" Course. H
efforts have been very great, but his accon
plishtnents very few. though very accurate an
promising; thus showing the brilliancy of th
chap's ability. The future is very promisor
for "Wanna."
'Cheer up! If you are blue, get color blii
ami fur; let it.





ST. MATTHEWS, S. C.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY. Palmetto Lit-
erary Society; Calhoun County Club; V. M. C.
A.; Literary Staff Taps '15.
Corporal ; Sergeant;
Company '1 1, '12.
Lieutenant ; Picked
In "DickEry," Calhoun County has a son
(if whom to he proud—keen in intellect,
studim^ in habits, standing for all that is good
and for the betterment of life. Some day
"WALLACE" will make .V.olian Hill, of Cal-
houn, as widely known in that county's agri-
culture as the ;eolian harp is known in fus-
ion. After four years of diligent work.
"DickEry" is prepared to make his commence-
ment in the battle of life. A bright, prosper-





MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL EN-
GINEERING. Censor, Chairman Query Com
mittee, Pin Committee Calhoun Literary So-
ciety; Georgetown County Club; A. I. E. E.
;
Y. M. C. A.; Brotherhood of St. Andrew;
President Episcopal Bible Class; Efficiency
Club; Rifle Club '12.
Corporal : Sergeant ; Lieutenant.
This smiling youth bails from Georgetown,
lie came to Clemson in '10 with the full in
tention of astonishing the world, and with
that end in view took the Electrical Course.
"ChESSIE" has a quiet disposition, and is a
good companion, never leading his friends
astray. After finishing the Electrical Course
at Clemson. "ChESSIE" intends to study patent
law. Unless the call of "Big Six" becomes
too great to resist, we predict for him un-
limited success in this, his chosen profession.
"If I have freedom in my lure,
. hid in my soul am free.
Angels alone that soar above enjoy such
liberty"
Say, what yoo
DOINGi UP TH££Ea m
*"V
' His life is gentle, ami the elements
So mixed in him that Nature might stand up
And say to all the world, 'This is a man''"
DAVID JOSEPH WATSON
ANDERSON, S. C.
ELECTRICAL. Y. M. C. A.; Palmetto
Literary Society: A. I. E. E. ; Class Pootball
•14; Matinee Club; Plain Blunt Men's Club;
Prosecuting Critic Palmetto Literary Society.
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieuten-
ant ; Senior Private.
Call him "DUCK," anil he will smile; hut it
is as "Pete" we know him best. Never de
pressed in spirits, he takes life as it comes,
brightening those around him with his cheery
smiles and ready wit. Though he lost much
time (luring his course, he has by his optimism
and perseverance remained true to his Class.
It is his chiefest ambition to find the ideal of
his dreams, and then become mayor and polit-
ical leader of Watson's Siding.
./
j9 V
JOHN TERRY WOOD, JR.
GREER, S. C.
TEXTILE. Senior Textile Club.
C> irporal.
"J.\v" is another product of Greer. He en-
listed into the Freshman Class in 1911, and has
remained loyal to the Class of '15. Mis chief
hobby is to argue about some great political
question; and his only defect is that he thinks
of hut one thing at a time. "Jay's" ability
as a textile man is something of which to be
proud, and we expect to hear from him in the
future textile world.
'The wind it blows, the vessel goes,





FORT MILL. S. C.
SPECIAL TEXTILE. President S.
Member Columbian Literary Society.
T. '!
Private; Private; "So-Cailed Company."
"Dn.": hails from that progressive "City"
of Fori Mill. He acquired the prefix "Miss"
shortly after his arrival, because of his popu-
larity with the "Boys." He showed a marked
partiality to midnight parades, pugilistic en-
counters, and Chicora College. He will no
I mlii make a success as a matrimonial
diplomat or a professional heart-smasher.
" The cheerful grin
Will let you in
Where the kicker is never seen"
Tonight I Walked Across Hie Campus
ONIGHT I walked across the campus,
Cooled and freshened by the western breeze.
The scattered lights made rugged outlines
Of the buildings and the stately tree :
And my thoughts swept backward o'er the past
When first I saw this self-same view,
Recalling all that then was cast
Upon my mind—those things so new.
Years have passed, but these scenes are changed not
;
The walks and trees and all as of old.
But to me they now are dearer;
For mem'ry wraps them in her fold
And marks them mine for all the years.
Though I should go through devious ways
And life be cloyed with weary cares,
They still are mine, those scenes and friends and clays.
—W. J. Hunter, '15
Seventy-Two
Room Regulations
VDETS must remember that all men make mistakes, il will lie useless
to send in explanations of reports.
2. It will not be necessary for Cadets to arrange articles in
lockers for inspection; they will be reported anyway.
3. Cadets are reminded that the hand is quicker than the eye; it will avail
nothing to watch the inspecting officer ransack lockers.
4. No Cadet will be allowed to get sick on drill days.
5. Cadets must not throw match stems and apple cores out of the window
or in the wastebasket. They are to be placed in the pockets, and removed each
morning at police inspection.
6. All Cadets who willingly assist the Commandant in removing small
grandstands from parade grounds at Guard Mount will lie given a credit of ten
punishments; those who have to be urged will be given a credit of five. Those
Cadets who do not assist at all will not be required to stand around and laugh.
7. Hereafter Dress Guard Mount will not be held. The Senior Privates
seem to enjoy making a mess out of it more than the Commandant enjoys the
compulsion of their attendance.
8. Cadets will not be allowed to destroy articles of clothing in barracks.
as the College has a laundry for that purpose.
9. Cadets no longer have the privilege of throwing bottles of hydro-
sulfide in the Assistant Commandant's room; it is very annoying to contend with
broken glass.
10. In the mess-hall, Cadets must not pour water in the derby hats of
visitors ; the College cannot afford to waste the water.
11. Cadets must remember that they know nothing about medicine; it will
be useless to ask the surgeon why he gives pills for broken bones and ingrowing
toenails.
12. Cadets are warned not to steal chickens from Professor Houston;




I UNIOR CLASS hi I ICERS
Junior Class Officers
D. F. Folger - — President
S. C. Webb — - I 'ice-President
W. B. Townsend Secretary and Treasurer
J. C. Hamlix - —
-
— — ....Historian
M. C. Green - ..Chaplain
Seventy-Four
Seventy-Five
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Banks, D. 1 1.
Barre, M. L.
Berry, F. O.

































1 1 \mi.in, J. C.
I I ARR ALL. J. P.
II \kris, G. G.
Heiss, G. K.


















































Siddall, T. 1 1.
Simpson, I ). M.
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X THE Fall of 1912, about three hundred hoys entered the State
Prison for the uneducated, and took on the title of "Rats." We soon
settled down to work, and began looking forward to the great trip
to the Capital City and the State Fair.
In September of 1913, only a few more than two hundred were entered
upon the list of very modest Sophomores. We came a week ahead of the "Rats,"
and when they arrived we were ready to give them a warm welcome. It was the
greatest privilege of our lives to reign supreme over these innocent creatures, and
we took full advantage of it. It was in this year that we surprised the whole Clem-
son world by winning the Class football cup. In all College activities, this Class
has come to the front with men that have kept the standards up to the notch.
But in this second year a large number either asked for pardons, or decided that
they loved the Sophomore year so well that they would try it again.
At the beginning of this last session, we had a total of about one hundred
and twenty. These tried few have worked hard to get this far toward the end
of our four-year sentences. We have done our part in keeping up the work of
the school, and we have attempted to better the conditions as much as possible.
It seems that we have had a hard-luck year in athletics this session,
however. We put out decidedly the best team, in the estimation of all the athletic
judges, but by a piece of luck the Sophomores defeated us with a score of
thirteen to twelve.
A very bright future lies before us now. as we are about to take upon
our shoulders the responsible name of Seniors. This is where we expect to do







C. S. Garrett Secretary and Treasurer
T. .M. Ii.kvKy Historian



































































Fl.i >YD. F. E.
FORD, O. E.






















HERRI IX. W. C.
HI ATT, G. F.
















I FRY FY. T. M.
Jl IHNSON, R. E.
JOHNSON, W. R.
KENNEY, F. M.






















































































-Half the Battle fs Won'
F YOU had been at Clemson one day in September, 1913, and could
have seen nearly three hundred men hitching themselves to a cart and
beginning to pull, you would have asked,
"What are you men pulling?"
We would have replied, "Class of IQ17."
Later, looking back on the road, we see that some of our men have fallen,
and will not rise; but the remaining ones pull on, and before long we shall have
reached the end of the first mile. It is summer; and our first vacation is given us.
September comes, and the harness is again put on ; hut the ranks are
thinned, and we have barely two hundred men. This makes an extra load on
us; and you ask,
"Will you continue to pull?"
We reply, "Yes! for we have the Class of 1017."
Still, some drop out on the road, but we only brace ourselves and pull
harder. As we reach the end of the second mile, we gasp for breath and stop
to rest. It is summer again, and, as we rest, we look ahead, and find that we
have two miles to go. You ask,
"Will you ever reach the end of the road?"
We reply, 'YTes! we will; because we are 'all together, all the time, for












C. Hortox - - President
M. Jordan Vice-President
M . Fixi.ky - .Secretary and Treasurer
























































































S. C. Gam hell



































































































































































VV. L. K. Trotter
VV. E. Truluck





























M. L. Zim mi: km \n
1. II. Zobj I.
Eighty-Five
Freshman Class History
T WAS on the sixteenth day of September, in the year 1014. that the
Freshman Class migrated from their numerous haunts in the noble
State of South Carolina to the vicinity of Clemson College.
They arrived nearly three hundred strong, and after many
hours of weary waiting, and the passing through details which were altogether
useless in our estimation at that time, they became full members of the corps
of cadets.
It may be said that there was little difference between their appearance
and that of the meadows in springtime; in fact, they were almost too verdant
to realize or appreciate sciences which their superiors, the Sophs and Juniors.
tried so hard to teach them.
The first few weeks, being full of novelty and excitement, passed off
very rapidly.
The fact that the corps could not go to the State Fair seemed to firing
despair to many, and was almost a struggle for them to remain in College: but
the great part which they played in athletics went to prove that some of the best
men in College were in the Freshman Class. The excellent football team which
was developed by them predicts a glorious future for the Class of 1918.
Eighty-Six
ONE-YEAR AGRICULTURAL CI VSS
One-Year Agricultural Class
OFFICERS
LANFORD, C. R President
l'< >W ]".. R. W Vice-President
McGARITY, O. M Secretary and Treasurer
LYONS, B. F Historian









































I'l.A II. E. V.
POWE, R. W.

















CHARLES MANNING FURMAN, A. B.
Professor Emeritus of English
DAVID WISTAR DANIEL. A. M.
Professor of English
ARTHUR BUIST BRYAX. B. S., B. Litt.
Associate Professor of English
MARK EDWARD BRADLEY, A. B.
Assistant Professor of English
FRANK FREDERICK COVINGTON, JR.. A. B.. \. M
Instructor in English
Eighty-Nine
GEORGE MILTON CRUM; A. B.
Instructor in English
LAWRENCE ANDREW SKASE, B. S.
Instructor in English
Mathematics Division
SAMUEL MANER MARTIN, B. S.
Professor of Mathematics
AUGUSTUS G. SHANKLIN, B. S.
Associate Professor of Mathematics
JOSEPH EVERETT HUNTER, B. S.
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
BURR HARRISON JOHNSTON, A. B.
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
ANDREW BRAMLETT, B. S.
. tssistant Professor of Mathematics
BENJAMIN JOHNSTON WELLS, L. I., A.B.
Instructor in Mathematics
Division o{ History, Economics, and Sociology
WILLIAM SHANNON MORRISON, A. B.
Professor of History, Economics, and Sociology
ALESTER GARVEX HOLMES, B. S.
Assistant Professor of History
Physics Division
THOMAS GRAYSON POATS, M. E., E. E.
Professor of Physics
WILLIAM EUGENE SPEAS, A. B., A.M.
Instructor in Physics




JOSEPH NELSON HARPER, B. S., M.Agr.
Director Agricultural Department and Experiment Station
FRED HARVEY HALL CALHOUN, Ph. D.
Vice-Director of Department; Professor of Geology and Mineralogy
CHARLES CARTER NEWMAN, B. S.
Professor of Horticulture
ROBERT OLIVER FEELEY, D. V. S.
Professor of Veterinary Science
HENRY WALTER BARRE, B. S., M.A.
Professor of Botany and Bacteriology
ALBERT FREDERICK CONRADI, B.S.A.
Professor of Entomology and Zoology
WASHINGTON LaFAYETTE HUTCHINSON, M.S.
Professor of Agronomy
RICHMOND LEE SHIELDS. B.S.A.
Professor of Animal Husbandry and Dairying
THOMAS ELLISON KEITT, B. S.
Professor of Soils
FRED M. ROLFS, M.S., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Botany and Bacteriology
JUNIUS MILTON BURGESS, B. S.
Associate Professor of Dairying
FRANKLIN JACOB CRIDER, M. S.
Associate Professor of Horticulture
WILLIAM ANDREW THOMAS. B. S.
Assistant Professor of Entomology and Zoology
OLIN MITCHELL CLARK, B. S.
Assistant Professor of Agronomy
RALPH BROWNLEE LOWRY. B. S.
Assistant in Agronomy and Earm Machinery
Ninety-One
DUANE B. ROSEXKRAXS. A. P..
Assistant in Botany and Bacteriology




CHALMERS J. KIXG. B. S.
Assistant in Soils and Chemistry
W. K. BOWERS. B. S.
Assistant to Director
J. A. BERLY. B. S.
Assistant in Entomology
G. M. ARMSTROXG. B. S.
Assistant in Botany
T. A. ROUSE. B. S.
Assistant Professor of Animal Husbandry
A. E. SCHILLETTER, B. S.
Assistant to Director
Chemical Department
RICHARD NEWMAN BRACKETT. A. B., Ph.D.
Director; Professor of Chemistry
MARK BREXARD HARDIX
Professor Emeritus of Chemistry
DAVID HILL HEXRY, B. S.
Associate Professor of Chemistry
JOHX HARRIS MITCHELL. M.S.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
CLAUDE FURMAX TXMAX, B. S.
Acting Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Ninety-Two
FLOYD HOMER EDMISTER, M.S.
Instructor in Chemistry
BENJAMIN FREEMAN, B. S.
Assistant in Chemistry
Mechanical Department
SAMUEL BROADUS EARLE, A.M., M.E.
Director of Department; Professor of Mechanical Department
WALTER MERRTTT RIGGS. E. M. E.. LL. D.
President ; Consulting Professor of Engineering
RUDOLPH EDWARD LEE. B. S.
Professor of Drawing and Designing, and College Architect
STYLES TREXTOX HOWARD. B. M. E.
Professor of Machine-Shop Work
WILLISTON WIGHTMAN KLUGH, B. S.
Assistant Professor of Drawing and Designing
JOHN WEEXS GAXTT
Assistant Professor of Forge and Foundry
WILLIAM WEST ROUTTEX, B. S.
Assistant Professor of Woodwork
MAHLON THOMAS BIRCH, B. S.
Instructor in Drawing
DAVTD XIVEX HARRIS, B. S.
Instructor in Drawing
DAXIEL WILLIS SYLVESTER




DAVID C. LAXGE, B. S., M. S.
Instructor in Architectural Engineering
T. B. ROGERS, B. S.
Assistant in Mechanical Laboratory
Electrical Division
FRANK TOWNES DARGAN, M.S.
Professor in Electrical Engineering
SAMUEL R. RHODES, B.S.
Assistant Professor in Electrical and Mechanical Engineering
A. G. STANFORD, B.S.
Assistant in Electrical Laboratory
Civil Engineering
HALE HOUSTON'. C. E.
Professor of Civil Engineering
EDWARD LEWIS SHEPARD, B. S., C. E.
Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering
Textile Department
CHARLES STEBBINS DOGGETT
Director of Department ; Professor of Textile Chemistry and Dyeing
CLAUDE WHITMAN" MacSWAIN, B.S.
Assistant Professor of Weaving and Dyeing
WILLIAM G. BLAIR
Assistant Professor of Carding and Spinning
Ninety-Four
SEC. I AGRONOMY CLUB
Sec. I Agronomyj Club
Motto: "To Raise Cain {Cane}"
*
OFFICERS
McMahon, E. O. (Mac)
Harris, G. L. (Anthracnose).





Barker, H. D Colonial Foster, J. C
Clark. J. R Prep Martin, G. D. ..
Corbett, V P Vergil Rowei .l. W. A. ..










LeGette, F. C President
Tea i,, \Y. A - Secretary mid Treasurer
MUSICIANS
Tarrant, L. R First Tenor
Richards, S. M Second Tenor
LeGette,, F. C Baritone














"Lena" Teal "No-Good" Thomas
Ninety-Six
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY CLUB ("SENIOR BULLS")
Animal Husbandry) Club ("Senior Bulls")
OFFICERS
J. S. Moore President
W, B, Wannamaker Se< >'etary and Treasurer
Miss Robertson (B. S.) Stenographer








Prof. J. M. Burgess
HONORARY MEMBERS
Prof. T. A. Roi
Ninety-Seven
Prof. R. L. Shields
VETERINARY SCIENCE CLUB
Veterinary Science Club
Motto: "To Be Kind to Dumb Animals
OFFICERS
G. J. Law Ho.\ (Tympanitic Colic) President
T. A. Jennings (Hog Cholera) ' 'ice-President
D. E. Barnett (Ossified Cerebellum) Secretary and Treasurer
*
MEMBERS
R. G. Causey Chronic Inertiaitis W. K. Mach.l Thumps
H. H. Dukes Chronic Runtitis A. L. Shealy Osteoporosis
*
HONORARY MEMBERS




'In the Blue Ridge Mountains of North Georgia,
On the trail of the old Rabun"
W. II. Arthur Bill
R. Bostick Bennie
G. R. Rriggs General
T. M. Cathcart.. .Kitty
P. J. Creecv Monsieur
MEMBERS
W. G\ Davis Odell
E. W. GARRrs ...Ned
G. P. Hoffman Peter
R. F. Jenkins J
J. T. Rosa Joe
HONORARY MEMBERS










































-i viok TEXTILE SCIENCE club
Senior Textile Science Club
< iFFICERS
C. J. Shannon President
I. L. Bvers /
'
ice-President
J. L. Maechant... Secretary ami Treasurer
*
MEMBERS
J. L. Bvers W. J. Hunter J. L. Mahchant
P. C. Creightox T. D. Jones W. G. RagsdalE
C. E. Folk E. S. Cachicotte C. J. Shannon
J. M. Smith J. T. W
*
HONORARY MEMBERS
Professor Blair Jack McCullough
Professor Doggett Professor McSwain
One Hundred Two
JUNIOR Kl.ECTRICAI, SCIENCE CI.UB '
Junior Electrical Science Club
OFFICERS
D. H. Banks.... President
D. F. Foi.ger / 'ice-President
W. H. Dicks - .Secretary and Treasurer
*
MEMBERS
Am me, D. A. Iiarrell. J. P. Rice. C. A.
Anderson, C. S. Morrison, E. C. Rowell. R. C.
Barre,, M. L. Xiei.. \V. H. Smith, P. X.
Berry, F. O. Xuwei.l. A. E. Suggs, H. L.
Boyd, P. O. Odom, R. J. Tate, T. II.
Campbell, L. O. Oliver, R. S. Townsend, \V. B.
Cook. J. L. Pattens, H. K. Wannamaker, II. C.
Dukes, T. E. Poclxot, J. M. Woods, E. T.





L. A. May I Rabbit i - Chief
J. M. Jackson ( Jack) Assistant (
J. S. C. Rhode's (SKm)_. _.. Sec -tary and Treasurer
+
MEMBERS
D. T. Duncan Dunk J. J. SiTTON ...Joe
J. R. Latimer Rat D. R. Wallace D
H. H. Quattlebaum Beacher S. Williamson Red
HONORARY MEMBERS





J. T. Mallard President
J. M. Heu'.man Vice-President
J. F. Black monii Secretary and Treasurer
*
ROLL
H. M. Adams D. H. Byrd M. T. Johnston
C. II Ai.i:hkcht R. 1. Cheatham F. T. Mallard
T. F. Blackmond F D. Cody T. P. Moore









Smith, J. M : Grand Demon










































R wni.i:, E. L.
Rosa. J. T.
Rowell. W. \.
S vnders, J. W.




















GEORGE W. B. ATKINS. vice-PRCSIPCNT NEWCOM8 CARLTON WFLVIDEPE BROOKS.
RECEIVED AT ClemBoh College, s. C. June 11, 1914, 8:45 A. «.
3 AN OU, 26 Night ffessage, Govt.
Washington, D. C. June 10, 1914.
President, Cleaeor. Agricultural College,
Cleir.eon College, S. C.
On recomendattcn College Inspection Board, insti-
tution under your control specially corn-ended for progreea and
improvement during year and announcement to that effect .v ill be
made in War Department bulletin.
Keistand,'
Adjutant General.
Capt. H. A. Sloan
One Hundred Eight











\y \ Bigby - Captain and
Adjutant
|D. [ones Captain and Quartermaster
D E. Barnett Captain and Commissary
H. S. McKeown Sergeant-Major
A. B. Carwile - .. Quartermaster-Sergeant
J- M. .1 v» kson i Color Sergeants






















( Kr.oKXK. F —
-
gENN p H - Battalion Adjutant
SIIKAI.Y, A. L.
Second Lieutenant and Commissary
Banks, D. H Sergeant-Major
One Hundred Sixteen
/npff-
One Hundre 1 Seventeen
"ft" Compamj— Officers
Captain: Striblixg, F. D.
Lieutenants: Wannamaker, W. B.; Teal, W. A.
First Sergeant: Woods, E. T.
Sergeants: Anderson, C. S. : Boyd, P. O. : Odom,
R. J.; Camp. \V. B.
Miss Walker
Sponsor
•nils: Tarbox, G. L. : Marvin. J. P.: Suggs,
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Captain: I [arris, G. L.
Lieutenants: Bennett, C. G.; Dukes. 11. II.
First Sergeant: Stribling, S. C.
Sergeants: Sir,.,-,, II. I.. : Snm.w.r., T. H.; Tyler,
G. R. : McConneli-, R. M.
Miss McCurry
Sponsor
Corporals: Tarbox, G. L. : Marvin, J. P.; Suggs,
G. \\ ". : UghtsEy, O. P.; Davis, G. H.; Page, L. A.
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Captain: Thomas. X. G.
Lieutenants: Stew art. R. B. : DuYernet. E. P.
Ftrr/ Sergeant: Folger, D. F.
eants: Armstrong, F. E. : Simpson". D. M.
Cannon. L. B. : Moore. T. P.
Corporals: Black. E. W. ; Gaines. H. E.
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One Hundred Twenty-Three
"D" Company— Officers
Captain: Davis, W. O.
Lieutenants: Jeffords., T. I-'.: Hopkins, D. R.
First Sergeant: Kendrick, J. R.
Sergeants: Johnson, M. T. : McConnell, II. S.
Ward, C. W.; Young, E. C.
Miss LaBruce
Spc
Corporals: Blake. R. S. : Wilms. H. H.: Singlf.y,
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Crayton, P. C Major
Shannon, C. J Battalion Adjutant
LeGrand, L.
Second Lieutenant and Commissary






Captain: Caughman, W. W.
Lieutenants: Barker, II. I).: Jennings, T. A.
First Sergeant: McCall, P. I..
Sergeants: Murph, C. R. : Haigi.ek, S. W.; Dicks.
W. II.: Anderson, F. C.
M ISS C \ri.H MAN
Sponsor
Corporals: Jeffords, J. E. : Henry, H. S.
:
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Captain: Murray, J. J., ist
Lieutenants: Johnson. R. H. ; HOFFMAN, G. P.
First Sergeant: Duncan, D. T.
Sergeants: Vincent, C. A.: Taylor, \Y. A.: Berry,
F. O.; Howell. V. M.
Mrs. Lomox
Sponsor
Corporals: Walker, H. ; DuGar, F. \\".: Caskey,
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Captain: Lachicottk, E. S.
Lieutenants: Clark, J. R. : Pate, E. H.
First Sergeant: Sitton, J. J.
Sergeants: Wright, W. F.; May, L. A.; Jenkins,
W. I!.: Webb, S. C.
Corporals: Bonner, W. C. ; Sanders, H. L.
:
lh x'lTR. W. E.; Rei-o, H. C; Hay, W. S.
;
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M ISS 1 >IGBY
Sponsor
"H" Com{>amj— Officers
Captain: Berly, G. E.
Lieutenants: Cannon, J. C"; Smith. M. R.
FtVj/ Sergeant: Padgett, T. D.
Sergeants: Heldman, J. M.; PoolE, R. F. ; Simp-
mix. J. W. : Harris, G. G.
i orporals: Grant, F. : F.aki.k. B. R. ; Long. E. \V.
:
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To Prof. D. H. Henrvj
We, tVie Senior Class,
take this opportunity to express our appreciation
of the valuable aid ^iven us by
Prof. D. H. Henry
in connection with this Annual.
Without this help,
Tabs '15
would not have been financially
possible
One Hundred Thirty-Eight







Cathcart, T. M. - ..Battalion Adjutant
Benjamin, R. N.
Second Lieutenant and Commissary









.Jin; Hunter, W. J.
Lieutenants: \\ annamaker. H. L. : Magiix, W. K.
First t: Acker. I
nts: Littuetohx. C. E. : O'Dell. D. G.
:
Water-. R. B. : Jeter. J. P.
Corporals: Floyd. F. F S. W. : Rl
- 5, R. H.: Garret:
HOLROYD. C. E.
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One Hundred Forty-Three
"K" Company—Officers
Captain: Richards, S. M.
Lieutenants: Evan-, I). \V. ; Connor, V. M.
First Sergeant: Agnew, E. H.
Sen/cants: Kyzer, E. D. : WannamakER, H. C.
I. \TI\1KR, J. R.
M iss Prances Marshall
Sponsor
Corporals: Dick, .'. I'..: Berry, L C. ; Hutson,
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Captain: Kennedy, R. G
Lieutenants: Smith, M. A.; Norris, J. E.
First Sergeant: Tate, '1'. II.
Sergeants: Williams, K. A.; West, C. T.
Eliv\zi:r, J. At.; Rotheu.. C.
M !^~ Kl-'N NEDY
Sponsor
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Captain: Hamilton, I!. I..
Lieutenants: Burnett, ('.. W. Ward, J.
First Sergeant: Patrick, \Y. T.
Sergeants: Garris, J. M.; Wright, R. F. : Fain,
P.; Pickens, W. A.
Mi>> Ramsav
,isur
Corporals: Wright, C. R.: Norman, A. I.;
Stover, W. \\\; Barron, A. A.; Bowen, R. A.:
Garrison, E. P>.
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c 'hief Musician : Beymer. 0. II.
Principal Musician. Moore, J. S.
Drum Major: Anderson, V. T.
Sergeants: Adams, II. M.: Qm \thi:i:.u m, II. If.
Corporals: BuicE, P. T.; Seixars, A. R.
:

























Headquarters Corps of Cadets
Clemson Agricultural College
September 15, 1915
General Order No. 1
BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 15, CADETS SHALL WEAR NO "teens'
CLOTHES.
CADETS WEARING no S< >CKS SHALL BE PUNISHED ACCORDINGLY.
THE SUN SHALL NOT SHINE in — hail TILL AFTER TEN O'CLOCK.
THERE WILL BE NO CHAPEL SERVICES on Saturday DURING THE
SESSION".
CADETS WILL \< )T ATTEND CLASSES when sick in room UNLESS THEY
WISH TO.
CADETS SHALL NOT WASH THEIR FACES, BRUSH THEIR TEETH,
OR SHINE THEIR SHOES during study hours.
CADETS SHALL NOT S\\ LEI' I >UT THEIR R( X >MS after inspection.
CADETS SHALL NOT SIT D( >WN IX MESS HALL before -seats- is given.
\I.L CADETS ARE EXCUSED FROM ALL .MILITARY DUTY
if sick in hospital.
CADETS SHALL not WEAR MUSTACHES OR HAVE THEIR HAIR
CLIPPED.
THE POSTOFFICE IS "OFF LIMITS" EXCEPT to Seniors DURING
STUDY HOURS.
CADETS SHALL neither SIXG nor write ON TYPEWRITERS AFTER
"CALL TO QUARTERS."
CADETS ARE not PERMITTED To LEAVE COLLEGE AT AXY TIME
WITHOUT A PERMIT.
CADES ARE not ALLOWED TO PLAY CARDS. OR PARTAKE IN ANY
FORM OF GAMBLING.









Responded Noblvj to Crisis
ANY noble sacrifices were made to assist a wounded comrade. A sad spectacle
indeed! Many tears dropped from the woe-begone countenances of the stricken
mourners.
"If you have tears, prepare to shed them now."
Rap! Rap! Rap! And then my bedroom door was thrust open, while
a comrade in piteous accents asked it 1 would not please come and help carry a
poor rat to the hospital. "He has been walking post, has swooned and fallen down, and is
now nearly dead! Oh. please hurry and help us before lie dies": and my midnight visitor
rushed away.
Up I sprang from my cosy bed. all thoughts of tender dreams having been rudely-
swept out of my mind by the shocking tale I had just been told. Suppose the poor rat should
die ere I helped them carry him to the hospital
!
Beset with many misgivings, I hastily slipped on my trousers, and pulling on a uniform
blouse and cap, I rushed out into the hall and grabbed the stretcher. What was my surprise
when I found that I could barely lift a side, although many stalwart comrades were assisting.
Low moans and words in tender accents. "Who is it?" greeted my ears, but not a
word could 1 learn as to bis identity. The air seemed charged with ether, or some subtle
drug, perhaps escaping from the pillow of the poor rat. as his comrades bent around the
stretcher. The dark, uncanny, murky, feeling of death seemed to prevail in the immediate
vicinity of the stretcher. In the words of the Indian
—
"Silence so -till, can see silence."
One great big Senior. "Cat," actually bore down beneath the heavy burden of the
poor helpless rat, wondering how a "rat" of such apparently small size could weigh so much.
Later, he found that the whole crew of the "Salvation Army" were bearing down on the
stretcher witli all of their weight.
"Fritz" rushed out when the procession stopped on his hall, grabbed the stretcher, and
urged that the "poor rat" be carried immediately to the Commandant's house.
"Bill" bore the burden through several halls to the guard-room before he was finally
stopped by members of the "Army."
One of the men who had previously joined the hospital corps. Captain Berly. rushed
out and shouted. "Who is the rat? In my Company?" and fled to the guard-room at double
quick time to report the dead "rat" absent from Taps.
All this time someone had been apparently fanning and mopping the
sufferer.
"Poor fellow," someone whispered, after we had proceeded down half a
set him down here by the door, and let him cool a bit."
The stretcher was now placed near the door, and I began to experience great fear as
they began to roll the cover back little by little, expecting to see a pallid and contorted face,
perhaps writhing in the very agonies of death itself. "Oh ! he has disappeared !" I exclaimed.
as there appeared to be no one between the sheets. T began to experience mysterious and
awesome shivers over his strange disappearance, and—"Ah ! Pshaw!" for there cuddled in
the middle of the bed lay—a poor, dead, genuine, four-legged little rat.
And thus ended the first episode in this tragic death.
The next night, about ten-thirty, the funeral began. Amid much shedding of tears,
piteous moans, low whispers, last farewells—all mixed in with funeral dirges—the last
funeral rites to the dead were duly and lawfully accorded.
And thus ended the second and last episode in this most tragic and heartrending death





1FTER ALL, there's joy in life,
Though serious minded we may be;
It matters not how full of strife
Our minds become, we still can see
The silver lining shining through
—
Beyond the gloomy hours that rise.
See things that will our hopes renew,
And smile as earth before the sunny skies
As drift they back, those gloonn hours,
And our though fs to fairer channels turn ;
We find the joy that once was our--.
And the calm brow which once did burn
Reveals its peace. Then forth again
We sail upon life's bounding sea.
Gleaning from our care and pain
A priceless serenity.
—W. J. Hunter, 'is
* 4-
ft M emorvj
OME, travel with me through the fields of May.
My little sweetheart of the long ago.
Come pin a rose upon my breast today
For old time's sake, and let me feel and know
That you are sweetly laughing b\ my side.
What bliss were mine, if such could only be!
Ah, together we would roam the country wide,
And as of old, still sing our songs of glee.
No, ii", can never be, this idle dream.
Those dear days have forever taken wing:
\ 1 1 1 1 but the dearer grow and dearer seem
\s time the years records, but still they bring
A sweetness pure and rare that mellows 'way
To sadness. And comes again that bitter hour.
When death and fate with their relentless sway
Did take my love, and holds me with its power.
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STARTLING DISCLOSURES
Special Investigating Committee Unearths
Scandal in College Circles
GOOD WORK OF REFORMERS
The appointment of Watson, Moore, and
Swinehart as special members of the Re-
form Committee was to have been expected.
These young men have been most promi-
nent in the reform movement. The Com-
mittee spent the entire afternoon in ques-
tioning cadets in regard to social and re-
ligious activities. Many startling dis-
closures were made.
Mr. Osborn was first called to the stand.
Q. "Do you enjoy your work at Clemson?"
A. "No, I have to get up so early in the
morning that I haven't time to make myself
look nice."
Q. "Why should you desire to look
'nice'?"
A. "Because I meet the Colonel every
morning as he comes to Chapel; I want
him to see my new pressed uniform."
Q. "Do you like the professors in your
department?"
A. "O, yes; but they give me low marks."
Q. "Why is that?"
A. "Because they are jealous of me. One
gave me a 5 in Chemistry because my paper
staggered him. Of course, I should have
made a 1."
Q. "What do you think is a fellow's great-
est purpose in going to college?"
A. "To learn the latest styles in drilling,
and how to win the good opinion of Colonel
Cummins."
Mr. Osborne was dismissed. The com-
mittee next heard from Mr. Miley, on foot-
ball.
"What is your name?"
"Jay Miley, the College Lad."
"Do you play football?"
"I have played for five years."







HOFFMAN TELLS OF FIRE
A great crowd gathered at Spartanburg to
hear of the burning of Clemson's main
building, during the session of 1894-95, as
told by Mr. Hoffman. Mr. Hoffman de-
scribed in glowing terms the great confla-
gration. The tireless efforts exerted by
him and the other cadets were explained
in detail. This story, as told by Mr. Hoff-
man, never grows tiresome. In addition to
his splendid story of the fire, Mr. Hoffman
showed several views of the new building,
taken by himself during construction.
It is indeed a rare treat to have men
among us who can bring to mind these old
times through personal memory. Mr. Hoff-
man never tires of telling of the planting
of the shade trees in front of Barracks No.
2. He was unanimously elected historian
of the Clemson Alumni.
Hunter Joins Salvation Army
It was a great surprise to the Corps of
Cadets, when the name of W. J. Hunter was
placed upon the rolls of the Salvation Army.
The wild, reckless life of Mr. Hunter has
been familiar to all. His utter indifference
to the worthy efforts of leaders of that asso-
ciation has been a source of wonder. Their
perseverance has not been in vain; and
Hunter is saved at last.
(Continued on page 4)
Salome Dance Given Under Auspices of
Y. M. C. A.
A large crowd gathered in the Y. M. C. A.
Store, at tattoo last night, to witness the
Salome Dance, presented by the Y. M. C. A.
From the reports, everyone was pleased
with the dance. It is asserted by some that
the dance was given to attract customers,
in hopes they would be persuaded to pur-
chase crackers.
Joe Major Smith: I can get a Sponsor
for the Senior Privates now.
Jerry: Where?
Smith: In the Anderson Vaudeville.
THE TIGER
FUTURE CONTEMPORARIES
Mr. J. T. Wood has accepted a position
as director of the Salvation Army choir. Mr.
Wood had considerable experience in this
line of work while he was at Clemson Col-
lege. He was director of the Association
choir at Clemson He was also Chaplain of
the Class of '15.
—Greers Sun
Mr. D. J. Watson, one of Anderson Coun-
ty's most energetic citizens, has accepted
a position with the Southern Railway (on
a sleeper). He was recommended for the
position by Professors Earle and Dargan,
of Clemson College. His many friends wish
him much success with his new position.
—The State
Among the great scientists of the modern
age, Mr. B. F. Simmons stands pre-eminent.
This fame is due to the recent discovery of
a new planet. Mr. Simmons has been using
the telescope since boyhood; it was always
predicted that he would make a discovery.
He has named the new planet "Mikeanus."
—Progressive Farmer
The Hon. Ju. T. Rosa, Member of Con-
gress from the Ninth District, has intro-
duced a bill which requires that the labels
of all canned goods be stamped into the
container. While at Clemson, Mr. Rosa
borrowed a can, which he supposed con-
tained salmon, and later found out that it
was a can of coal tar.
—Georgetown Monthly Review
Many friends regret that Mr. W. A.
Rowell, author of the famous book, "How
to Detect Deception in Women." left for
Honolulu last night. Mr. Rowell, it is re-
ported, did this in order to avoid breaking
any more hearts.
—Pennsylvania Grit
The voters of Honea Path regret that Mr.
J. W. Sanders, recent candidate for Adju-
tant-General, was defeated. Mr. Sanders,
who has always had high military aspira-
tions, even while at Clemson College, will
undoubtedly run for the office again two
years hence. He believes that success in
military achievements is reached only
through perseverance.
—Honea Path Chronicle
Mr. P. H. Senn, known everywhere as
'the man who put the deal in 'ideal' Cold
Cream," recently moved from Chicago to
St. Louis. He will there assume entire
charge of Hoyt's German Cologne Factory.
This factory selected him from a vast multi-
tude of cologne dealers because he has al-
ways used Hoyt's Colognes so profusely.
—St. Louis Daily
The book, "Why Ladies Like Tall Men,"
by Mr. D. D. Buyck, the local author, has
met with thunderous success. We, the edi-
torial staff of th's paper, wish Mr. Buyck
the same success with his future works.
—St. Matthews Astonisher
Mr. W. E. Blake has returned to this
country, after a lengthy visit across the
water to Germany, where he has been do-
ing research work in an endeavor to prove
that the lightning bugs of today use direct-
current magnetos instead of the alternating-
current machines, as is supposed by many
of the leading authorities.
—New York Intelligencer
Mr. J. C. Cannon has recently completed
his first work, in the form of a book enti-
tled, "How to Shoot 'Em." This Book is
selling rapidly, especially to the cadets at
Clemson College of our State.
—Fountain Inn Sprinklings
Mr. W. W. Caughman, of our citv, has
entered suit against Mr. J. R. Clark, of this
section, for an infringement on his patented
method of raising disturbances without cul-
tivation. We hope that this matter can be
settled out of court, as both men are promi-
nent in the church circles of our community.
—Learnings from Lexington
New York is delighted; millions are en-
j
tertained at the O'Dowd Theater, while the
i
first presentation of a masterpiece, "The
Plain Blunt Man," is enacted. This won-
derful play was written by Mr. W. J. Hunter,
a literary genius, and a graduate of Clem-
son College, S. C. His success is assured.
—The New York Sun
Mr. R. F. Jenkins was attentively listened
to by a million persons yesterday. His ad-
dress, "Why I Think Little, and Why I Talk
a Great Deal," has created a new era in
the evolution of philosophy. New Yorkers
seem to think that in this respect he excels
the Grecian Aristotle. Mr. Jenkins is a
graduate of Clemson College. His balm is





Dr. R. N. Brackett, after attending the
moving pictures in Greenville, S. C, lec-
tured to Senior Chemists an hour on the
marvels of the "Movie." This was Dr.
Brackett's first trip to the Movies.
—Clemson Tiger
EVANGELISTIC MEETINGS
'Tis very gratifying to the Christian world
that Mr. G. F. Moore, the celebrated evan-
gelist, has succeeded in converting seven
Ethiopians at Mars Bluff, S. C.
—Christian Herald
GREAT THEFT COMMITTED
The police court of Abbeville tried the
daring thief. Joe Murray, for stealing money
from the Methodist Church treasury- It is
thought that he was assisted in this bold
robbery by his colleague, "Huffy" Dukes.
Murray said, on the witness stand, that he
lost the money in a "crap" game.
—Abbeville Medium
Mr. W. A. Teal has signed a contract
with the Victor Talking Machine Company
for fifty thousand dollars a year. Mr. Teal
sings only two hours a week. He devotes
the remainder of his time to the study of
weevils, in which he became interested
while at Clemson College.
—Saturday Blade
Hon. F. D. Stribling, chief-of-staff of the
American Army, has been steadily promoted
since graduation. He believes that he now
rivals Napoleon in military achievements.
He began this brilliant military career un-
der J. C. Cummins at Clemson College.
—Police Gazette
Dr. A. L. Shealy, Quack Horse Doctor,
has produced a new serum for the TINEAC-
TINAVOSAMYCOSIS (disease of the lum-
bago region). This serum will be of inesti-
mable value to the breeders of terrapin.
—Christian Herald
Mr. J. A. Simpson, former graduate of
Clemson College, has invented a brand of
chewing tobacco known as "The Imperial
High-Grade Chewing Tobacco." He guar-
antees nine c. c. of ambeer per .0414 grams.
The manufacture of this tobacco was ne-
cessitated by the inability of Mr. Simpson




Because of a great scandal in the socinl
j
circles of Williamston, many of the people
: have been turned out of the churches. It
is rumored that Sir Walter Bigby was the
prime mover of this scandal, as he was put
out of the dance-hall at Clemson many times
for participating in uncouth dances.
—Williamston Monthly
GREAT POLITICAL SUCCESS
Mr. M. S. Barnett has met with marked
success in political circles. He has recently
been elected commissioner to one of the
important offices of the Health Department.
—Clover Tribune
STAGE NEWS
Mr. D. E. Swinehart, after studying Civil
Engineering for three years, has gone on
the stage as a buck and wing dancer. He
and his stage companion, Miss Green, are
achieving great success in this line.
—New York Times
WATSON ELECTED BY A LARGE
MAJORITY
Hon. D. J. Watson was elected Mayor of
Watson's Siding yesterday by a vote of five
to two. His great success is due in large
part to his campaign manager, Mr. G. F.
Moore.
—Anderson Intelligencer
M. R. P. Thornton, editor-in-chief of
"Duffy's Pure Malt Journal," who has at-
tracted worldwide attention in an editorial
discussing "Why Duffy's Pure Malt Is Good
for the Athlete," passed through the city
last evening. It is reported that Mr. Thorn-
ton came to consider an offer of ten thou-
sand dollars a year by Shaw's "ROCK AND
RYE TRIBUNE."
—Lexington Journal
It is of interest to the public to know that
Mr. Vernon Castle has been replaced by
Mr. C. J. Shannon, who has introduced a
variety of new dances at Madison Square
Garden. Mr. Shannon is now giving lessons
three for a quarter at No. 37 Madison Ave-
nue, (ad.)
—New York Tribune
What Billy Sunday did for Philadelphia
has been done for New York; but in the lat-





( Continued from page 1 i
A. "Well, really, you know, I never really
played on the regular team Under exist-
ing conditions, the best men don't make the
team."
Q. "State what the existing conditions
are."
A. "Well, you see. Coach puts men like
Schilletter. McMillan, and Webb on the
team, while much stronger fellows are kept
out."
Q. "Were you ever hurt in plaving foot- i
ball?"
A. "One time my eye was blackened. But
if a fellow plays a gentlemanly game there
is slight danger. Some of the men are too
!
rough. I am decidedly in favor of ;:
change."
Mr. Briggs was next put on the witness
stand.
Q. "Are you a student of Clemson Col-
lege?"
A. "I have for four years been enrolled as
a scholasticus of that institution."
Q. "Will you state whether there is anj
truth in the charge that you have cynical I
tendencies?"
A. "I am, gentlemen, entirely without any i
astrobilaneousness, esoteric anfractuosities
of mentality, or idiosyncrasies of personal-
ity, without any insinuatory manifestations
of cerebellous imbiality. Such charges are
j
made by those who seek to injure my fame "
Hereupon the committee embraced Mr. i
Briggs. and dismissed him.
Mr. ,T. E. Norris next faced the chair.
Q. "What is your name?"
A. "None of your damned business."
Q. "Are you a member of the Y. M. C. A.?"
A. "All the efforts of my vigorous con-
stitution have been spent in the uplifting
of that highly esthet'c organization."
Q. "Is the Association accomplishing its
object?"
A. "Can such a question be even implied,
when a character so imbued with all the
j
noble ideals which that organization sets
|
forth stands in your honorable presence?"
Q. "So it is true that the profits of the
Y. M. C. A. are unreasonably large?"
A. "Alas! that was true until Kittles be-
i
came clerk, and 'Prep' Barnet. 'Pip' Her,
and 'Cat' Randle became customers."
Q. "How did that affect it?"
A. "Kittles tried to lay up money for a
Fair trip, and the above-mentioned custom-
ers endeavored to store up a winter's sup-
ply of food."
Mr. Norris was dismissed.
Mr. Richards was next put on the witness
stand.
Q. "Are you connected in any way with
•Taps '15'?"
A. "Yes, sir; Business Manager."
Q. "Are the rewards of that position
rich?"
A. "It is certainly a rich position."
Q. "Explain more fully."
A. "Our source of income is twofold: first,
from subscriptions; second, from advertise-
ments—but the students never pay their
subscriptions, and we have to take our ad-
vertising out in trade. The Assistant Busi-
ness Manager uses up all the clothing and
grocery ads., and leaves the photographers'
ads. for me. I am averse to having my
picture taken, and glory is the only pay-
But it is a great work that I am doing for
literature; and I am contented."
After considerable searching, "Prep" Bar-
nett was found lurking in the Y. M. C. A.
store. He was then brought before the com-
mittee.
Q. "Your name?"
A. "M. S. Barnett."
Q. "Has the rumor which has reached
the Committee, that you are responsible
for the decrease in the profits of the Y. M.
C. A. store, any foundation?"
A. "Alas, it was ever thus! Someone is
trying to ruin my character. It may be
true that at times I purchase a large amount,
and being naturally absent-minded forget to
pay for it. But I assure you it is uninten-
tional on my part."
Seeing the look of horror upon the faces
of the Committee. Mr. Barnett fled.
The final records of the investigating com-
mittee were completed with the examina-
tion of Mr. M. A. Smith.
Mr. Smith took his place upon the witness
stand with his usual manner of grace and
ease.
Q. "What is your full name?"
A. "Same as my sober one."
Chairman: "Order! Order!"
Mr. Smith: "Make mine beer."
Q. "Did you not have charge of the finan-
cial side of the College Press Association
at Columbia?"
A. "Yes. sir. and but few men could be
found who would have been able to run
such a stupendous undertaking. To manage
it. a man must have clear insight, financial
shrewdness, a knowledge of how true society
conducts itself, a worldwide popularity
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among men and women, and at least pass-
able good looks. As I say, such men as my-
self are not met with every day."
Q. "Is it true that undue expenses were
incurred?"
A. "Well, of course, there were certain
necess'ties, and
"
Q. "Is it true that you neglected the dele-
gates for other ladies?"
A. "Well, you see, I met a more stunning
girl than any of the delegates."
Q. "Describe the lady?"
A. "She has a head like a Cossenian oval;
in front view she looks like a hyperbola,
and on the side she looks like a sine curve."
Q. "Was the meeting a success?"
A. "It could not help but be, sir; I was
there."
Q. "Thank you, Mr. Smith. That will do."
President Bryan made a wise selection
when he appointed J. W. Peeples as Gover-
nor of the Panama Canal zone. Peeples, a
former Clemson man, is a civil engineer of
great renown.
—Engineering Record
R. D. Poore, a livestock man from Colo-
rado, has been selected as editor of "The
Breeder's Gazette."
—The Progressive Farmer
W. G. Ragsdale, from the Palmetto State,
is in town securing a patent on a machine
which he claims will make all present tex-
tile machinery so much "junk."
—Washington Post
Another Clemson man has given a good
account of himself. E. L. Randle has been
chosen General Manager of the Westing-
house Electric Company.
—Electrical World
S. M. Richards, the chief clown at the
Ringling circus, proved to be the main at-
traction on Wednesday.
—Atlanta Journal
Among the passengers on the Olympic
was A. M. Trotter. He says that he has
taught the Filipinos enough "Umba" in the
past three years to last them a lifetime.
—Xew York Sun
Monsieur Peter Julian de Creecy, accom-
panied by his very attractive and beautiful
young bride, arrived on the Sydney this
morning from South Carolina, U. S. A. It
is rumored that this eminent horticulturist
expects to introduce into the world of com-
merce a new fruit, of the most pleasing
qualities, this fruit being the hybrid of the
native cocoanut and banana.
—Manila Daily News
The Texas Leaguers are fortunate in hav-
ing in their next year's line-up, Ralph
Cureton, who was in his college days one of
the best shortstops who ever got in front
of a hot one.
—Texas League Review
A new and very prolific type of wheat
was exhibited at the produce exchange
building this morning by Mr. John Darby,
owner of the great BONANZA Wheat Farm,
situated some thirty miles above the city.
—Buenos Aires (a la Paris) Leader
Dr. R. B. Stewart stopped over for a few-
days in order to talk with Professor Dar-
gan, and to lecture to the Senior Electricals
en his famous subject, "Am I Another Stein-
metz?" Dr. Stewart made a great hit, and
proved himself equal to the famous lec-
turer, Hon. Ed. Hunter. We hope that he
will visit his old College again in the near
future.
—Calhoun Astonisher
A rather amusing wedding took place here
yesterday. The confirmed bachelor, Mr.
R. H. Johnson, was married to the affirmed
spinster, Miss Theresa Elliott. The bride-
groom is a rather handsome man, sixty-one
years of age; the bride is also sixty-one
years of age. Mr. Johnson has made a for-
tune in Standard Oil speculation. He was
formerly a student of "Jojo" of Clemson
College.
—Union News
Detective Burns has made a startling
statement in regard to the sudden disap-
pearance of one of our wealthy farmers.
Our Friend Mr. G. L. Harris
Recently spent a few days in Paris.
While he was there,
He met a dame fair,
On his honeymoon, we know not where he is.
—Columbia Record
The many friends and associates of Mr.
Ben Lee Hamilton will be glad to learn
that he has been made president of the
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The editor desires to correct the state-
ment appearing in the last issue, which
stated that Professor Daniel was the proud
possessor of a haircut. Investigations prove
there is no foundation for such a statement.
Clippings from a Discipline Committee
Order
"Penalty—To be reduced to the rank of
private; to remain under arrest for a period
of five months; to walk an extra each day
during this period of arrest.
"The punishment was made this light, be-
cause "
Great Scandal in College Circles
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet officer gets drunk!
Mr. Ebenezer Grinell Kittles surprised all
his friends by a sudden use of profane lan-
guage. Then, to cap the climax, he drank
"moonshine" to excess, and as a conse-
quence he fell off the bed.
Lightning Bug (J. D. Sullivan). Society
Pete (D. J. Watson), and Sir Walter
(Bigby), have successfully represented the
Senior Class at the gym dances.
Season Costumes
Look and see the constituents of the
Ladies' Men's Club. They are a rare set
indeed! Palm Beaches worn in midwinter.
We hope they harmonize as well with the
ladies as their costumes harmonize with the
season.
Mr. W. B. Wannamaker has recently de-
veloped an instrument for performing deli-
cate operations on young pigs. He is a
graduate of Clemson College.
Mr. F. C. LeGette fought "Jake" Dillion
at Reno yesterday. Mr. LeGette was slightly
worsted. LeGette is a graduate of Clemson
College, S. C. "Jake" Dillion is a graduate
of Claflin University.
The friends of Ditto Witty Evans will be
glad to know that he has returned from
Africa. For several years he has been
studying the habits of the "jungle people,"
especially their art of making love. He is
low in California trying to win the fair
hand of some "Jap" Spinster.
CLASS OF 1915
Edward Hunter, impressed by the won-
derful record of the Class of 1915 during
their college days, has endeavored to keep
i record of their life work. He has kindly
presented the Tiger with the following
clippings:
We are pleased to hear that Mr. G. J.
Lawhon, who graduated in the Veterinary
Department of Clemson College in 1915. and
who has been an efficient Corporal-Veter-
inarian in the United States Army for sev-
eral years, has been promoted to the rank
of Lieutenant-Veterinarian. He is now as-
sured a position of luxury and ease for all
time. We rejoice with him in his good for-
tune.
—Florence Times
The world army has recently been reor-
ganized. The new commander-in-chief is
F. Osborne, who graduated at Clemson Col-
lege in 1915.
—London Times
J. A. Patterson blew into town yesterday
morning. He says he has a talking machine
that does not have to be wound. After-





NOW DA M ]
You CR^W
While out slopping the chickens and
feeding the hogs yesterday. Mr. D. R. Hop-
kins fell into the well, breaking both arms
and a New Year's resolution. The doctors
think he will soon recover, as he had a
cake of soap in h's pocket.
—Fountain Inn Astonisher
The many friends of Mr. T. C. Hough
will be glad to learn that, after many years
of research, he has discovered that soils
are dirty.
—The Grit
Mr. T. E. Jeffords, architect, of New
York, N. Y., has recently been awarded a
contract for the design of a new chicken
coop, for the Hobo's Club. The building is
to have many novel devices, such as elec-
tric neck-ringers, pickers, and baked-bean-
can destroyers.
—Bangleville Bungle
We take great pleasure in announcing
that our great City Electrician, Mr. C. B.
Her, has recently been awarded the contract
for putting in Hon. Hiram Green's new elec-
tric front-door bell. Mr. Her is some elec-
trician, he be; just the other day he put
some new batteries in Cornpebbles' flash-
light that he bought from Series, Roebuck,




The Rev. J. J. Murray, formerly a stu-
dent of Clemson College, will preach next
Sunday at the Methodist Church. His sen-
sational success in evangelistic work is
often wondered at by his college-mates, who
remember the wild life he led and the late
hours that he kept during his college
career.
This is another instance which supports
an old theory that a man must first experi-
ence the pleasures of sowing wild oats be-
fore he will be able to save others from
reaping what they have sown.
—St. George Review-
Mr. G. F. Moore, of this city, recently dis-
covered a new chemical compound, Ox-side-
O-Mule, while at work on his farm. This is
only one illustration of Mr. Moore's won-
derful power of perception.
—Florence Daily Astonisher
Mr. H. W. Muldrow recently accepted the
position of Assistant Soil Analyst on the
staff of Mr. Hough, of the Soils Bureau.
—The Soils Research
Mr. J. B. Monroe was in town today, su-
pervising another five-hundred-pound ship-
ment of mushrooms. He claims that the
poisonous varieties bring just as good prices
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as the non-poisonous ones—and they don't
seem to hurt those "New-Yorkers" a bit.
—Bingville Bugle
Mr. L. LeGrand. one of New York's most
promising architects, has just completed
the New York Museum, for intellectual ne-
groes of the South. He shows a masterful
degree of efficiency for this particular line
of work. The building is unique, in that it
covers the one-thousandth part of an
acre, is ten feet high, and cost the stupen-
dous sum of $127.13. The back porch is to
be used as a dance-hall, which is one of Mr.
LeGrand's "original ideas."—Journal of
American Institute of Architects.
Dr. VY. K. Magill, the great and distin-
guished veterinarian, whose specialty is
dyeing brown horses black, is to be congratu-
lated that he has been thrice blest. One
year ago he married Miss Broadacre, a
charming lady of this place, and is now the
lather of twins. However, he is duly ap-
preciative, and says that he will have two
star football players on the Clemson team
some time in the future.
—The Breeders' Gazette
Rev. G. D. Martin, who was formerly a
bacteriologist of some note, has just re-
turned from abroad. He was very unfor-
tunate in having to sue for a divorce, be-
cause of the fact that his wife resembled
her twin sister so forcibly that he could not
tell them apart. Rev. Martin has our deep-
est sympathies.
—Baptist Courier
Dr. C. S. Lawson, one of the greatest
chemists of the United States, has discov-
ered a new mineral, which is very valuable
as a preventive for lockjaw. He himself
found it very useful while at a great con-
vention which he recently attended. He
recommends it especially to anyone whose
vocation is the same as his.—The Journal
of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry.
Dr. McMahan, the famous henologist, who
is a member of The American Henroost
Club, has been very successful as a pioneer
in that field of work. However, he experi-
ences some difficulty in collecting his multi-
tudinous flock at feeding time, as he has
trained them to come at the blast of a horn,
and therefore they are disconcerted by
every automobile that passes.
—American Poultry Magazine
Mr. H. L. Wannamaker, M. A., has re-
signed his position as instructor of English
in Oxford University, and is returning to
America to accept a position as leader of
the Salvation Army of New York. Since
Mr. Wannamaker was a military man of
high rank at Clemson College, we feel sure
that he will be an efficient leader of that
organization.
—Pall Mall Gazette
Mr. G. W. Lunney, after some years of
aimless travel, has finally settled in Seneca,
secured a father-in-law, and established him-
self in the automobile business. His "auto-
mobilist" ambition was aroused while he
was chauffeur for the Y. M. C. A. Secretary
of Clemson College.
—Seneca Scavenger
Mr. W. D. Arthur, the famous Geneticist,
who has astonished the scientific world
with the remarkable rapidity with which he
has performed so many wonderful experi-
ments, has left for Argentina.
—Union News
Mr. W. H. Arthur has just been elected
president of "The Cridercultural Society"
of Virginia. The Society is to be congratu-
lated upon selecting for this office such an
able man. It is reported that he is one of
the wealthiest men in Virginia. One of his
old classmates confirms this statement, and
says that it was no more than was expected,
considering the excellent course in grafting
Mr. Arthur took under Professor Crider,
while at college.
—Palm Beach Observer
Last year, when Capt. D. E. Barnett re-
signed from the United States Army, he
became one of our most noted citizens. So
it is with regret that we announce that he
is to leave us to join a detective agency.
He says he has been immensely interested
in such work ever since he detected a crook
among his professors at college.
—Laurens Sentinel
"Son" Tarrant, the well-known baseball
player of the Federal League, has joined the
Lyceum course until the baseball season
opens. He will appear here, at the Clemson
College Chapel, January 19. He is a noted
tenor singer. Clemson should feel justly




Mr. Josh Ward, after graduating at Clem-
son College in Electrical Engineering, has
been admitted to the bar. Mr. Ward is rec-
ognized by all the attorneys in the State to
be the best debater in the South.
—Georgetown Astonisher
At the meeting of the Methodist Confer-
ence, in Sumter, Rev. D. E. Swinehart was
unanimously elected bishop of the South
Carolina Conference. Rev. Swinehart has
been pastor of the Methodist Church at
Clemson College for the last three years.
His many friends wish him much success
as leader of this great denomination.
—Sumter Daily Times
Mr. M. R. Smith has accepted a position
as ticket seller at the Idlehour Theater.
Mr. Smith was given this position because
he is considered the most attractive man
in town, (ad.)
—Pendleton Annual
The Yale Athletic Association has secured
the services of Mr. N. G. Thomas as assist-
ant coach for this season. Mr. Thomas
comes highly recommended by Coach Wil-
liams, of Clemson. Mr. Thomas played
quarter on the Clemson squad for two years.
—White and Blue
years ago, is now doing some great work
as assistant manager of the Parr Shoals
Electric Company.
—Columbia Record
Mr. J. H. Trescot, a graduate of Clemson
College in 1915, has joined the army. Mr.
Trescot will be Major of one of the bat-
talions. He was one of the most military
men at Clemson, having reported five hun-
dred cadets in less than three months.
—Army Bulletin
Mr. E. P. DuVernet, generally known as
the "Second Steinmetz," has returned home
for a short visit from Alaska, where he has
been experimenting in wireless power trans-
mission to be used in the radium mining dis-
tricts.
—Greenville News
The citizens of White Stone are to be
congratulated upon having secured the serv-
ices of Mr. J. C. Foster, to give demonstra-
tions in road construction. "Carrie's" large
feet were a great factor in helping him se-
cure this position.
—Spartanburg Herald
Montrose Edmunds, a former Columbia
boy, who graduated from Clemson a few
Mr. E. W. Garris, the noted horticulturist,
was in town Saturday with a supply of
vegetables. It will be of interest to note
that he has recently discovered that "sul-
phur" fumes are excellent for destroying
diseases of tomatoes.
—Round Terrier
Benedict College now has one of the best
football teams, of its kind, in the South. The
credit of such a team should be given to
"Mutt" Gee, who has been coaching the
team for the past two years.
—The State
Our much beloved and tender pastor,
Rev. A. S. Smoke, preached the most inter-
esting and touching sermon, on last Sunday,
that we have heard in some time.
—St. Matthews Times
The Newberry Cotton Mill has been ex-
ceedingly fortunate in securing Mr. C. E.
Folk as manager. Mr. Folk is a Clemson
graduate, and a man of wide reputation in
cotton mill circles.
—Newberry Daily
In inspecting the Seventeenth Infantry, a
few days ago, we were escorted over the
camp by the Officer of the Day, Lieutenant
Cummins, and his orderly, J. E. Glover. Mr.
Glover has just been recommended for a
corporal.
—Washington Star
Miss Sallie Rosenbaum and Mr. J. M.
Smith were married at the Baptist parson-
age a few days ago. Their many friends
wish them much success in the future. Mr.
Smith intends to build a model toy factory,
so that he can get funny and amuse the
children of the neighborhood.
—Starr Daily News
Mr. M. K. Gravely is fortunate in secur-
ing the services of Mr. M. A. Smith this sea-
son. Mr. Smith will have charge of all of
the tobacco warehouses. Mr. Smith is a
graduate of Clemson College, and is well




It is of special interest to the public to
learn that Mr. T. A. Jennings, a graduate
in the Veterinary Department of Clemson
College, has written a book on "How to Make
Beauty." Mr. Jennings, while at Clemson,
began to realize the need of a book dealing
on this subject, and after graduating he
took a post-graduate course at Molar Barber
College in this city.
—Atlanta Constitution
Great excitement prevailed throughout
Colorado when a heavily loaded train of
passengers fell thousands of feet to certain
death while crossing a recently constructed
bridge spanning the famous Grand Canyon.
None of the passengers survived. The tres-
tle was built on contract by Mr. R. G. Ken-
nedy, a "Hobo" graduate of Clemson Col-
lege. Because of deception to the public
interest, R. G. Kennedy is now at large, a
fugitive from justice.
—Evening Sun
Wonderful! Astonishing! Clemson grad-
uate makes startling disclosure. German
scientists sit up and take notice while Mr.
J. D. Jones gives an address, "The Sem-
blance of a New Dye," which treated of the
transformation of opaque objects into trans-
parent objects, to Berlin University. While
the German scientists were looking closely
at his experiment, Jones, by some magic
power, suddenly made himself transparent,
and escaped. We are not sure that he has
the power to reverse the experiment.
—Textile Science Journal
Mr. F. L. Bunker, head of the firm,
"Bunkem, Ketchum, and Cheatum," has be-
come one of the richest men in our coun-
try, through the fact that he was able to
monopolize the supply of moving picture
films, and sell at his own price. It is said
that he had some experience in the moving
picture line while at Clemson College.
—Police Gazette
A patent has recently been granted to
Mr. J. R. Clark, of this section, by the office
at Washington, on his ingenious method of
raising umbrellas without fertilizers.
—Lexington Lookout
Mr. Bristol, who is now a Math, professor
at the University of South Carolina, has
perfected a system of teaching that requires
the expenditure of practically no energy. It
is said that the idea is not entirely original
with him, he having received many of his
points from a mathematics teacher at his
Alma Mater.
—Beaufort Bugler
Mr. Bennie Bostick, a Clemson graduate,
owns and operates on a profitable basis one
of the largest and most up-to-date lettuce
farms in this vicinity. His wonderful suc-
cess is due in part to the instruction re-
ceived from the now famous Palm Beach
professor, and partly to the effect of a very
valuable paper which he composed during
his college days, entitled "Commercial Let-
tuce Growing."
—Swampville Croaker
Mr. "Sarge" Sullivan, a recent graduate
of the Entomological Division of Clemson
College, has recently returned from a trip
abroad, where he has been pursuing some
scientific research work. On his way back,
he stopped at Oxford University, to deliver
an address, entitled, "What a Lightning-Bug
Does When It Shines," before a meeting of
the American Entomological Association.
—The Laurensville Herald
Mr. George Briggs, a recent graduate of
Clemson College, and now a resident of this
city, has recently won much fame through
his edition of a stupendous compendium of
erudite knowledge, entitled, "The Encyclo-
pedia Difficultum Verbum Briggadierii," in
which no word of over twenty letters is
omitted.
—Columbia Science Leader
Mr. G. E. Berly, now a captain in the
Tenth Infantry, has recently attracted much
attention in scientific circles by the dis-
covery, as a result of his constant experi-
mental work while at Clemson College, of a
new and infallible method of burning, which
is effective through the thickest pods of
asbestos or other resistant material.
—Pomaria Daily News
Mr. T. M. Cathcart, of this section, has
recently made many improvements on his
plantation. He is enlarging his place, in
view of cultivating "Musical Bonbons" dur-
ing the coming season. We wish Mr. Cath-
cart great success in this undertaking.
—Winnsboro Wailer
Mr. "Sarge" Connor, an old student of this
place, paid us a flying visit the other day,
the object of his visit being to show his lit-
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tie bride from St. George, with whom he is
now on his honeymoon, where he learned
what he now knows.
—Clemson Chronicle
We are glad to note the phenomenal suc-
cess with which Mr. H. D. Barker, of Can-
dlestick Crossroads, has met. He has dis-
covered a "Moonshine" spring. A drink of
th's spring, he claims, not only brings youth
to the old, but dizziness to the head.
—Walhalla News
Mr. P. C. Crayton, formerly of Anderson,
but now of Liberty, has recently electrified
the world with the book, "When Burnam
Wood to My Shoulders Came." This is a
true story of life at a military school which
the author attended in his youth.
—Anderson Anti-Suffragette
The latest dances were exhibited last
night in great style at the Charity Ball, by
Mr. R. G. Causey, from Australia. The
beautiful Madame Bridget O'Burke, the Aus-
tralian belle, was his partner. Mr. Causey
is originally from South Carolina, U. S. A.,
where he attended Clemson College of that
State. After graduating in "Bull," he went
to the Australian jungles, and "bulled" the
natives there into teaching him their latest
and most grotesque dances, and after giv-
ing them an aristocratic finish, as he alone
can do, he presents them to the world.
—London Bull Moose
Mr. J. L. Byers, formally of Clemson Col-
lege, delivered a splendid lecture last even-
ing in the town hall, his subject being, "The
Energetic Workmen in Our Cotton Mills To-
day." He handled this topic well, to the sur-
prise of those with whom he had grown up.
—Birmingham Age-Herald
In the last issue of The Christian World,
there appears a brilliant article by Mr. J. L.
Marchant, of our community. In "How to
Get Drunk on a Beer Crown," Mr. Marchant
deals freely with the life at a great col-
lege of our State.
—Greers Gems
The Yorkville News is proud to say that
one of her native boys, Marshall S. Barnett,
has again been promoted in the army ranks.
He has just been made first major in the
Fourth Regiment. The rapid rise from Sec-
ond Lieutenant, immediately after gradua-
tion, to First Major, certainly speaks well
for our former Yorkville lad. We are proud
of him, and join his many friends in wish
ing for him even greater success.
—Yorkville News
Prof. F. S. Barnes, head of the Electrical
Department at Cornell, has many "personal
friends" at the Western Counting House,
who will be delighted to know that he has
succeeded in perfecting the most original
invention of this era. He has designed a
wonderful little buzzer, to be used in the
army service, that will cause a current of
electricity to jump twenty-five feet between
connections, if the wire becomes cut.
—Electrical World
Col. R. N. Benjamin, professor of mathe-
matics at the Citadel, has recently made
himself very unpopular with the boys by
charging very extortionate prices for the
required text-books. He is accused of de-
siring a new automobile.
—Charleston Evening Post
Mr. O. H. Beymer has just signed a con-
tract to heli> Gabriel blow the trumpet on
Judgment Day.
—The World
Among the visitors to the office last
Wednesday was Mr. Bigby, a former resi-
dent of this place. He graduated at Clem
son College in 1915 in civil engineering. Two
years later he went to work with the Lem-
berger Company, of Greenland. He has
made himself very famous by running a
tunnel from Iceland to Greenland, making
a direct traffic route for the Dago troops.
—Charleston Post
Mr. G. N. Burnett, of Clemson College. '15,
has recently accepted a position as Profes-
sor of English at Furman University, which
school he attended before his entrance at
Clemson College. Mr. Burnett, it is said.
has a desire to turn Furman into a military
college, due to the favorable impression the
military life made on him at Clemson.
—Greenville Daily News
Mr. Egypt Grendel Kittles preached to a
large crowd at Keowee today. His text,
"The New Creed," is startling, in that it is
entirely out of harmony and inconsistent
with the Apostles' Creed. Mr. Kittles took
a Civil Engineering course at Clemson. but
he was not able to follow it up; for the call




Yesterday, near the vicinity of Toecane,
N. C, a distillery producing "moonshine"
was raided by the revenue officers. This
distillery was owned and operated by Mr.
J. G. Todd. Four of the operatives were
captured, but the chief operative, Mr. Todd,
escaped into the wilds of the Blue Ridge.
He is a graduate of Clemson College. We
regret the unfortunate circumstances which
led h!m into the illicit traffic.
—Asheville Daily
Mr. Virgil P. Corbett, the well-known
president of the gigantic firm of Corbett &
Sons' Pottery Manufacturing Company,
stopped by his old home this morning en
route to the meeting of the Amalgamated
Association of Pottery Manufacturers of
America, to be held in Washington tomor-
row. It is said that Mr. Corbett conceived
the idea of this vast project while a Fresh-
man at Clemson College.
—News and Banner
Many of the older inhabitants were much
surprised and pleased to see Mr. W. O.
Davis, the now noted trucker of George-
town, whom they remember as the young
hero who saved a team of horses from
drowning in the river above here some years
ago. Mr. Davis, accompanied by his young
and very attractive bride, are en route to
Apple Valley, where they go to spend their
honeymoon.
—Walhalla Courier
Yesterday, a long write-up appeared in
the columns of the News and Courier, in
which the history of the Lachicotte Crab
Farm was given. The paper also gave an
account of the Lachicotte Electrical Crab
incubator which Mr. Lachicotte recently in-
vented. He states that this incubator pro-
duces the crabs in good order. Mr. E. S.
Lachicotte is a graduate of Clemson College.
—Columbia State
Mr. J. Miley is starring as shortstop with
the Great Southeastern League. Mr. Miley,
we understand, was a star football player
while at Clemson College. His phenomenal
success in baseball is no surprise to his
classmates—great once, always great.—St. Louis Enlightener
Mr. B. S. Mitchell, the representative of
the firm of Sears, Roebuck Company, is in
town for a few days. He is selling a pat-
ented compound for which he claims the
wonderful power of making tall men grow
short over night.
—Honea Path Clarion
A number of new bacteria have been
brought into the light of scientific knowl-
edge by the work of the able and efficient
bacteriologist, Mr. C. L. Vaughan. These
bacteria are unlike any that have been de-
scribed up to this date.
—The Bacteriological Survey
It is reported that a number of the men
in the employ of the Burns Detective
Agency are in the city. These men are to
work on the mysterious disappearance of
cakes and crackers from the J. E. Norris
& Sons grocery. We believe this to be
the work of professionals, for not the slight-
est clue has been obtained.
—The Norrisville Trumpet
The minstrel at the Hippodrome last night
! took the audience by storm. Mr. Javan
! Moore's work on the trombone was a fea-
j
ture that brought forth repeated applause.
! Mr. Moore's work is that of an artist. We
' do not feel capable of predicting the heights
to which a man so endowed may rise.
—New York Tribune
Dr. Hugh Henry Dukes, accompanied by
Count Bob de Sweeney, arrived at dock this
morning on the steamer Euphrates. They
are planning the erection of a million-dollar
Y. M. C. A. building for this city, and will
now begin a great campaign for liberal do-
nations and subscriptions. It is rumored
that many of the rich natives are preparing
to flee to the jungles of the interior until
these two experts have completed their
canvassing.
—Cairo Free Times
G. P. Hoffman, a graduate of the Class
j
of '15, has been elected a member of the
j
Legislature. We are assured of Mr. Hoff-
! man's success, as he studied grafting while
I at college.
—The State
WANTED: A position as plowman on
' large farm. I wear a shoe No. 37 (eighteen
i inches wide), and guarantee to pack all dirt
i
firmly behind the plow, so that no steam
I
roller is needed. Write early, as I may mi-
grate to Europe, and wed one of the rich
widows who has survived the war. I am,






*0. U. Pate: Why all this mirth?
Fresh Rat (walking post for first time,
straightens up and looks serious, and an-
swers): On account of the war.
O. G. "Brigadier" to Fresh. Rat: What
would you do if a most beautiful and angelic
creature should happen to cross your post?
Fresh. Rat: I'd call the Officer of the
Guard.
O. G. "Brigadier": What would you do
if an awe-inspiring militant suffragette, car-
rying an umbrella, should cross your post?
Fresh. Rat: I'd call the Corporal of the
Guard.
O. G. "Brigadier": That is quite cor-
rect. I believe you are thoroughly con-
versant with your orders. Take your post.
Senior Sanders (whispering to another
Cadet as Professor Hare comes into the
room at first meeting) : "Gee, he hasn't got
much hair."
Professor Hare overhears, and remarks:
"No; Hare's my name, not my nature."
A Cadet who had finished his problem on
the board behind Professor - —'s chair,
said: Professor, I've finished.
Professor : Wh-o-oer! ! I can't see
it. Suppose you copy it on the board in
front, where I can see it.
Dr. Calhoun: Mr. Smoke, if you were a
drop of water, and sank down three or four
thousand feet, what would become of you?
"Preacher" Smoke's imagination takes
him down into the unfathomable depths, but
he finally comes to, with a s'gh of relief,
and answers: I don't know, Professor, but
I guess there would not be another "Smoke."
Vaughan (whispering to a Cadet behind
him in the English Exam.) : Say, what
kind of poetry did Milton write? Epidemic
poetry, wasn't it?
Can someone kindly explain where "Kitty"
Cathcart kept his chew of tobacco, while
he starred in the "Romancers"?
* NOTE—All jokes printed here are guar-
anteed eighteen karat.
Cureton (in classroom): Professor, l will
iave to use Napoleon logarithms to gel thai
problem.
"Old Top" Rivera (returning from the
Cadet Exchange): I told him for s
and he asked me "No."
The janitor is still in search of Irs cigar
stump, which F. I). Stribling smoked.
What is the reason that Ebenezer Grinell
Kittles and J. Miley (The College Lad) deny
the charge that they were stoned while re-
turning from a society call?
"S'ng Number 90, No. 90. This is one
of 'Bob' Sweeney's favorite poems."
"Jojo" refuses to lend his clawhammer
coat to one of the Ladies' Men. Why?
Bob Sweeney: I am learning Hamlet's
soliloquy now.
Jojo: You had better be learning the
Devil's soliloquy.
NOT CLASSIFIED
SONGS FOR SALE: "The Wind Blew
Through His Wlrskers," duet composed by
Sunney and Herrill. The latest popular
hit. A regular double-shouldered side-split-
ter. Buy it now!
SONG: "Why Not Tonight?" composed
by Dr. Hugh Enry Ukes. An appealing song
for generous and gifted folks, hut capable of
producing morbid effects in the minds of
poor debtors.
SONG: "My Love Is Like the Red, Red
Rose," composed by Junter. H. W. A pure,
sparkling gem, to inspire faith in the hearts
of the most abject victims of false loves.
Really the one soothing note of the season
is touched. All hopeless bachelors and old
maids should not be without a copy.
FOR SALE: "Revised Manual of Arms
Par Excellence," by Sir Denry I!. Darker.
A most wonderful production, containing
commands heretofore unthought of in mili-
tary lines, but of great use in theoretical
battles. All captains who expert to be-





A good barber for the English Depart
ment.
To know who is that Crum on the Faculty.
An automatic chair-turning and roll-call-
ing device.
A good method to keep trousers from bag-
ging at the knees.
A saddle for a cornstalk horse of another
color.
To see a dollar bill.
A marine corps for drill on rainy days.
To know how to hold up socks without
using thumbtacks.
To know what is so rare as a day in June.
A new kind of pill.
A self-eraser for a lecture-room in the
Chemistry Buidling.
To know if a bull is a male cow.
To know how a hare can raise poultry.
A new brand of hot water for the mess-
hall.
To know how many acres of cotton bulls
raise before they are killed for beef.
WANTED: A place where all care is
blown away to the winds, and sweet and
gentle maidens to sit with laughing eyes
upturned from beneath flowing curls and
gaze into my own eyes forever and a day.
I shall be charmed to receive an immedi-
ate answer.—E. W. Dvans.
••••••-••-•••••
WANTED
To lease a baseball diamond for
one hundred years. Must have
shade trees nearby, where the
coach can sit and shout bright
and encouraging remarks to
players, between drinks of ice-
cold "dopes." Will pay good
price for right location. Address
all communications to
C. PIPPER ILER
»» Hi ' Il»»» l
WANTED
Subscribers to know that ' 'The
Tiger" is not run on hot air
alone as some are prone to
believe, but he is forced out of
his lair each week only by the
rolling of your silver pesos.
The above applies with equal
force to advertisers. Take the






Expert young woman tennis player.
Besides being very lithe and grace-
ful, must be of surpassing beauty
(beautiful brown hair and adorable
eyes preferred). No old maids need
apply. Will appreciate an
early reply
Tob Thornton
Champion of Tennis Movement
a position as overseer for Spanish
laborers. Place must be located
within ten feet of the seashore
(like Georgetown), and must have
large shade tree with grass and
jug of iced tea beneath. Shall be
grateful to receive immediate
reply
ROE T. JOSA
An Elegvj Written in a Cold Barracks
HE bugle early blows the dawn of breaking day,
The chilly winds blow wet across the lea ;
And soon to barracks, Colonel plods his weary way
To ope our doors, and look for you and me.
No heat has tinkled in our radiators yet,
No amperes yet disturb our carbon lamps
;
We hurry out to rainy reveille, and get wet,
And then we feel like hungry, freezing tramps.
We look aloft, to try to tell the time by sun
—
That golden planet ne'er has thought to rise ,
And just before we back to barracks break and run.
We're deluged by the cloudy, dripping skies.
We stand around in our cold rooms and try to swear,
Our teeth begin to chatter in our heads,
Our words pour forth ; we know they never treat us fair,
By letting us crawl back into our beds.
We hover around, our minds with pleasant memories filled
Thoughts rambling back to pleasant days of yore.
When men were men, and Senior Privates never drilled,
But now do what they never did before
No more for them the blazing cigarette does burn,
No more they gaily free the night from care ;
At ten o'clock, they promptly trom their jaunts return,
Lest by hard luck they circle Cummins' Square.
Let not ambitious sergeants mock their plodding walk,
Nor grinning corporals laugh at them today
:
Seniors should never cease their prattling, wasted talk
;
They are the fools that crowd our walking way.
To you who have the nerve to read this line of bosh,
A couplet we to your attention call
:
"Captains and Lieuts. are but the wayward breath of Josh,
The Senior Private's the noblest of them all."
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The Seniors' Rubaixjat
\KE. for the man who scattered into Right
Thou hundred students from this school ot Light.
Bids us come hack, diplomas to pursue:
Stay here nine months, and then, forsooth, be through.
In those fair months when days, and checks are brief,
We pick up books that bring us to grief.
Each morn a thousand bugles blow, you think:
\e Gods! methinks 'twould drive a man to drink:
And this first Autumn month that brings the drill
['.rings extras also: they enough to kill.
( )li. li-t ye to the Seniors' merry chant:
"A dope, a cheese, a cigarette, and thou
Beside me. sitting in the restaurant.
Oh, restaurant were Paradise enow."
Some for the glories of this world, and some
Sigh for the Colonel's praises sweet, to come:
Take shoulder bars, and office too. and go
On to that place where chilly winds don't blow.
Yon fatted calf, that looks for you and me.
Would give us extras, and never let us be
Free as we will, to roam the world again.
How oft, hereafter, will be burn in pain?
When roll the months and Christmas winds blow raw.
We homeward hie, and turkey-bones do gnaw
In April days, when rains come pouring down.
And springs for Nature a faint, violet crown.
The day shall come when Sweeney sweetly sings,
And joyous laughter to our faces brings
I sometimes think that never grows so sad.
Days like these days, the best we've ever had
:
However wet old Cummins Square may be.
We walk our hours together, you and me.
And the reviving dope, with cold, crisp glass.
Cause many a fond memory to pass:
Thus: Lately through the cafe doors agape.
Came gliding to my <diair an Angel Shape
—
She >ips the drink, and bids me lift mine eyes:
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Cannon, L. B. Garrison, W. H. Madden, J. E.
Cannon, W. M. G win, W. E. Martin, A. F.











Headquarters Corps of Cadets
Clemson Agricultural College





















Hough, T. C. .
Mitchell, B. S.










Darby, J. T. . .
Hoffman. G. P.
Hamilton, B. L.
Trescot, J. H. .
Stribhng, F. D.
Miley, J
Barnes, F. S. . .
Martin. G. D. .
Shannon, C. J.
Cannon. T. C.
Kittles, E. G. . .
Thornton, R. P.
Swinehart, D. E
Corbett, V. P. .
Byers. J. L. ...
Smith. M. R.
Hoffman. G. P. .
Hunter, W. J. .
Marchant, J. L.
Stribling, F. D.
Creecy. P. J. . .
Smith, M. R. ..
Delinquency
Swallowing a dictionary
Mistaking Sloan's liniment for hydrogen peroxide
Disturbing the peaceful slumbers of other cadets by singing.
Trying to take m> plat e
Being Clemson's cannon
Using mountain dew
Causing me te go broke
Running a laundry in barracks
Not wiring Easlcy properly
Senior specializing in Junior English
eant-Major getting ( olonel to let him drill in file
closer of "A" c i mp an;
Talking too much
Loafing on football field
Studying too hard
Not preparing lesson
Losing chance of promotion by flunking out on guard-mount
Sleeping in classroom
Allowing a professor to take his girl
Flunking on Bacteriology
Trying to teach Dr. Brackett chemistry
Having a library of Sears & Roebuck catalogs
Allowing "Brown's Mule" to make him sick
Same
Creating disorder in classroom after being constantly and





Playing rough with the babies in the Carolina game
Giving commands too loud on drill
Running Jew shop
Same
Having a good line of B. S
I Fsing Bob Sweeney's gasoline
Getting reduced
Buying a house and lot at Calhoun
Telling me that he was a College Lad
Flunking on Dargan
Grappling Captain Duckett by giving same apples
Writing "Perfect Manhood"
Flunking on Chemistry
Putting V. M. C. A. store in the hole
Making All-Southern baseball team
Continually disturbing cadets in mess-hall by making
spi eches filled with umba
Running crockery-shop in barracks
Finding a route
Being the ugliest man in Pendleton
Heating out of guard-mount
Visiting hospital too often while at the Fair
Running store in competition with Bob Sweeney
Same
Same




















































Cureton, R. B. .
Tones. T. D.
Wood, J. T. . . .
Kennedy, R. G.






Cathcart, T. M. ...
Vaughn, C. L
Benjamin, R. N.
Ragsdale, W. G. ...
Wannamaker, H. L.
Wood, J. T




Bigby, W. A. ...
Crayton, P. C. .
Creecv. P. T
Davis. W O. .
.
Foster, J. C.
Garris, E. W. . .
\\ I. J. T.
Shannon, C. J. .




i Isborne, F. ...









Lawhon, G. J. . .
Patterson, J. A.
Peeples. J. YV. . .
Byers, T. L
Arthur, W. H. .
Hoffman, G. P. .
Swinehart. I >. E.
Osborne, F
Beymer, O. H. . .
Magill, W. K. . .
Randle, E. L.
Arthur. W. D. . .
Trotter. A. M. .
Kennedy, R. G. .
Kennedy, R. G. .
Burnett, G. X. . .
Her, C. B
Hopkins. D. R. .
Delinquency
Playing rough with Erskine's third baseman
Horsing me out
Ulowing "Hobo" to call him a roughneck
'basing "Turtles" on Sunday afternoon
.'ontinually annoying room-mate by asking if "my pompa-
dour" is not cute
Veterinarian not knowing enough about anatomy to buy a
pair of instruments
Using too much of my lump chlorine
Flirting with girls on the train
Constantly getting reduced and promoted
Running blind tiger in barracks
Using notes on guard-mount
.aying $3.25 for a fifty-cent piece of colored goods
Trying to sell Fairyland in Cadet Exchange
Plunking on descriptive geometry five times
\sking questions after the clock strikes
Hreaking all previous track records last June
Supporting R. J. Reynolds by eating Apple Sun-Cured . . . .
Drilling rabbits on Seneca River
\sking Professor Crider if he didn't think that Horticulture
was the best course
Monopolizing R. & G. corsets
^ending in application for civil engineer's position
Walking around like he owned the College
Vot saluting properly
Stealing a lady's raincoat and veil
ienior specializing in Junior English
Looking sour after being told to smile
Refusing to perform the duties of Chaplain
Living at Possumville
Having Taps inspection at 4.30 a. m
Swiping my book
Giving commands like the Colonel
Agricultural student not knowing the difference between a
can of coal tar and beans
ontinually grappling the Colonel
Absent m.> long roll
Same
Imposing upon another cadet by borrowing money from him
at the Fair
Same
Flirting with a married lady
Covering up with neckties
Sleeping on green at the Fair
Xot properly shaved at Saturday morning inspection
Making up Rat's bed improperly
Keeping quiet for one hour in classroom
Being the biggest liar in Senior Class
Running in competition with me
Causing me to get lost on Pine Mountain
Same
Swiping cakes out of Y. M. C. A. store, and getting caught.
Making a ramrod look like a corkscrew
Having a band
Xot reporting off on football permit
Same
Same
Running a Jew shop in barracks
Trying to sell M. A. Smith one of "them there" $1.90 mili-
tary books
Being too d d military
Horsing "Colonial" out
Senior specializing in Junior English
































































Sw inehart, I >. E.
Bunker, F. L.
Stribling, F. D.
Hunter, W. 1. .
Smith, J. M. ..
Smith, M. R. .
Crayton, P. C.
Kennedy, R. < i
Osborne, F. . .
Hough. T. C. .
Ran, lie, E. L.
Pate, E. H. ..
Barnett, D. E.
Caughman, W. W.
Sullivan, J. D. .
Davis. VV. I). .
Bristol, H. W.








Moore, J. S. .
Moore, G. F. .
Poore, R. D. . .



















Arthur, VV. H. .
O.
Grappling for a sergeant
Infected with bacillus Colonelii
Departing from the ranks of a Plain Blunt Man
Same
Xot dressing up prnpeih at drill
Maliciously reporting dead rat; absent taps
Beating board bill at Seneca
Taking a much-needed shower bath at one p. m
Discovering a new and economical means of making gas
Trying to "hunter" in Columbia
Being funny in my classroom




Getting fooled on fool's gold
Carrying more than his share of the Rat
Trying to kiss Winthrop girl in Columbia
Walking around barracks with a sheepish appearance....
Same
Imitating a lightning-bug at the dance
Running shoeshop in barracks
Giving lecture on making love
Being the runt of the Senior Class
Being a ladies' man
Having a dog to accompany him while blowing retreat...
Having coat buttoned up
Grappling for head waiter
Smoking more cigarettes than anybody else in barracks..
Spending most of his time in Seneca
Frying to get haldheaded
Monopolizing Walhalla society
Xot studying English
Causing room-mate to move
Laughing at nothing
Putting Roseville on the map
Continually chewing tobacco in society
Setting up Pelzer, S. C, as an example for the world....
Having Spinster disease
Exceeding the speed limit at the dance with a "Big Six"
Breaking up my football team by hitting Red
Telling me I was a crook
Not getting a Section Marcher
Putting V. M. C. A. in the hole
Giving "Carrie" quinine at unauthorized hours
Fishing for a Major, catching a Lieutenant
Trying to look pretty
Being bovvlegged on dress parade
Xot properly dressed at drill
Killing Lena ( Circus elephant)
Telling me I didn't have much hair
Stealing Dargan's wooden leg
Falling in love with all of the girls





















































MAJOR GENERAL ED HUNTER, Commandant
One Hundred Ninety-Seven
-
Ode to Spent Money
ll'.X I consider how my money's spent,
Tlie "filthy lucre" that buys cheese and dopes,
ometimes think that all my busted hopes
Remind me of the coin that I have lent.
Could I but swipe my cats, as some men do,
The cost of living" would, methinks. go down;
And then I'd spend my kale for those sweet things
Men call cigar-: also the weed to chew
I'd have. That thing, the military crown.
That si unc on bended knee would win. now clings
Upon the forehead of a "pick-thank" man.
For things thus base, some men would money spend;
And linger through their days of "drillful" bliss.
Why men will sacrifice to live like this.
The PLAIN BLUNT MAX can never comprehend.
"Can you make both ends meet at school?" you ask:
Far sooner could I make Bob Sweeney work,
And in the soiled earth his hands to smirch.
By far, you understand, an easier task.
1 (rive then, this thought into your crusty pate
:









N reckoning the success of a season, the summing of the scores is not the only
thins; to he considered. Many other things count greatly. Improvement,
development of material for following years, etc.. must also be considered. It
can he said that our season was successful. It was an improvement over the
previous ; and a better season yet is anticipated for next year, as it will be the
third year of "King Bob's" regime.
It is true that the schedule for last season was a hard one, as there was nol a single
Varsity game played on the campus. This was unavoidable in arranging the schedule, and
was compensated for by having Scrub and Freshman games on the campus, and by the
"Saturday Afternoon Matinees." Too much praise cannot be given to our loyal Alumni,
who supported and helped us in every way possible—even to the extent of the furnishing of
the Freshman team by the Atlanta Alumni Chapter.
Vars'ihj Schedule
In the first game of the season, Davidson tied us on their home gridiron, ( (ctober 3.
At Knoxville, October 10, we lost to the University of Tennessee, in a hard game, by
the score of 27-0.
Auburn won from us on their home grounds, October 17, by a score of 28 0.
A practice game was played, October 24, against Furman. at Greenville, the score
being 56-0 in our favor.
Our luck took a turn when we romped over our old rival, Carolina. October 29, at
the Fair Grounds in Columbia, by a score of 29-6.
From Columbia, the team, went to Charleston, and procured another victory in defi
ing the Citadel. 14-0, October 31.
On November 7, another old rival, Georgia, was defeated. 3? 14. at Athens.
The team then went to Richmond, and on November 14 defeated Virginia .Military
Institute, in a hard-fought game, by the score of 27-23.
On Thanksgiving Day we suffered, not our greatest defeat, hut the one that hurt
us most. Ceorgia Tech defeated us. in a slow and dragging game, by the score of 26-6.
Scrub Schedule
On October 10, our scrubs romped over Clarkesville, on campus, to the tune of 62-0.
Georgia Reserves were defeated at Abbeville, October 20. by a score of 26-0.
The Scrubs fared better in their last game of the season than did the Varsity, by
defeating Gordon, on the campus, October 25, by a score of 26-0.
Freshman Schedule
Riverside was defeated on the campus. October 17, by a score of 6-0.
Defeat was met at the hands of the Georgia Freshmen, in Athens, October 24: the
score being 20-0.
On October 30. the Freshmen tied P. C. of S. C, in a close and hard-fought game
on the campus, 6-6.
Wofford Scrubs were defeated, on the campus. November 14. by a score of 19-8.
Total points by C. A. C. (all teams)—215.











The star of the season. His brilliant
playing and head work was responsible
for the winning of several games. The
fastest man on the team.
I.ittlkiiihn Right Tackle
Strong on defense. Second year on
team.
Arthuk Quarterback
First year on the team. A player of
good judgment, and a strong and fierce
tackier.
Si ggs Right Guard
One of the "Center Trio," who uses
his hands to good advantage on de-
fensive work.
Striblinx Right End
A fast end. who was out of the game
a great deal on account of injuries.
Very fast, and a hard worker.
,-*"l£_P'
Gee - Left End
Hardest tackier on the team, and






\\ E 1:1: - - Fullba
Captain, and fourth year on the team.
Strong "ii defense and offense, and a
g I punter.
Randi.e . .. Center
One of the best centers in the Stale.
Strong on breaking through the line
an I getting plays.
Major Right Halfback
Strong on defense. Also good on
limiting, and bard to stop on end runs
and line bucks.
Magill Left Tackle
Captain of next year's team. Seldom
fails to gain ground: and aggressive at
all times.
I [arris Left Halfback
A good punter and ground gainer.
First year on the team. Uses bis bead
well, and keeps cool.
JENNINGS left End
A bard worker, who was out of the
game for a time on account of sick-















AST year, the Athletic Association was fortunate in securing a local
man as coach—Roberson, a former Clemson star in baseball. The
Tigers captured the State Championship rather easily, as usual, and
made a strong showing among the teams of the S. I. A. A. In
Schachte and Gaulden, two new men, was found a pitching staff that worked like
veterans, and backed by one of the best infields in the South, and a fast, hard-
hitting outfield, they seldom failed to win their games in good style.
Webb at first, Cureton at Short, and Parker at third were a trio that starred
throughout the season, the three hitting for an average of around .350. Captain
Webb made All-Southern, while Cureton received mention for a place; Tarrant,
Brown, Webb, Gaulden, and Cureton made places on All-State, while Parker was
recognized as the fastest infielder in the South.




































HE future of the team is indeed bright. We were unfortunate in
losing two of our standard point runners, Ward and Lewis, but we
almost have our old team intact.
Jackson, LeGrand, Adams, James, Odom, and others will take
care of the sprints, while great things are expected of McMahon, Yerner, and
Stribling in the hurdles. Yerner, Stribling, and others will vault, while Cox and
Stribling will handle the weights. We predict a successful season for Clemson.
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun Coach
R. J. Odom..... Manager
L. LeGrand Captain
Team
Odom Mile and half-mile
Jackson 440- and 220-yard dashes
Adams 100- and 220-yard dashes
Jones 440-yard dash and half-mile
LeGrand 100- and 220-yard dashes
Stribling.. Pole vault, high hurdles, hammer, shot, and discus
Verner Low and high hurdles, and pole vault
McMahon Low and high hurdles
Hutchins Broad and high jump
Lewis Mile and half-mile
Cox... Hammer, shot, and discus









C. B. Cler Freci '-til R. E. U rfton
S. C. Webb Secretary and Tn
I 'ice /'resident
FOOTBALL
Mm. ii.i.. W. K. (Captain '15 1
\ktiuk, W. I). McMiu w W I.
Bristol. H. W. M vjor, C. S
Gee, C. F. Ranb-le, E. L.
Harris, H. Stribling, J. W.
Jennings, T. A. Si ggs, II. L.
LittlEjohn, C. E. Webb, S. C.
B \SHKALL
Webb, S. C. (Captain '15 1
Anderson, C. S. lux C. B.
Cureton, R. B. Sen \CB re, \. B.
Harris, H. Tarrant, I.. R.
TRACK
LeGrand, L. ( Captain '15 1







D. E. Barxett... President P. C. Crayton
R. P. Thorxtox... .SV<;r/(//\' ii/;</ Treasurer
.Vice-President
Aha ms, H. M.
Brandon, J. D.
Brandon, T. B.
















































Bennett, C. G ~ President
Cook, J. L. - Secretary and Treasurer
Blackmon, J. F. Caithkx. W. S. Sowell, H. E.
Caskey, A. J. Culp, W. C. Sowell, L. C.
Thomas, I. Z. Williamson, S.
Kim., C. J Honorary Member
Two Hundred Twenty-Two




Tuten. E. J. ..
....President
...A 'ice-President




I. wv roN, W. H.
1 ,IGHTSE\ . C '. I'.
Two Hundred Twenty-Three
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D. E. Barnette President
R. P. Thornton Vice-President
R. F. Poole Treasurer
E. C. Young Secretary
F. E. Armstrong C. S. Garrett E. A. Philpot R. II. Taylor
L. W. Burdette J. E. Madden W. M. Scaife S. F. Thornton
M. E. Cox A. F. Martin D. H. Sullivan J. W. Wofford




Prof. D. W. Daniel Mrs. Middleton
Two Hundred Twenty-Four
THE "CITY 01' SUCCESS CLUB
The "Cihj of Success" Club
Lawson, C. S - President
Blake, W. E - - - Manager
Heldmax, J. M - ----- Secretary-Treasurer
\lverson R O Bi .mik. O. H. Sams, S. P.
Anderson, L. W. Hagood, T. R. Vernon, J. E.







F. ( >SBi >RNE .- -.-. - .President
F. D. Stribling Vice-President
J. M. HELDMAN -. Treasurer
R. O. Alverson H. L. Carpenter F. D. Martin T- E. Vernon
W B. Bailey X. F. Carpenter W . B. Potter H B. West
A. J. Caldwell B. L. Finger H. L. B. Shields T. R. WlLKINS
D. B. Canady T. R. Hagood B. H. Smith W . C. WlLKINS
Two Hundred Twenty-Six
ABBEVILLE COUNTY CI I B
Abbeville Counhj Club
Magill, W. K - President
Murray, J. J - Vice-President




Anderson, F. C. Cheatham, R. J. K w. W. E.
Blanchard, L. M. Covin. M. S. Kennedy, P. B.
Bowen, H. B. Davis, W. O. Leslie, P. M.
Britt, J. A. Eli. is. A.
Li slie, \\ . !•'..
Carwile, A. B. Grant, P. M. Machine, M.
Haskell, A. W.
HON< >RARY MEMBERS
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Carrol Prof. \m. Mrs. D. M. Henry




Ray Benjamin - President
Lelaxd Tarrant / 'ice-President
Gi orge Burnett Secretary and Treasurer
George Briggs ~ Manager
*
MEMBERS
Robert Aldrich George Davis Arthur McCord
Robert Blake Dan Duncan Truman Reames
William Biake Rufus Griffin Henry Reynolds
Frank Chatham Frank II addon Chris Richter




B. F. Simmons ....President
J. L. Byers.. ---. / 'ice-
1
'resident
W. T. Patrick Secretary-Treasurer
MEMBERS
C. H. Albrecht J. E. Glover, Jr. A. I. Robinson
ROBT. BOCHETTE P. N. GRADY L. W. Smu'II
T. E. Boliver P. X. Haigler J. U. Smoak
NT. M. Bull O. L. Hayden N.G.Thomas
W. V. Byers W. C. Herbert M G. Till
A. C. Dibble, Jr. T. A. Jennings W. J. B. Till
T. E. Dukes R. G. Kennedy If. C. Wannamaker, Jr.
W. If. Felder H. H. Livingston J. W. Way
W. T. Freeman F. O. Meyers W. C. Williams




T. E. Jeffords - - — President
H. W. MtTLDROW — -- J* ice-President



















W i i.sox. M. C.
Winters, E. S.


























Stovi r, W. W.
West, W. R.
COLUMBIA CITY CI 1 B
Columbia Cihj Club
OFFICERS
Gee, C. F - - President
Hoffman. G. P - — Vice-President
May, L. A Secretary and Treasurer
*
MEMBERS
Brown, J. M. Eleazer, J. A. Horton, li. C.
Bush, J. G. Hawley, H. M. Hunter, J.
Covington, R. N. Hoefer, F. S. Marshall. P. G.





i m PiP «
HORRY COUNTY CLUB
Horry Counhj Club
Purpose: To Make Horry, the Garden Spot on the Waccaman, Known
Motto : To Be 1 1 card
OFFICERS
J. P. Derham, Jr — - President
F. E. Floyd Vice President




T. L. Ayers J. M. M< Gougan
F. ('.. I lOLLIDAY C. I. Si SSK INS





M. A. Smith - President
G. J. Law Hon -..- /
r
ice-President
C. W. Ward - Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
T. A. Clark VV. C. Graham T. J. Truluck
J. Y. Graham J. E. Jeffords W. E. Truluck
S. W. Graham D. W. McKenzie C. A. Vincent
G. F. Moore
Prof. Sam R. Rhodes, Honorary Member
Two Hundred Thirty-Four
GfiOKGElOWN COUNTY CL1 B
Georgetown Counhj Club








J. T. Rosa H. G.
'
G. L. Tarbox J. G. Tarbox
!•'. li. Thieker
I. \\ ARD
F. G. Tarbox, Honorary Member
Two Hundred Thirty-Five
SW \ Ml' FOX CH"B
Swamp Fox Club
OFFICERS
J. B. Monroe....... — —
-
President
W. A. Rowell - .Vice-President
F. C. LeGette -. ---. - —
-
- Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
L. E. Autman D. E. Monroe C. M. Richardson
I. W.Gregg • G. II. Reaves L. F. Rogers




'Red" McMillan : /resident
'Red" Finley - ..Vice-President
'Red" Holroyd Secretary and Treasurer
'Red" Adams, B. F. "Red" Cathcart "Red" I'i etigrew
'Red" Adams, J. R. "Red" Garris "Red" Plaxico
'Red" Beard "Red" Herbert ••Rim" Tennet
'Red" Boyd "Red" Hollowell "Red" Williamson
"Red" Leslie
HONORARY M EMBERS
Professor Barnett Professor King





D. D. Buvck ._ President
H. L. \\ \x x a maker .- Vice-F'resident
D. H. Banks... — Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
B. C. Banks D. W. Evans A. C. Owens
J. A. Burgess S. W. Haigler W. H. Sanders
A. S. Smoke W. B. Wannamaker





H. D. Barker - President
E. O. McMahan.. - Vice-President
S. C. Stribung - - Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
Barker, C. E. M< Mahan, I). J. Mears, VV. A.
Gordox. W. VV. McMahan, W. E. Morrison, W. A.
Harris, G. L. Martin, A. P. - ribling, B. II.





W. J. Hunter. President
F. L. Bunker Vice-President
h. A. Boggs Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS















ANDERSON COUNTY CI. i B
Anderson Counhj Club
Crayton, P. C " /'" /
Smith, J. M Vice-President
Smith, M. R .Manager
Acker E G Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
Acker, E. G. Gaines, H. E. Jones. J. L. Pruitt. V. O.
Attaway C C Garrison, W. H. Lav, J. F. Richardson, L. P.
Bigby W A Gentry, R. P. McCuE, C. M. Shi user. W. V
Brown W E Hall, S. \V. McCurry, H. B. Simpson, J. W.
Burns' G. M. Hamlin, J. C. M vrtin, J. R. Sitton, B G.
Burns P M Harris. G. G. Mitchell. B. S. Sitton, J. J.
Cannon. L. B. Herron. R. H. Parks. F. L Sloan, DP
Cannon, W. M. Herron, W. C. Pkxn.lt. K. C. Smith, J M.
Craig. L. M. Hunter. T. Pickens^ \\ . A. Smith, M.
R.
Crayton, P. C. King, J. L. PoorE, R. D Snelgrove, \\ K.
Stewart. R. B. Watson, I). J. Webb, R. W.
Two Hundred Forty-One
M \\ BERRY county club
Newberry County) Club
OFFICERS
Skxx, P. H _ ._ _.. ......President
Folk, C. E --- - Vice-President
Wallace, D. R ...Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
Berley, G. E Folk, J. If. Sanders, C. W.
Cannon, S. F. Herbert, J. E. Shealy, A. L.
Duncan, J. B. Hunter, W. E. Singley, L. K.
Fellers, L. H. Loxg, E. W. Wright, R. F.
QUATTLEBAUM, H. L.
HONORARY MEMBERS
Professor Berley Professor Johnson
Professor Hunter Professor, Keitt
Two Hundred Forty-Two
J
I \h'\ COUNTY CLUB
Union Counhj Club
M( 'in i : I 'nion Suits
R. H. Johnson.... , ..President
W. II. Arthur.... ..Vice-President
M T [ohnson --- - Secretary and Treasurer
E. I. 1 [opkins R. R. Jeter S. I.i i i u john
|. P. J I l ] U C. E. LlTTLFJOHN R. A. OUPHANI
W. E. Thom : s in
H. L. Baldwi n
H. S. Drkw





E. W. Garris President
I. M. Garris Secretary ami Treasurer
J. R. Boynton (Ichabod) E. G. Hubster (Dutchie)
B. Brelaxd J. W. Kinsey
F. M. Connor J. P. Marvin
G. F. Hiott G. D. Padgett (Admiral)























M.S. Marx kit President
T. M. Ferguson Vice-President
K. A. Williams... ....Secretary and Treasurer
A. A. Barron B. D. Culp C. E. Holroyd M. \\ . McCarter
W. W. Barron R. M. Finley II. S. Henry P. C. McClain
l\. E. I'.ass S. R. Finley J. B. Kendrick R. G. McGill
B. C. Blankenship E. B. Garrison C. M. Kuykendal W. A. Matthews
R. H. Cain X. T. Graham F. R. Kuykendal W. B. Nichols





J. M. SMITH. Presidi it W C. SMITH, Jr., Secretary and
L. VY. SMITH M. A. SMITH M. R. SMITH




M. A. SMITH. President
I I I KITTLES, Secretary and I -
i
, P Hi IFFMAN, Historian
Two Hundred Forty-Seven
PROF 5EAS It, ,-hers




I.. LeGrand - Manager
J. S. Moore - Director
C. H. Ai.hKKi i it - Pianist
V. T. Anderson A. Ellis F. C. LeGette J. S. Moore
J. F. Blackmon T. E. Dukes L. LeGrand R. P. Stackhouse
R. S. Blake J. E. Glover I. H. Meyers W. A. Teal
Quartet—R. P. Stackhouse, First Tenor; T. E. Dukes, Second Tenor
J. S. MoorE, Baritone; L. LeGrand, Bass
Stringed Quartet
J. H. Meyers, Mandolin
J. F. Glover, Mandolin
L. LeGrand, Mandolin






D. E. Swinehart - ...Manager
R. G. Kennedy Assistant Manager
W. A. Bigby Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
M. S. Barnett W. T- Hunter S. M. Richards
W. A. Bigby R.G.Kennedy M.R.Smith
P. C. Crayton F. Osborne F. D. Stribung




Bristol, H. W — President
Causey, R. G Vice-President
Trescot, J. H Secretary and Treasurer
Arthur, W. D. Byers, J. L. Hamilton, B. L. Osborne, F.
Arthur, W. H. Cureton, R. B. Iler, C. B. Randle, E. L.
Barnes, F. S. Darby, T- T. Kfnnedy, R. G. Simmons, B. F.
Berley, G. E. Gee, C. F. Lawson, C. S. Stribling, F. D.





J. M. Jackson President
H. E. Shiver Vice-President
T. E. Dukes Secretary and Treasurer
Albrecht, C. H. Flourxov. J. E. Sloan, A. H.
Anderson, Y. T. Haigi.kk. S. W. Stribling, J. W.
Barre, M. L. Harrall, J. P. Townsend, W. B.
Blackmon, J. F. Henderson, J. R. Wannamaker, H. C.
Byers, W. V. McKeown, H. S. Winters, E. S.
Dickson, A. M. Mallory. W. W. Wright, R. F.




C. S. Garrett..... ...President
W. M. Hutson Vice-President
G. C. McDermid Secretary and Treasurer
Allison, H. Eaklk, B. R.
Blake, R. S. Fov. S. A.
Blake, \\ . K. Hav, W. S.
Brockington, J. H. Jeffords, J. E.
Campbell, A. Jenkins, |. II.





















R. P. Thornton President
W. E. Blake - Vice-President
D. Crumpler - Secretary and Treasurer
R.G.Allen E. W. Black N. A. McMillan
P. C. Bangs R. M. Fixli y E. W. Mather
P. D. Stribling
W. L. K. Trotter
HONORARY MEMBERS




Motto: To Be a Sport
Aim : To Give the Ladies a Good Time, and To Be Married at Twenty-Five
"Gene" Barnett, Manager
'Walt" Bigbv "Cupid" Caughman "Fritz" Osborne
'Kid" Cannon "Percy" Crayton "Tin" Shannon
"Kitty" C \iii( art "Cutie" L,awson "Frettie" Stribling
"Son" Tarrant "Watermelon" Richards
"Creatures like these can break with ease




The "Much -Loved" Twelve
Motto: We Will Report All Authorised Absentees and hates


















S. C. Stribling D. Padgett.. H
1 ). F. Folger i Manager > ..
J. B. Kendkk ks
G. Acker I
H. Agnue K








RaGSDALE, W. G President
Lawsux, C. S. — - I 'ice-President
Smoke, A. S. Secretary and Treasurer
*
MEMBERS
Barnett, M. S. Folk, C. E. Mitchell, B. S.
Blake, W. E. Foster, J. C. Moore, G. F.
Bostick, 1'.. Hough, T. C. Ragsdale, W. G.
Briggs, G. R. Lawson, C. S. Rosa, J. T.
Byers, J. L. LeGette, F. C. Simmons, B. F.
Creecy, P. |. Lunney, G. W. Simpson, J. A.
Darby, J. T. Martin, G. D. Smith, J. M.
Edmonds, M. Miley. J. Smoke, A. S.




Swinehart, D. E., President... Las Cascadas, Panama
A.GNEW, E. II., Secretary and Treasurer Canon, Ga.
ROLL
Allison, H ___. Bre\ard, X. C.
Arthur, W. H. Winchester. Va.
Bancroft, J Jamaica, B. W. I.
Bangs, P. C. Savannah, Ga.
Brandi, M. Ouiz-de-Fora, Brazil
Burch, H. L - Dublin, Ga.
Burcii. W. E Dublin, Ga.
Fain, P. Murphy. X. C.
Hudson, R. A. Waxhaw, X. C.
Planes, W. B Guantanamo, Cuba
Roethel, C Lexington, Ga.
Tate, T. H Union Mills, N. C.
Two Hundred Sixty
i i i\A PENS CLUR
Tne CicmsoM Delegation of the Cow|pens R. A. L. G.
G. D. Martin < "Jailbird i President
J. R. Wii.Kixs ( "Red" ) - Seen tary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
M. B. Bailey "Jim" W. I!. Potter "Bub"
V. T. Martin "Sandy" B. II. Smith "Gameness"
J. H. Oliver "Rastus" W. C. Wilkins "Bull"





J. A. Patterson - President









Some Important Dates During the Year
Septe:: - E
—
- pens. Old students return.
10—Re-examinations s:art. Senior Class holds election.
12—Colonel gets busy—puts rive men under arrc-
14—Cla-- - ' rt. Junior Class holds election.
15
—




"Jojo" takes vote on the prohibition question.
27—George Berly reopens his aviation school
October 1—One-year "Rats" arrive.
3—Football game—Davidson, o : Clemson. o.
6—"Bob" Sweeney interferes with Senior privilc e -
10—Freshmen walk over Clarksville High—62 to o.
14—Dr. Currell lectures to the student-body first hour.
17—Football game—Auburn. 28: Clemson. o.
22—The Association of Southern Agriculturists meet here.
- : ... S inehart, Watson, and Moore start revival.
25—The big game of the year—Carolina. 6 : Clemson. 29.
31—Football game—P. C. of S. C. 6: Freshmen. 6.
November 7—Clemson wins over Georgia—Score, 35 to 13.
11—Students contribute to Belgian relief fund.
18—Midnight gang hold a "Salome" dance.
(Continued on rage 280)
Two Hundred Sixty-Two
Retreat
IPPLIXG, fold on fold, Old Glory waves
Within the sunset's slanting rays
While the buglers sound retreat
The echoing hills catch up the strain
And pass it hack and forth again,
'Till all the air grows wildh sweet.
Then sweeter still the nation's song
Thrills the heart and makes us strong
While that flag is furled to rest.
And in the half-light of the hour
A something feel we of the power
That girds us 'round and throngs the breast.
Sweet hour that marked the end of day
And made us young and strong and gas
For years, now marks a fond adieu.
And from these scenes we now depart
I >eeply touched in life and heart.
But determined to he true.




ITH faces grim, with eyes ^rown dim,
With finders a)\ crippled and sore,
We write these lines, turn down our steins,
And close the sanctum door.
We've worked liUe mad for every ad,
From air compressors to pills;
We've done our best—
God give us rest,
















DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED BY
J.F.N EWMAN
COLLEGE FRATERNITY JEWELER
11 JOHN STREET NEW YORK
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS THIS HOUSE HAS SUPPLIED COLLEGE
AND FRATERNITY RINGS AND PINS, OF GOLD AND
SILVER, IN HIGHEST GRADE
WITH THE EXCEPTION OF 1913, WE HAVE MADE THE RINGS FOR
THE GRADUATING CLASSES OF CLEMSON FOR MANY YEARS
DESIGNS SUGGESTING UNUSUAL AND ODD STYLES OF REGULAR
JEWELRY SENT UPON REQUEST WITHOUT CHARGE
BRANCH OFFICES
CHICAGO





The Clemson Agricultural College
South Carolina's School of Engineering and Agriculture
One of the Largest and Best Equipped Agricultural and Mechanical Colleges in the South
1,544 Acres of Land. Value of Plan', over $ 1 ,300,000. Over Ninety Teachers,
Officers, and Assistants. Number of Students, 834. Every County in Soui
h
Carolina Represented. Twelve Degree Courses. Five Short Courses.
Twenty-Six Departments of Instruction. New and Modern
Buildings, Equipment, and Sanitation
NEXT SESSION OPENS WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 8.1915
Value of a Technical College Education
A young man can make no better invest-
ment than in a technical education. Viewed
merely as a matter of business, even if he has
to borrow the money at interest, he "ill find
that his increased earning capacity will, per-
haps even the first year after graduation, be
sufficient to repay the loan. It is a poor
I usiness policy to wait to earn the money
necessary to pay for an education, with an
earning capacity only one-half or one-third
that of an educated man. Every year of un-
trained, uneducated labor represents a direct
financial loss. Every boy of ability and am-
bition, whose parents are unable to pa\ for
his education, should get some friend to en-
dorse his note at the lank, and begin prepara-
tion that will make for greater earning i a
pacity ami a fuller life. There is no time to
lose. The world is looking for 1,000-horse
power men, and is willing to pay for them.
There is already a surplus of the one-horse-
power variety.
A College education is no longer a luxury
of the rich, but more a necessity of the poor
boy whose parents can give him little cr
nothing to start on. In earning capacity, a
College education represents at the outset a
capital of from $15,000 to $30,000. depending
upon the energy, character, and personality of
the possessor; and the capital increases with
every year of its efficient use.
There never was a time in the history of the
world when expert knowdedge was so much in
demand, so indispensable to individual suc-
cess, and so highly compensated.
Clemson College brings within the reach of
every boy in South Carolina the benefits and
possibilities of a technical education. He is
here offered an opportunity to enjoy some of
the good things of life. 1 he way is provided
whereby, if he have the ambition and capacity
for knowledge, he need not continue in
ignorance. Here, at a cost lower than at any-
similar institution, can a young man obtain
an education second to none.
Religious Influences
The College contributes to the salary of
four resident ministers, who conduct divine
services and do pastoral work among the
cadets in barracks. There is a flourishing
Sunday School and Y. M. C. A., with a
salaried Y. M. C. A. Secretary who lives in
the barracks. A $7;.' Y. M. C. A. build-
ing will be begun January, 1015.
Scholarships and Examinations
Tile College maintains 168 four-year scholar-
ships in iln ipricultural anil Textile Courses,
and si in the One-Year Agricultural Course
(October 1 to June 1 1. Each scholarship is
worth one hundred dollars and free tuition.
Scholarship and entrance examinations art
held at the county courthouse, at q a. m. July
9. Write for full information in regard to the
scholarships open to your county next session,
and the laws governing their award. It is
worth your while to try for one of these
scholarships.
rhose who are not seeking to enter on
scholarships, arc advised to stand examina-
tions on July q rather than wait until they
come to College in the fall. Credit will be
given for any examinations passed at the
county seat.
Cost
The cost of any of the twelve regular four-
year courses, or the Two-Year Textile Course,
is $133.40 per session. This amount covers
uniforms, board, room, heat, light, water,
laundry, and all fees, except tuition. Tuition
is $40.00 additional, to those who are able to
pay.
The cost of the One-Year Agricultural
Courses is $117.95. This amount covers the
same items as are listed above.
The cost of the Four-Weeks' Course for
Farmers, and the Four-Weeks' Course in Cot-
ton Grading, is $10.00. This amount covers
board, heat, light, and water. No uniforms
are requred.
FOR CATALOG. ETC., WRITE AT ONCE TO
W. M. RIGGS, President, Box C, Clemson College, S. C.
Do not delay ; you may be crowded out





Campus ot fifty acres, unsurpassed Buildings and Equipment; Main
Building (Offices and Classrooms', three Dormitories, Science Building
i
Library, Infirmary— all joined by covered ways. Excellent sanitary sew-
erage. Ventilation perfect. Hot and Cold Baths on every floor. Single
beds.
Resident Woman Physician. Gymnasium with trained Instructor,
Library of New Books (additions over a thousand volumes yearly i. New
Training School. Able Faculty in all Departments. Religious life care-
fully guarded.
One Hundred Officers, Teachers, and Assistants. 883 Students
Normal. Scientific, and Library Courses, with Industrial Studies.
Graduates of the Normal Course will be granted, in addition to the
degree, a Life License to Teach in the Public Schools of the State.
Shorter Normal Courses are offered, leading to Certificate.
SPECIAL COURSES— Stenography and Typewriting, Dressmaking,
Millinery. Cooking, Household Arts, Drawing and Manual Training, Art,
Bookkeeping.
Thorough instruction given in Cooking, Floriculture, Freehand and
Industrial Drawing, Designing, Reading, and Physical Training. Arrange-
ments have been made to train Kindergartners.
A course for training in Library Methods is given.
MUSIC— In this Department, instruction given in Piano, Organ, Sight
Singing, Voice Training, and Chorus Singing.
SCHOLARSHIP— Each county is given as many Scholarships as it has
Members in the House of Representatives. A Scholarship is worth One
Hundred Dollars and Free Tuition, and must be won by competitive
examination.
In addition to the regular State Scholarship, thirty-one Dining-Room
Scholarships are given. These Scholarships pay all the expenses, for work
in dining-room and kitchen.
Expenses for session of nine months: i
For Students Paying Tuition ------- $162.00 t
For Students Having Free Tuition ----- 122.0(1
Scholarship Students ----- 22.00 ,
FOR CATALOG AND OTHER INFORMATION. ADDRESS:




Manufacturers of High-Grade Uniform Cloth, for Army, Navy,
Police, and Railroad Purposes; and the Largest Assortment and Best
Quality of
CADET GRAYS
including those used at the United States Military Academy at West
Point, and other leading Military Schools of the Country.
PRESCRIBED AND USED BY THE CADETS
OF CLEMSON COLLEGE
*••••••"••• ..*..«..*..»..
SOLID GOLD , STERLING SILVER. AND GOLD- PLATED
JEWELRY WITH CLEMSON SEAL
PEN N ANTS. BANNERS, TABLE COVERS. PILLOW COVERS
CAN BE SENT BY PARCEL POST
WRITE FOR PRICES
L. CLEVELAND MARTIN




OUR EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES FOR PRODUCING UNIFORMS FOR COLLEGE
AND MILITARY SCHOOLS ARE UNEQUALED BY ANY OTHER HOUSE IN
THE UNITED STATES. YOU ARE SURE OF INTELLIGENT
AND ACCURATE SERVICE IN ORDERING OF US
THE UNIFORMS WORN AT CLEMSON COLLEGE ARE FINISHED EXAMPLES
OF THE CHARACTER, QUALITY, AND APPEARANCE OF OUR PRODUCT
JACOB R EED'S SONS
1424 AND 1426 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
'-.»..« .,..»..«..«..* .. ••••••»•»•»•«•••••••»•«••••»•«•«••••"••••••••
Keep Your Insurance Money at Home
Did you know that between five and six million dollars were sent out of this State
annually for Life Insurance premiums alone? Think of what an era of prosperity we would
have in South Carolina if this money were kept in the State each year.
We represent the only South Carolina Old Line Legal Reserve Life Insurance Company.
With thousands of satisfied policyholders over the State, it has won and deserves the con-
sideration, the business, and the praise of every loyal, patriotic South Carolinian, who wants
to aid in the upbuilding and development of his State. Every dollar of the premiums collected
is kept in South Carolina, and invested in first mortgages on South Carolina real estate.
Our policies are brief, liberal, and clearly expressed, with a guaranteed low cost.
Think it over, and take your next policy in the Southeastern. We have the experience,
and can advise you intelligently in regard to the policy best suited to your needs.
The Southeastern Life Insurance Company of South Carolina
G. W. SPEER, Special Agent H. J. McGEE, General Agent





The South's Oldest Ordinary Company
KEEPS YOUR MONEY AT HOME
AND HELPS THE BUSINESS
OF THE PEOPLE WHOSE
BUSINESS HELPS YOUR
BUSINESS
F. W. FELKEL, GENERAL AGENT
ANDERSON, S. C.





CALL OR WRITE FOR
PRICES
PROM PT SERVICE
IS AS IMPORTANT AS HAVING THE RIGHT STOCK. IT MEANS A LOT TO
BUY WHERE YOU GET QUICK DELIVERIES AND RIGHT PRICES
THIS IS THE KIND OF SERVICE WE ARE GIVING
FRESH FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
DANCES. RECEPTIONS, COMMENCEMENTS: AND FLOWERS
FOR YOUR BEST GIRL
WE ARE MEMBERS OF THE FLORISTS' TELEGRAPH DELIVERY. AND WHEN
"MOTHERS BIRTHDAY" IS AT HAND LET US SEND HER A
"FLOROGRAM" FOR YOU, AND A BROTHER MEMBER
IN HER TOWN WILL DO WELL. BECAUSE
WE SEND HIM THE ORDER
THE ANDERSON FLORAL COMPANY
533 MARSHALL AVENUE PHONE 252-1
ANDERSON. S. C.
•••••••••••••••••••••••"•«•••«•» ..9 ..9 ..9 ,.m ..*..*. .«..«..» •
Peoples Bank of hotel imperial
An DE RSON C. S. JAMES, ProprietorGREENVILLE. S. C.
ANDERSON. S. C. LONG DISTANCE PHONE IN EVERY ROOM '
One of the nicest and most up-to-date
Hotels in South Carolina. Running
water, hot and cold, in every
LEE G. HOLLEMAN, President
room. Equipped through-
out with an Automatic
E. P. VANDIVER, Vice-President FireSprinkler
H. H. WATKINS, Vice-President System
D. O. BROWNE, Cashier
T. S BANISTER, Assistant Cashier
Rooms with private bath, connecting
bath, and without bath connections,
beautifully furnished in mahogany, with '
metal beds and box springs.
AMERICAN PLAN
PAID-UP CAPITAL, $200,000.00 RATES. $2.50, $3.00. $3.50
Central Garage THE
J. H. EARLE, Proprietor MURRAY DRUG
AGENTS FOR COMPANY
MICHELIN TIRES AND TUBES
(incorporated!
U. S. TIRES G. & J. TIRES MANUFACTURING AND
KELLY SPRINGFIELD TIRES JOBBING
FULL LINE ACCESSORIES
VULCANIZED TUBES A SPECIALTY
DRUGGISTS AND SPICE
GRINDERS
REPAIRING AND PAINTING m :,AUTOMOBILES
216 South Peoples Street
Bell Phone No. 418 921 Genah Sired and 1314 Lincoln Street !
•«•






th* Electric City Engraving Co.
B UFFALO. N.Y.










1-lb , 3-lb.,4-lb., 5-lb.
Sealed Tins
Ask Your Grocer (or Morara
ROASTED AND PACKED PY
C. W. ANTRIM & SONS
RICHMOND. VA.
PHONE 336-J
Dr. Forest D. Suggs
DENTIST
OFFICES: 413-415 BLECKLEY BUILDING
ASSOCIATED WITH















114 WEST WHITNER STREET
ANDERSON -:- SOUTH CAROLINA
A charming yi iting singer named
Anna
Got caught in a flood in Mont ma.
As she floated a wav.
Her sister, they say,




Quality First. Goods that Satisfy
STORE AND RESTAURANT
Spalding's Agency, Staple and Fancy (groceries
Men's Furnishings












Manufacturers of CONES and TUBES for
Textile Mills. Our careful study of mill re-
quirements has resulted in our turning out
cones which run true, and hold yarn, and the
knitters prefer them because of their even
feed. Practically every Textile School in the
South uses and recommends our product.





Our arrangement with the tele-
phone company enables anyone on
the line to call us without any
cost to them. Call us, and get our
prices he/ore purchasing elsewhere
Some Important Dates During the Year
(Continued from page 2(12
)
November 22—The midnight hospital corps is organized.
24—Lawmakers from Anderson and Oconee Counties meet here.
26—Turkey Day. "Tigers" fail to get the honey from the "Yellow Jackets.
December 1—Reform Committee hold big meeting.
4—Senior Dancing Club give a dance.
1/—Examinations start. Midnight lights.
23—Exams, over: appointments: all off for Christmas!
January 4—Students return from the holidays.
•9—Lee's birthday. Memorial exercises held in chapel.
22—Chicora Glee Club give concert in chapel.
26—County demonstrators meet at the College.
30—D. E. Swinehart wins in preliminary for State Oratorical Contest.
February 4—The Faculty organize a chapel choir.
6—Sophs, defeat Fresh, in class football.
10—Sophs, defeat Juniors in class football.
22—Washington's birthday. Many students visit home.
23
—"Mary" Smith resigns his First Lieutenancy.
March 15—AX.XL"AL GOES TO PRESS.
This Book is a fair sample of our work in printing, binding, and earing for
the engravings. <JInto all of our product, whether eollege publications or
general commercial work, we put the infinite pains and the extensive
experience necessary to insure our patrons the very acme of satisfaction.
The OBSERVER PRINTING HOUSE, Ine.
B. K. CATES, Manager CHARLOTTE, IS. C.
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